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Summary

Summary

A variety of relevant processes in biology and medicine, such as cell migration, wound

healing, cancer metastasis, and implant integration, as well as diagnostic tools like protein-

chips and cell-based biosensors, share an important commonality: One of the key processes

involved is the interaction between proteins incorporated in the cell membrane or adsorbed

to surfaces. The investigation of the spatial and temporal interplay of the different

components and their mechanical and biochemical interactions, is therefore of great interest.

The subject of this thesis is the development of two complementary measurement platforms

to study different aspects of protein- and cell-surface interactions. The first one is a

specialized fluorescence microscopy technique optimized to study cell adhesion and protein

adsorption. The second one is a cell-free in-vitro assay for analyzing protein binding

dynamics under hydrodynamic flow conditions (similar to the ones in blood vessels)

supported by a theoretical framework based on the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) model.

In the first part of this thesis, the construction of a multi-wavelength prism-type Total Internal

Reflection Fluorescence Microscope (TIRFM) is described. The basic principle of this

technique is the creation of an evanescent field in the vicinity of a water / glass interface. It

leads to a surface specific illumination that can be used to specifically excite fluorophores,

which are coupled to proteins or cellular structures located near that interface. Thus,

fluorescence microscope images and time-lapse videos with high signal-to-noise ratio and

minimal interference by out-of-focus background signals can be obtained.

For investigations focused on cell-surface interactions, phenomena occurring near the cell

membrane, and protein adsorption, TIRFM is an interesting alternative to the widely used

confocal laser scanning systems because it offers higher image quality and temporal

resolution and is less expensive.

Detailed insight is given into the specific theoretical and practical aspects of this technique,

including a comprehensive description of our TIRFM instrument, which could serve as a

guideline for other investigators interested in this technique. The key steps in the alignment

and calibration of such a system are pointed out, in order to get an optimal performance, for

example in signal output efficiency. At the end, a selection of experiments carried out on our

set-up is presented, including time-lapse experiments of focal adhesion dynamics and in-situ

protein adsorption to micro-patterned model surfaces. The results are confirming the

suitability of our TIRFM system for a variety of cell biological and biosensing applications.
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Summary

The second project of this thesis deals with the implementation of a bead flow assay to

investigate binding dynamics of protein-ligand systems under hydrodynamic shear fields: It

consists of a) a computer simulation based on a method called Adhesive Dynamics, b) an in-

vitro bead flow assay using high-speed fluorescence video microscopy to record the

movement of ligand-coated micron-sized beads interacting with protein-coated surfaces, and

c) a quantitative comparison between numerical and experimental model to determine the

key parameters governing the dynamics of the system.

The bead flow assay has a number of advantages compared to Atomic Force Microscopy

(AFM), the state-of-the-art technique for mechanical investigations of single protein bonds: 1)

the bead flow assay is dynamic and enables one to study the interplay of bond association

and dissociation, 2) the protein bonds are mainly subjected to shear forces (instead of

normal forces) as it is the case in actual cell adhesion, and 3) the bead flow assay has the

potential to work as a high through-put screening system since data can be acquired in a

highly parallel manner.

The assay is inspired by the natural phenomenon of the capability of white blood cells to

make contact and roll on blood vessel walls under extremely varying hydrodynamic

conditions. The adhesion process is mediated by selectin-carbohydrate bonds, and it is of

great interest to get a better understanding of the characteristic molecular features making

such interactions possible.

The biological situation lends itself to be analyzed with a computer simulation because the

geometrical (sphere and plane), fluid dynamical (laminar shear flow), and biochemical

(binding is limited to a small set of molecular species) conditions are relatively simple.

The theoretical model for our simulation is based on the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) method,

which is characterized by a combination of two different levels of time and length scale: The

hydrodynamic microsphere motion is described by Stokesian Dynamics, and the behavior of

the protein bindings is evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation using reaction rate models for

bond formation and breakage, which couple binding kinetics to micromechanics.

Using our implementation of the AD method, we are able to reproduce results of the AD

model provided in the literature. The simulations give an indication for the influence of

characteristic parameters of specific pairs of binding partners (for example dissociation rate

constant or bond compliance) and experimentally variable parameters (such as protein

density and shear rate) on the behavior of protein bindings and cell movement. As a novelty,

we have introduced Brownian motion in the AD model.

Experiments were carried out using sialyl Lewisx coated fluorescent latex beads driven along

P- and L-selectin coated glass surfaces in a perfusion-type flow cell. Bead trajectories were

8



Summary

acquired by high-speed video microscopy. With this system, we were able to obtain

experimental data with very high temporal (250 Hz and higher) and spatial resolution (better

than 10 nm).

The comparison between simulated and experimental data confirmed that our

implementation of Brownian motion in the Adhesive Dynamics model led to a significant

improvement in matching simulated to experimental trajectories.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Eine Vielzahl massgeblicher Prozesse in der Biologie und Medizin, wie die Zellmigration, die

Wundheilung, die Bildung von Krebs-Metastasen und das Einwachsen von Implantaten,

genauso wie diagnostische Werkzeuge wie Protein- und auf Zellen basierende Bio-

Halbleiterplättchen, besitzen eine wichtige Gemeinsamkeit: Einer der Schlüsselprozesse ist

die Wechselwirkung zwischen Proteinen, die sich in der Zellmembran befinden oder an

Oberflächen adsorbiert sind.

Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist die Entwicklung von zwei, sich ergänzenden

Messplattformen, um die unterschiedlichen Aspekte von Protein- und Zell-Oberflächen-

Wechselwirkungen zu untersuchen. Die erste ist eine besondere Fluoreszenz-Mikroskopie-

Technik, die optimiert wurde, um Zelladhäsion und Proteinwechselwirkungen zu

untersuchen. Die Zweite ist eine zellfreie in vitro Methode zur Analyse der Dynamik von

Proteinbindungen unter hydrodynamischem Fluss, ähnlich dem in Blutgefässen, gestützt

durch die Theorie des Adhäsiv-Dynamik (AD) Models.

In dem ersten Teil der Dissertation wird der Aufbau eines Fluoreszenz-Mikroskops basierend

auf totaler interner Lichtreflexion mit Prisma für mehrere Wellenlängen („Total Internal

Reflection Fluorescence Microscope", TIRFM) beschrieben. Die Grundlage dieser Technik ist

die Erzeugung eines evaneszenten Feldes in der Nähe einer Wasser-Glas-Grenzfläche. Dies

führt zu einer oberflächenspezifischen Anregung der Fluorophore, die an Proteine oder

zelluläre Strukturen in der Nähe der Grenzfläche gebunden sind. So können Fluoreszenz-

Mikroskop-Bilder und Zeitraffer-Videos mit einem hohen Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis und

minimaler Störung durch ausserhalb der Fokusebene stammende Hintergrundsignale

aufgezeichnet werden.

Für Untersuchungen, deren Schwerpunkt auf Zell-Oberflächen-Wechselwirkungen,

Phänomenen, welche nahe der Zellmembrane stattfinden und Protein-Adsorption liegen, ist

TIRFM eine kostengünstige Alternative zu den weitverbreiteten Konfokal-Laser-Scanning-

Systemen, die sogar noch eine höhere Bildqualität und zeitliche Auflösung bietet.

Es wird ein detaillierter Einblick in die besonderen theoretischen und praktischen Aspekte

dieser Technik gegeben, inklusive einer umfassenden Beschreibung des TIRFM-

Instruments. Dies könnte als Richtlinie für andere Forscher dienen, die an dieser Technik

interessiert sind. Die wichtigsten Schritte der Ausrichtung und Kalibrierung eines solchen

Systems werden aufgezeigt, um beispielweise ein optimales Ergebnis des Ausgangsignals

zu erzielen.
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Zusammenfassung

Am Ende wird eine Auswahl an Experimenten präsentiert, die wir auf unserem Aufbau

durchgeführt haben. Diese beinhalteten Zeitraffer-Experimente der Dynamik von

Fokalkontakten und in-situ Proteinadsorption auf mikrostrukturierten Modelloberflächen. Die

Ergebnisse bestätigen die Eignung unseres TIRFM Systems für eine Vielzahl

zellbiologischer und biosensorischer Anwendungen.

Das zweite Projekt dieser Dissertation handelt von der Realisierung eines Mikropartikel-

Durchfluss-Messsystems („Bead-Flow-Assay") zur Untersuchung der Bindungsdynamik von

Protein-Ligand Systemen unter hydrodynamischen Scherfeldern. Das Projekt gliedert sich in

a) eine rechnergestützte Simulation basierend auf der sogenannten Adhäsiv-Dynamik-

Methode, b) das in-vitro Bead-Flow-Assay, in dem mittels Hochgeschwindigkeits-

Fluoreszenz-Video-Mikroskopie, die Bewegung der Mikropartikel aufgezeichnet wird sowie in

c) einem quantitativen Vergleich zwischen numerischen und experimentellen Modell, um die

wichtigsten Parameter der Dynamik des Systems zu ermitteln.

Das Bead-Flow-Assay hat eine Anzahl von Vorteilen im Vergleich zur Rasterkraftmikroskopie

(„Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)"), welches dem neuesten Stand der Technik entspricht für

die Untersuchung der mechanischen Eigenschaften von einzelnen Proteinbindungen: 1) der

Bead-Flow-Assay ist dynamischer and ermöglicht die Untersuchung des Zusammenspiels

von Bindungsentstehung und -auflösung, 2) die Proteinbindungen sind hauptsächlich

Scherkräften ausgesetzt, wie es auch der Fall ist bei der richtigen Zeil-Adhäsion und 3) das

Bead-Flow-Assay hat das Potenzial, als Auslese-System mit sehr hohem Datendurchsatz

(„high through-put screening system) verwendet zu werden, da Daten auf eine hoch parallele

Art und Weise erfasst werden können.

Dieses Messsystem ist inspiriert durch das natürliche Phänomen der Fähigkeit der weissen

Blutkörperchen, unter sehr variablen hydrodynamischen Bedingungen mit Blutgefässwänden

in Kontakt treten und sich an ihnen abrollen zu können. Der Haftungsprozess vollzieht sich

über Selectin-Kohlenhydrat-Bindungen. Die für diesen Haftungsprozess notwendigen

charakteristischen molekularen Eigenschaften gilt es, besser zu verstehen.

Es bietet sich an, die biologische Situation durch eine rechnergestützte Simulation zu

analysieren, da die Gegebenheiten der Geometrie (Kugel und Ebene), der

Flüssigkeitsdynamik (laminarer Scherfluss) und der Biochemie (die Bindungen sind auf eine

geringe Anzahl von Molekülen limitiert) relativ einfach sind.

Das theoretische Modell unserer Simulationen basiert auf der Methode der Adhäsiv-Dynamik

(AD), welche sich durch die Verknüpfung zweier unterschiedlicher Grössenordnungen der

Zeit- und Längen-Skala auszeichnet: Die hydrodynamische Bewegung der Mikropartikel wird

durch die Stoke'sche Dynamik beschrieben. Die Auswertung des Verhaltens der

12



Zusammenfassung

Proteinbindungen erfolgt durch eine Monte Carlo Simulation, Modelle für die Reaktionsraten

von Bindungsentstehung und -auflösung berücksichtigt, wodurch Bindungskinetik und

Mikromechanik gekoppelt werden.

Mit der von uns eingesetzten AD-Methode können wir Ergebnisse aus der Literatur, in der

die AD-Methode angewendet wird, wiedergeben. Die Simulationen lassen Schlüsse darüber

zu, welchen Einfluss charakteristische Parameter bestimmter Bindungspartner (z.B.

Bindungszerfallskonstante oder -nachgiebigkeit) sowie experimentell variable Parameter (wie

Proteindichte und Scherrate) auf das Verhalten der Bindungsproteine und Zellbewegung

haben. Als ein Novum wurde die Brown'sche Bewegung in unser AD-Modell eingebunden.

Die Experimente wurden mit Sialyl Lewis* beschichteten, fluoreszenten Latexkügelchen

durchgeführt, die durch eine Durchflusskammer mit einer P- und L- Selectin beschichteten

Glasoberfläche gepumpt wurden.

Die Verlaufsbahnen der Kügelchen wurden mit Hochgeschwindigkeits-Video-Mikroskopie

aufgezeichnet. Mit diesem Aufbau war es uns möglich, experimentelle Daten mit sehr hoher

zeitlicher Folge (250 Hz und schneller) und räumlichen Auflösung (besser als 10 nm) zu

erhalten.

Der Vergleich der simulierten und experimentellen Daten bestätigt, dass die

Berücksichtigung der Brown'schen Bewegung in dem Adhäsiv-Dynamik-Modell zu einer

erheblichen Verbesserung der Übereinstimmung zwischen simulierten und experimentell

ermittelten Verlaufsbahnen geführt hat.
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Introduction

The subject of this thesis is the development of two measurement techniques for the

investigation of different aspects of protein- and cell-surface interactions. The first one is a

specialized fluorescence microscopy technique optimized for the investigation of the spatial

and temporal interplay of the proteins involved in cell adhesion and migration. The second

one is an in-vitro assay supported by a computer simulation to study cell adhesion under

hydrodynamic flow conditions. The purpose of this introductory part is to give an overview of

the relevant processes, the parameters of interest, and the models and measurement

techniques employed to investigate these systems.

The various kinds of cell adhesion interactions can be divided into two fundamental groups,

which are characterized by:

1) "quasi-static" conditions in tissues, organs, as well as in in-vitro systems like cell-

culture and biosensors.

2) "hydrodynamic" conditions encountered in blood stream, where blood-borne cells

attach to the vessel wall.

The differences and commonalities of the two types of cell adhesion are pointed out,

especially the respective parameters of interest. This is followed by a brief insight into the

probabilistic behavior of protein bindings, which is governed by the coupling of chemical and

mechanical effects. Subsequently, the characteristic features and typical applications of the

different measurement techniques are elucidated, focusing on the advantages and

disadvantages of each principle.

1.1 Cell adhesion systems

Cell adhesion in-vivo and in-vitro is mediated and controlled via specific protein interactions.

Depending on the cell type, a cell is constantly exchanging biochemical, electrical, and

mechanical information with its surroundings. For the scope of this thesis, the different cell

adhesion systems will be classified into two general groups. We do this in order to

demonstrate the complementary approach of our two measurement techniques, each of

which is designed for the investigation of one of the two types of cell adhesion.

17
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actin cytoskeletoon

myosin

FA associated proteins

a,ß integnns receptors

ECM ligands

B blood stream

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of the two types of cell adhesion A) Cell adhesion and

migration within tissues, in embryogenesis, wound healing, and artificial rigid surfaces

etc (red arrows indicate occurring (internal) force due actin polymerization and

myosin contraction, respectively) B) Leukocyte adhesion / rolling in blood stream to

vascular endothelial cells during inflammation (red arrow indicate (external) forces and

torques due to hydrodynamic shear field of blood stream)

1.1.1 Cell adhesion within tissues, organs, and to rigid surfaces

Interactions belonging to this type of cell adhesion are very diverse, covering cell migration in

embryogenesis and cancer metastasis, cells in 3-dimensional organ structures, and cells in

2-dimensional artificial configurations in cell culture and biochips. There are numerous ways

cells interact with each other or with their environment, the latter of the two will be mainly

considered here (Figure 1 1A).

The adhesive interactions between a cell and its surroundings (i.e extracellular matrix (ECM)

in vivo or protein coated rigid planar surface in vitro) regulate its morphology, migratory

properties, growth, and differentiation (Schwartz et al. 1995, Burridge and Chrzanowska-

assœcrea

A

n
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Wodnicka 1996, Yamada and Geiger 1997). The key role in these interactions is played by

so-called focal adhesions (Geiger and Bershadsky 2001, Critchley 2000). They consist of

aggregated ECM receptors (integrins) that span the plasma membrane, interacting on the

outside with ECM components and on the inside with the actin cytoskeleton (Hynes 1987,

Hynes 1992, Schwartz et al. 1995). Integrins are heterodimers comprised of two different

protein chains (designated a and ß), whose specificity to ECM ligands is determined by the

identity of the a and ß chains, of which there are many. Apart from the integrins, numerous

proteins have been identified in focal adhesions, a-actinin, talin, paxillin, and vinculin, just to

name few (Jockusch et al. 1995, Yamada and Geiger 1997). The processes leading to

initiation and maturation of focal adhesions, the mechanisms by which focal adhesions

mediate chemical and mechanical signals in and out of a cell, and the identification of the

involved intra- and extracellular proteins, are the predominant questions addressed in this

field of research.

1.1.2 Cell adhesion to vessel wall in blood stream

Trafficking of blood-borne cells to tissues and organs is necessary for numerous immune

functions, including inflammation, lymphocyte homing, and bone marrow replenishment after

transplantation. Recruitment of leukocytes (white blood cells) from the blood vessel into

inflamed tissues is the central event in the inflammatory response (Figure 1.1B). It is

comprised of a multi-step adhesion and signaling cascade (Springer 1994).

The initial step in the leukocyte adhesion process is a rolling interaction on the vessel wall.

The driving force for rolling is the hydrodynamic shear of the blood stream acting on the

adherent cell. "Rolling" is characterized by highly variable velocity and occurs in a series of

short steps or jerks, which seems to require rapid formation and breakage of adhesive bonds

(Kaplanski et al. 1993, Alon et al. 1997, Alon et al. 1995). This tethering and rolling motion is

followed by firm adhesion of the cell. Eventually, morphological changes are induced leading

to trans-endothelial migration into the underlying tissues.

The understanding of the initial phase is not only of great interest from a medical and

biological point of view, but also for biophysicists due to the unique properties that are

required for the mediation of such interactions. Selectins, a family of membrane-bound

glycoproteins, have been identified as the proteins responsible for the initiation of the

adhesion of blood leukocytes to vascular endothelial cells (comprehensive reviews on their

occurrence, identified ligands, and known functionalities can be found in Springer 1995,

Kansas 1996, Vestweber and Blanks 1999). There are three members: L-selectin, which is

19



Chapter 1

constitutively expressed on most leukocytes, and P- and E-selectins, which are expressed

inducibly on activated endothelial cells and platelets. The ligands for selectins are cell-

surface glycoconjugates (carbohydrates) that must be modified with sialic acid, fucose, and

in some cases, sulfate (McEver et al. 1995, Kansas 1996), for example sialyl Lewis? is known

to be a ligand for all three selectins. Another specialty of selectin-carbohydrate interactions is

the location of the molecules: Selectins and selectin ligands are not distributed regularly in

the leukocyte's membrane; instead they are located at the tips of microvillous tethers.

The exact functional properties required for recognition between selectins and their ligands

and for rolling adhesion are not yet fully understood. They seem to be fast rates of

association and dissociation, and a low sensitivity of the reaction rates to the applied force.

The latter of the two would be necessary to ensure leukocyte recruitment under the wide

range of hydrodynamic shear fields in blood vessels.

1.1.3 Key observations in cell adhesion

Based on the descriptions of the two general types of cell adhesion, a number of features,

which are characteristic for both systems, can be identified (Figure 1.1)-

• Cell adhesion is mediated via surface-bound protein-ligand bonds (integrins / ECM

ligands and selectins / glycoconjugates).

• The interactions are limited to dedicated regions of clusters of adhesive molecules

(focal adhesions and tips of microvillous tethers).

• A systemic interplay of bond formation (association) and rupturing (dissociation) is

required.

• Shear and tangential forces are predominantly acting on the protein bonds.

1.2 Modeling mechanics and kinetics of cell adhesion

In this section, a brief theoretical background of the stochastic nature of protein bonds and

the influence of force on binding kinetics is given. These aspects are particularly important

for the bead flow assay, one of the two techniques developed during this thesis.

The biophysics of cell adhesion is perhaps one of the most intensively investigated areas of

cell mechanics. The studies have been driven by the strong interest in many biological

processes of which cell adhesion is an important element, leading to the development of a
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number of mathematical models. The construction and application of these models have

demonstrated that it is possible to analyze certain cellular processes by highly quantitative

approaches. Conversely, the rapid accumulation of genetic and biochemical data about cell

adhesion molecules in the past two decades has been outpacing the integration of these

data into quantitative theories, which presents even greater challenges and opportunities.

For this reason, there has probably never been a better time and a more urgent need for

mathematical modeling of physiological functions, e.g. the mechanics and kinetics of cell

adhesion.

Stochastic nature of cell adhesion

A major conceptual development is the recognition that cellular adhesions are often

mediated via a surprisingly small number of receptor-ligand bonds. As a result of the low

bond number, small-scale adhesions become random events. Perhaps the most appreciated

manifestation of this stochastic nature is the aforementioned stop-and-go type of jerky motion

and highly fluctuating velocity observed in leukocyte interactions with blood vessel walls.

Despite this randomness, the occurrence of a bond formation or dissociation event has

certain likelihood. Even though a single measurement is of little use, a collection of many can

reveal a well-defined, albeit still highly scattered distribution corresponding to the probability

density of a particular quantity of interest. To determine the physical principles and

parameters governing these probabilities requires a fundamental understanding of the

mechanisms underlying the observed variability. The hypothesis is that the randomness is

not caused by measurement error but by the stochastic nature inherent to the physical

chemistry of protein bindings, which becomes significant when the number of involved bonds

is small.

Effect of force on protein binding kinetics

The most commonly used measure of receptor-ligand recognition is the affinity. In biology,

this is often given as the dissociation equilibrium constant Kd of reversible binding between

receptor and ligand. Whereas the affinity is cited most to characterize biological adhesive

recognition, it is relatively unimportant when it comes to quantification of receptor function as

many biological adhesions occur under dynamic conditions. Therefore, the kinetics of

receptor-ligand recognition become important, which are expressed as association (kA) and

dissociation rate (kD) constant.

As explained in chapter 1.1, many proteins function in mechanically stressful environments.

The question now arises whether the applied forces and resulting deformations of the

biomolecules affect their chemical interactions.

The answer is yes, they do. Specific molecular interactions such as receptor-ligand bonds

rely on conformational matches between the molecules. In other words, although van der
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Waals forces and electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions are all important, it is the 3D

geometry local to the binding pocket of the receptor and the ligand that dictates the

characteristics of the protein bond. Considering the narrow geometrical ranges of hydrogen

bonding (- 1 A), a good conformational match between receptor and ligand at the binding

pocket is necessary, and any deviation will alter the interaction energy of the bond.

Therefore, protein deformation plays an essential role in determining the rate of bond

dissociation. Its effects on the interaction energy must be included for a complete description

of the constitutive relationship between force and kinetic rates.

A number of different constitutive laws have been developed to understand the influence of

stress and strain on the association and dissociation rate of receptor-ligand pairs, the three

most important ones being:

• Bell model (Bell 1978). It was the first postulation of the dependence of a chemical

rate constant on an externally applied force in biological adhesion:

kn=kn(Q)*cxpUj\ 1.1

where kD(0) is the intrinsic unstressed dissociation rate constant, the so-called bond

compliance or interaction length /, F the applied force, kB the Boltzmann constant,

and T the absolute temperature. The model predicts an exponential increase of the

bond dissociation rate with the applied force scaled by the bond compliance.

• Model of Dembo and colleagues (Bell et al. 1984, Dembo et al. 1988). They modeled

the receptor-ligand bond as a Hookean spring with certain energy for a given

deviation from the equilibrium length. From a Boltzmann distribution, the affinity at

this length was determined. Reasoning that the kinetics also depended on this

distance, a self-consistent description of the dependence of association and

dissociation rate to the separation distance was calculated.

• Evans' power law (Evans and Ritchie 1997). This model suggested that the

dissociation rate kD followed a power law depending on the applied force.

In all three models, the relationship between the parameters that describe the mechanical

response and the structure of the molecules is not yet explicit and remains one of the biggest

challenges in structural biology and biophysics.
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1.3 Measurement techniques

A variety of measurement techniques have been employed to study cell and protein

interactions with surfaces.

technique measurement advantages / disadvantages

Optical / biosensing techniques

OWLS (Ramsden 1997)

(optical waveguide lightmode
spectroscopy)

in-situ protein adsorption
surfaces

determination of absolute mass/area, but

limited to transparent waveguiding
substrates and no distinction between

different molecular species

SPR (Kambhampati and Knoll 1999)

(surface plasmon resonance)

in-situ protein adsorption
to surfaces

determination of absolute mass/area, but

limited to gold and silver surfaces and no

distinction between different molecular

species

IRM (Anderson and Cross 2000)

(interference reflection microscopy)

cell surface distance visualization of cell contacts without

labeling, but no identification of proteins

TIRFM (Axelrodetal 1992)

(total internal reflection fluorescence

microscopy)

protein adsorption, cell

adhesion, endo- /

exocytosis

visualization of different proteins, high

SNR, but requires labeling with

fluorophores

CLSM

(confocal laser scanning microscopy)

general fluorescence

microscopy for cell and

molecular biology

same as TIRFM but not restricted to

interface, but excitation not through entire

sample and poorer optical sectioning

same as CLSM but optical sectioning

better and already in excitation, but more

expensive

Multi-photon (Denk et al. 1990)

(multi-photon fluorescence

microscopy)

general fluorescence

microscopy for cell and

molecular biology

combination of force measurement and optical resolution

flexible substrate with

fluorescent markers (Balaban et al.

2001)

localization of cell

adhesion forces and

identification of proteins

simultaneous visualization of different

proteins and generated force field, but

restricted to flexible substrates, and

difficult interpretation of results

OT (Svoboda et al. 1993)

(optical tweezer)

manipulation of single
molecules

high force sensitivity, applicable to cells

direct / indirect force measurement

flexible substrate (Lee et al. 1994,

Oliver et al. 1998)

traction forces in-vitro cell traction forces, optical

resolution, but difficult interpretation of

results

SFA (Helm et al 1991)

(surface force apparatus)

surface interaction forces very accurate and direct separation

measurement, but no lateral resolution, no

identification of proteins

AFM (Florin et al. 1994)

(atomic force microscopy)

individual bond strengths direct force measurement, high accuracy,

but no inter-molecular forces

BFP (Evans et al 1995)

(biomembrane force probe)

Individual bond strengths same as AFM but with softer transducer,

more physiological condition

TIRM (Robertson and Bike 1998)

(total internal reflection microscopy)

interaction potential of

colloidal particles and

surfaces

highest force sensitivity, but restricted to

certain systems and only net repulsive
forces

bead flow assay (Brunk et al 1996) protein bindings under

shear flow

closely mimics biological conditions, good
for adhesion and kinetic measurements,

but difficult interpretation / quantification of

results

Table 1.1 Overview of different microscopy, biosensing, and force measurement

techniques for the investigation of protein- and cell-surface interactions.
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We will give an overview of a selection of these techniques together with a brief assessment

of the advantages and disadvantages based on their working principle. Following the

distinction made in section 1.1, the measurement techniques are divided into optical /

biosensing methods, on one hand, and direct or indirect force measurement techniques, on

the other hand. However, there are also cases, which are a mixture of both (Table 1.1).

1.4 Outline and objectives of this thesis

1.4.1 TIRFM set-up (chapter 2)

The first part of the thesis deals with the construction of a multi-wavelength prism-type Total

Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscope (TIRFM). The basic principle of this technique is

the creation of an evanescent field in the vicinity of a water / glass interface. It leads to a

surface specific illumination that can be used to specifically excite fluorophores, which are

coupled to proteins or cellular structures located near that interface. Thus, fluorescence

microscope images and time-lapse videos with high signal-to-noise ratio and minimal

interference by out-of-focus background signals can be obtained (Axelrod 1989).

For investigations focused on cell-surface interactions, phenomena occurring near the cell

membrane, and protein adsorption, TIRFM is an interesting alternative to the widely used

confocal laser scanning systems because it offers higher image quality and temporal

resolution and is less expensive.

Detailed insight is given into the specific theoretical and practical aspects of this technique,

including a comprehensive description of our TIRFM instrument, which could serve as a

guideline for other investigators interested in this technique The key steps in the alignment

and calibration of such a system are pointed out, in order to get an optimal performance, for

example in signal output efficiency. At the end, a selection of experiments carried out on our

set-up is presented, including time-lapse experiments of focal adhesion dynamics and in-situ

protein adsorption to micro-patterned model surfaces confirming the suitability of our TIRFM

system for a variety of cell biological and biosensing applications.

1.4.2 Bead flow assay (chapters 3, 4, and 5)

As a complementary assay to TIRFM, the bead flow assay belongs to the biosensing types

of measurements techniques. It is a cell-free in-vitro assay (Brunk et al. 1996) for analyzing
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protein binding dynamics under hydrodynamic flow conditions (similar to the ones in blood

vessels) supported by a theoretical framework based on the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) model

(Hammer and Apte 1992).

The bead flow assay has a number of advantages compared to Atomic Force Microscopy

(AFM), the state-of-the-art technique for mechanical investigations of single protein bonds

(Florin et al. 1994): 1) the bead flow assay is dynamic and enables the study of the interplay

of bond association and dissociation, 2) the protein bonds are mainly subjected to shear

forces (instead of normal forces) as it is the case in actual cell adhesion, and 3) the bead

flow assay has the potential to work as a high through-put screening system since data can

be acquired in a highly parallel manner.

One of the main goals of our assay is to obtain single molecule sensitivity in a multi-molecule

binding system under dynamic conditions. For this reason we are developing an

experimental system with very high temporal and spatial resolution in combination with a

computer simulation. In more detail, the assay consists of a) a computer simulation based on

a method called Adhesive Dynamics (chapter 3), b) an in-vitro bead flow assay using high¬

speed fluorescence video microscopy and a sophisticated tracking software to record the

movement of ligand-coated micron-sized beads interacting with protein-coated surfaces

(chapter 4), and c) a quantitative comparison between numerical and experimental model

(chapter 5).

The bead flow assay is inspired by the natural phenomenon of the capability of white blood

cells to make contact and roll on blood vessel walls under extremely varying hydrodynamic

conditions. The adhesion process is mediated by selectin-carbohydrate bonds, and it is of

great interest to get a better understanding of the characteristic molecular features making

such interactions possible.

The biological situation lends itself to be analyzed with a computer simulation because the

geometrical (sphere and plane), fluid dynamical (laminar shear flow), and biochemical

(binding is limited to a small set of molecular species) conditions are relatively simple.

The theoretical model for our simulation is based on the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) method,

which is characterized by a its combination of two different levels of time and length scale:

The hydrodynamic microsphere motion is described by Stokesian Dynamics, and the

behavior of the protein bindings is evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation using reaction rate

models for bond formation and breakage, which couple binding kinetics to micromechanics.

Using our implementation of the AD method, we are able to reproduce results of the AD

model, provided in the literature. The simulations give an indication for the influence of

characteristic parameters of specific pairs of binding partners (for example dissociation rate

constant or bond compliance) and experimentally variable parameters (such as protein
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density and shear rate) on the behavior of protein bindings and cell movement. As a novelty,

we introduce Brownian motion in the AD model leading to a significant improvement in

matching simulated to experimental trajectories.

Experiments are carried out using sialyl Lewis" coated fluorescent latex beads driven along

P- and L-selectin coated glass surfaces in a perfusion-type flow cell. Bead trajectories are

acquired by high-speed video microscopy. With this system, experimental data with very high

temporal (250 Hz and higher) and spatial resolution (better than 10 nm) are obtained.

However, perturbations by the experimental set-up and the environment can not be

sufficiently isolated and therefore detection of molecular events is not yet possible.
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Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM)

2.1 Introduction

Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is a specialized technique uniquely

suited for a wide range of dynamic live cell and biosensing experiments offering specific

illumination of the glass/water interface via an evanescent field. The main characteristic of

TIRFM is its capability of visualizing proteins as well as cell membranes, cytoskeletal

structures, and organelles labeled with fluorescent markers, which are localized near the

surface with very high depth discrimination.

Over the years, this technique has been employed for a variety of applications ranging from

studies on cell adhesion (reviewed in Burmeister et al. 1998), endo- and exocytosis events

(reviewed in Steyer and Aimers 2001), and distance dependent dynamics of organelles

(Olveczky et al. 1997, Oheim and Stuhmer 2000) to measurements of biophysical aspects of

cell-surface interactions (reviewed in Thompson and Lagerholm 1997).

Simultaneously, combinations of TIRFM with all other common fluorescence microscopy

techniques have evolved, namely with fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP,

first presented in Burghardt and Axelrod 1981), fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS,

Huang and Thompson 1996), polarization microscopy (Sund et al. 1999), and recently also

with fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET, Riven et al. 2003) and 2-photon

microscopy (Schapper et al. 2003)

Whereas the early studies were all done with experimental set-ups built in the laboratories,

nowadays more and more commercial systems are available, which has led to an increased

popularity of this technique. These commercial instruments are mainly suitable for cell

biological studies using one or two excitation wavelengths and standard glass substrates.

In this chapter, we report on the realization of a prism-type TIRFM system, especially

designed for biosensing studies of in-situ protein adsorption to chemically patterned model

surfaces and live cell adhesion experiments. Excitation over a wide range of wavelengths

allows for visualization of up to three different molecular species simultaneously.

After an introduction to the theoretical basis of evanescent fields, additional optical effects

involved are discussed with a focus on the comparison between the two fundamental groups

of TIRFM configurations, a) objective-type, where the evanescent excitation field is achieved

through the microscope's objective itself, and b) prism-type, where TIR is realized from the

opposite side of the objective. In the following part, our instrument is described in detail,

including demonstration of alignment and calibration of the various components. At the end,

a selection of applications for which our TIRFM set-up can be used is presented, e.g. live cell

time-lapse experiments, and a qualitative comparison to images taken with Epi-illumination.
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2.2 Theory of total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy

2.2.1 Light as electromagnetic wave

Classical electromagnetic theory1 is based on the well-known set of Maxwell's equations,

which generally describe the behavior and propagation of electromagnetic waves in space.

Light can be regarded as a transverse electromagnetic wave characterized by three mutually

perpendicular vectors: the electric field E, the magnetic field B
,
and the propagation wave

vector k
,
where the vectors E and k define the plane of polarization of the wave.

Linearly polarized plane waves (Figure 2 2) are a particular solution to the wave equation.

For the electnc field È, it is given by:

E(r'j) = E0cxp\ilk -r -(Ol)\ 2 1

where Ê0 is the original electric field vector at the origin, r is the position vector, o) is the

angular frequency, and f is time. The magnetic field B is always in phase with E and its

magnitude is only differing by a scalar.

- B-Field

Figure 2.2 Light as an electromagnetic wave: It is characterized by the mutually

perpendicular electric field E, magnetic field B, and propagation wave vector k

Building the cross-product of É and B leads to the so-called Poynting vector S = c2e0ExB,

where c is the speed of light and e0 is the electric permittivity in vacuum. The intensity

(irradiance) of the wave is given by the time-averaged magnitude of .V

I=(S
c cn

£,, x B0
cr.

«-ti 2.2

i e the intensity of light is proportional to the square of the amplitude of its electric field

1

Suggestion for additional reading Hecht E Optics 1998 New York Addison-Wiley.
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2.2.2 Light propagation at an interface

When a ray of light falls at an interface of two media of different refractive indices, the

incident ray splits into a refracted (transmitted), k], and a reflected, kr, ray (Figure 2.3A).

The angles of incidence and refraction, 0, and Ö,, respectively, are related by Snell's law:

w, sin#, =/72sin6> 2.3

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the incident and the other medium, respectively.

Total internal reflection occurs when light propagating through an optically dense medium of

high refractive index (e.g. solid glass) encounters an interface with a medium of a lower

refractive index (e.g. an aqueous solution) at angles 0,>0t, where 0t is the critical

incidence angle defined by.

s\nOL -n21n] 2.4

Hence, for the case of total internal reflection where 9I>61 ,
Snell's law results in a complex

angle of refraction given by sinö, =(«, /w,)sin#, > l. The solution of the wave equation

satisfying these boundary conditions still has the general form of a linearly polarized plane

wave (equation 2.1), and the electric field of the transmitted wave can be written as:

K, = Kai txp{-icol}cxp{ik, sin^xjexp^,,,,,,,,,^,^} 2.5

exponential dcoiv m /

where I\)t is the magnitude of the transmitted electric field at the interface, ktmm^inil is the

magnitude of the transmitted wave vector in the plane of interface (Figure 2.3B), and u is real

and positive. Instead of the sinusoidal dependence on z, which is characteristic of a

propagating wave, the electric field now decays exponentially with z (i.e. perpendicular to the

plane of the interface). For this reason, this solution of the wave equation is called an

evanescent wave. Together with equation 2.2, the intensity of the evanescent wave can be

calculated:

I(z) = I{)cxp{-z/dp} 2.6
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reflection & refraction for ©, < 0d

total internal reflection for ©. > 0C

Figure 2.3 Light propagation at an interface: Refraction and reflection A) Wave vectors for

incident reflected and refracted (or evanescent) light at an interface B) Illustration of

s- and p-polanzation, i e perpendicular and parallel to plane of incidence,

respectively and 1- and \\-polanzation with respect to plane of interface

where l0 is the intensity of the incident light at the interface (z = 0), and dp is the so-called

penetration depth, i e the distance at which the intensity has fallen to 1/e of l0, which is

defined as

d.
X

4xyjnf sin2 0, -n\
27
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Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM)

where X is the wavelength of light. Thus, the penetration depth dp of the evanescent wave

depends on the refractive indices of the two media, the wavelength and angle of incidence of

light, but not on the polarization of light. In Figure 2.4 the penetration depth as a function of

incidence angle for three different wavelengths (488, 568, and 647 nm) is shown.

300
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Figure 2.4 Dependence of penetration depth of evanescent field on incidence angle and

wavelength in our prism-type TIRFM set-up. The calculations are done for three

typical wavelengths used in our experiments and for the refractive indices ofourphsm

(SF2 glass). The penetration depths at 0, = 60° are pointed out because this is the

typical incidence angle in our instrument

The factor l0, on the other hand, is a function of incidence angle 0, and polarization of the

incoming light (Axelrod et al. 1992). With respect to the coordinate system in Figure 2.3, two

independent incident polarizations of the electric field vectors can be defined: p and s,

parallel and perpendicular ("senkrecht") to the plane of incidence, respectively, which is

defined by the paths of the incident and reflected rays. For s-polarized incident light, the

evanescent wave is entirely s-polarized (i.e. in y-direction only) and its intensity is:

a; IfKtih'tU

4 cos2©
2.8

For p-polarized incident light, the wave is also p-polarized. But the situation is more complex

because the p-polarization contains both an x- and a z-component, which results in an

elliptical polarization of the evanescent field. The intensity is given as the sum of the two

components:
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4cos2©(2sin:0-n;)
ip

—

ip

'O '
»indem 4 2 r-\ ,

2 r\ ,J

n cos 0 + sin 0 - n

2.9

In the equations 2.8 and 2.9, VJukllt are the polarized intensities of the incident electric field

in the glass, and n is the ratio n2/ n-,. In Figure 2.5, the quantities I^p scaled to the incident

intensities /'•'',
,
are plotted as a function of the incidence angle for optical parameters of

our prism-type and a typical objective-type set-up for comparison. It is important to note that

close to the critical angle 0, ,
the intensities of the evanescent fields are higher than the

ones of the incoming light, i.e. an intensity enhancement occurs. This effect originates from

constructive interference of the amplitudes of incident and reflected electromagnetic fields

close to 0t. /,;" both approach zero as 0, ->90°. The plot shows that for all angles, the

intensity enhancement is stronger for p- than for s-polarized light, the ratio /0'' / /<| being

around 1.5 to 1.3 with increasing incidence angle.
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of intensity enhancement of light undergoing total internal reflection

as a function of incidence angle. Note that in a typical objective-type system with

NA = 1.4, using common glass coverslips and matching immersion oil with n = 1.5222,

there is only a limited range of possible incidence angles; the minimal one given by

the critical angle at the glass / water interface and the maximal one by the numerical

aperture.
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2.2.3 Total internal reflection and evanescent field of a laser beam

The characteristic feature of lasers is their capability of emitting linearly polarized bundled

light, which is highly coherent and monochromatic2. In a TIRFM experiment, a laser beam of

finite width and Gaussian intensity profile is roughly focused at the point of total internal

reflection. The nature of the evanescent illumination produced by such focused finite beam

geometry has been investigated in general (Burghardt and Thompson 1984).

For typical experimental conditions, the calculations predict that the spatial dependence of

the evanescent intensity in the plane of interface is approximately of an elliptical Gaussian

shape and that the polarization and penetration depths are equivalent to those of a plane

wave

This result has direct implications on TIRFM experiments because it makes things easier

when it comes to image analysis.

• The penetration depth of the evanescent field can be assumed to be approximately

the same in the entire field of view (under the condition everything is within the TIR

spot, of course, an aspect, which will be discussed in chapter 2.5.1.2)

• The intensity distribution of the evanescent field can be fitted by a simple two-

dimensional Gaussian function. Thus, using a homogeneously fluorescing test

sample, one should obtain a calibration of the evanescent illumination in a particular

set-up.

• fluorophore «

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of the practical situation in TIRFM. A laser beam undergoes

total internal reflection at a glass/water interface and creates an evanescent field in

the aqueous medium Proteins tagged with fluorophores can be visualized when they

are localized within the penetration depth of the evanescent field, whereas molecules

farther away from the surface are excluded

2

Suggestion for additional reading. Kneubuhl FK, Signst MW Laser. 1999 Stuttgart/Leipzig Teubner
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A simplified sketch of the situation of TIR encountered in a fluorescence microcopy

experiment is shown in Figure 2.6. A laser beam undergoing total internal reflection at a

glass / aqueous medium interface generates an exponentially decaying evanescent field,

which excites fluorophores exclusively in the vicinity of the surface. As a result, images with

minimal interference by background signals and high signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained.

2.2.4 Fluorescence emission at an interface and light collection by

microscope objective

In TIRFM (and in many other fluorescence techniques in cell biology and biosensing),

fluorophores are located near a surface, which affects several aspects of their fluorescence,

including its intensity and angular distribution. As a consequence, fluorophores do not emit

light isotropically, unlike those dispersed in bulk solution. Instead, in the distance range often

to several hundred nanometers, secondary fluorescence emission is produced in a complex

spatial pattern that is highly dependent upon the orientation of the fluorophore transition

dipoles with respect to the interface geometry. For the case of a fluorophore in aqueous

medium near a glass surface of higher refractive index, the most dramatic effect arises from

exponentially decaying near-field components: They can interact with the surface and

ultimately become propagating waves in the glass at their own unique angles (always being

supercritical, i e. larger than the critical angle 0; ).

In Figure 2.7 graphical results for a typical experimental configuration in fluorescence

microscopy are presented (Hellen and Axelrod 1987). Panels A.1 and A.2 show the radiated

intensity (.S')
''

(z,.9) as a function of polar observation angle .9 for a dipole 80 nm from the

surface, oriented perpendicular (1) and parallel (||) to the surface, respectively (as an

illustration, J- and ||-orientations are indicated in Figure 2.3). (Note that in this nomenclature,

I ^s and || ?p\). For simplicity, the azimuthal angle of observation <f> is averaged (assuming

the intensity distribution to be symmetrical about the surface normal).

In the ||-dipole case, there is a broad zone of strong emission around the central axis.

Conversely, the l-system shows no or very little radiation at small observation angles for

both the water and the glass side. This is due to the fact that light can only propagate

perpendicular to its polarization (chapter 2.2.1), and therefore i-emission has a minimum

around the objectives optical axis. As expected from the near-field effects, in both the 1- and

the ||-configuration, a rather strong peak of intensity is drawn into the glass, maximal at

0 = 0t, but with significant intensity into supercritical angles. In practice, these intensity
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peaks emerging at supercritical angles, can be captured by high-numerical aperture

objectives (i.e. NA = 1.4 or higher).

The collection efficiency Q measures the fraction of total fluorescence power emitted by a

fluorophore that can be gathered by a microscope objective.

Qu = Inr1 \d,9sin3(s)iA [z^S) 2.10

dipole emission pattern
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Figure 2.7 A.1 & A.2: Normalized intensity distribution of an emitting dipole at a glass I

water interface for dipole orientation perpendicular and parallel to the substrate

surface, respectively. At each angle, the radial distance from the center circle

(surrounding the dipoles' location) is proportional to the radiated power The dipole is

assumed to be at z = 80 nm. The refractive indices of glass and water are 1.46 and

1.33, respectively, and the wavelength of the light is 520 nm. Remarkable are the

intensity peaks in glass around the critical angle 6C due to secondary fluorescence

effects B: Fluorescence collection efficiencies Q for an objective with NA = 1.4

positioned on the glass side (objective-type TIR) and for an objective with NA =

0.9 on the water side of the interface (prism-type TIR). For the first case, ngfa;;s =

7.522 (coverslip) and for the second case, rtg,a5S = 7.667 (prism). The graph shows that

the collection of light through the glass substrate is superior to the efficiency achieved

on the water side. This is also illustrated in panels A.1 & A.2, by the respective angle

of observation for the two different numerical apertures.

Plot B in Figure 2.7 presents Q values for both perpendicular and parallel dipole orientations

using a high numerical aperture objective (NA = 1.4) positioned either on the water or the

glass side of the interface. It shows that for fluorophores very close to the surface, viewing
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through the glass substrate is better than viewing through the water for both 1- and ||-

polarization. Around 50 % of the emitted energy can be captured by the objective on the

glass side, and only around 10 % on the water side. The angle of observation for an

objective with NA = 0.9 on the water side is illustrated as well and will be discussed in the

following paragraph.

2.2.5 Overall effect of polarization on evanescent excitation, fluorescence

emission, and light collection in prism- and objective-type TIRFM

It was shown how the polarization of the incident light influences the intensity of the

evanescent field (equations 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, and Figure 2.5), the spatial emission pattern of

fluorophore dipoles excited by the evanescent field (Figure 2.7A), and the efficiency of

detecting the emitted fluorescence by an objective lens (equation 2.10, and Figure 2.7B).

in this section, we will combine all these different aspects of excitation, emission, and

detection, and calculate the overall fluorescence collection in a prism- and objective-type TIR

instrument for the two cases of s- and p-polarized excitation light (Hellen and Axelrod 1987):

FocI^(z).[w1(z)Qi(z)+w-{z)Q,(z)] 2.11

The equation 2.11 states that the fluorescence F is proportional to the product of the

evanescent excitation intensity l'KS (p- or s-polarized) and the weighted collection

efficiencies Q] (in 1- and ||-direction). (The additional terms not considered in equation

2.11 include the quantum efficiency of the fluorophores, and conversion and normalization

factors).

We now consider a layer of fluorophores with random dipole orientation as an example of a

typical experimental configuration. The optical parameters such as refractive indices,

numerical apertures etc. are the same as used in paragraphs 2.2.2 and 2.2.4 for the two

TIRFM set-ups. After calculating the weight functions wL" for these configurations (for details

see Hellen and Axelrod 1987; results are shown in Figure 2.8A), we can determine the final

fluorescence F for all cases as illustrated in Figure 2.8B (see Hellen and Axelrod 1987 for

more details on the weight functions).

As expected, the overall fluorescence is much higher on the glass side, due to the secondary

fluorescence effects and the higher numerical aperture. In both configurations, p-polarized

excitation light yields slightly higher detectable emission: around 20 % and 30 % on the glass

and water side, respectively.
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The latter of these two findings might be somewhat counterintuitive, especially for the prism-

type TIR system, where the collection efficiency for I -directed fluorescence (which is the one

p-polarized excitation mainly induces) is about four times lower than for ||-onented light.

However, this is compensated for by the fact that the weight functions in 1 -direction are

about twice the ones for the other direction. Additionally, s-polarized light can only lead to

fluorescence in Indirection, whereas p-polarized light always excites dipoles in both

directions.

2.5
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of collected fluorescence in objective- and prism-type TIRFM set¬

ups with regard to polarization of incident light. A) Weight functions accounting for

the radiated intensity of randomly onented dipoles for the specified experimental

system B) Comparison of relative intensity detected in objective- and pnsm-type

configuration from randomly oriented fluorophore dipoles as a function of p- and s-

polanzed excitation field

As a consequence, it is advantageous to align the laser beam in p-polarization to obtain

optimal signal output for the experimental configuration we have considered.
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This conclusion, however, does not necessarily apply to all experimental systems

encountered in cell biology and biochemistry. For example, the study of reactions at cell

membranes and adsorbed lipid bilayers is a popular field of research. It is known that

common fluorophores used in such investigations, e.g. fluorescent carbocyanine dyes (often

referred to as Dil) are preferentially oriented parallel to the plane of a membrane or lipid

bilayer (Sund et al. 1999). Hence, for applications like these, TIR with s-polarized light will

give a better overall fluorescence efficiency.

In summary, we point out that there is a theory describing the most important optical effects

occurring in TIRFM, which can serve as a guideline for investigators enabling them to tune

their instruments appropriately for their type of measurements.

2.3 Overview of different TIRFM set-ups

In this section, different realizations of the TIRFM principle are presented and compared. All

the TIR systems (of which a selection is shown here), can be divided into two fundamental

groups:

• Objective-type systems (also known as: prismless- or through-the-lens), where the

microscope is positioned on the "near-field" side of the interface. In most cases, this

means that not only fluorescence detection but also excitation is done through the

microscope's objective.

• Prism-type configurations, where the microscope is on the "far-field" side of the

interface. Here, the illumination is usually on the opposite side of the objective.

Figure 2.9 shows sketches of the various types of experimental set-ups that have been used

(most of them proposed and discussed in Axelrod 1989).

Considering the optical characteristics first, we know from the discussion in paragraph 2.2.4

that near-field objective-type systems offer higher sensitivity than far-field prism-type

configurations. Conversely, the former is more prone to stray light, and it is more difficult to

get a "clean" TIR illumination due to the numerous lenses in the objective. Moreover, precise

focusing of the laser beam to the objectives back-focal plane (only necessary in objective-

type), controlling of the incident angle, and establishment of a sufficiently uniform illumination

within the field of view are more difficult. However, once the optimal alignment of the laser

beam is found in an objective-type system, this configuration is more robust than the prism

technique, since the prism is a moving part and always leads to small deviations between

experiments.
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pnsm-type upright pnsm-type inverted objective-type inverted

(with laser)
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Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration of different types of TIRFM systems In all the

configurations 'upright' and inverted refer to the type of microscope i e objectives

location and the light grey objects are glass prisms of various shapes A) pnsm-type

upnght this is the method according to which we have built our set-up B) variable-

angle inverted the incidence angle of the beam can be electronically switched by use

of an acousto-optical filter (AOD) C) pnsm-type inverted similar to A) often used for

protein adsorption studies D) 'waveguide" inverted this is a near-field technique

where the excitation light is guided to the field of view by multiple reflections through

the glass E) The 'classical' objective-type method which is also used for all

commercial systems F) An economic "alternative" objective-type technique using an

Hg arc lamp instead of a laser Subcntical excitation light is blocked by an opaque disc

in the objectives back-focal plane (BFP) The quality of the evanescent field however

is not as good as in E)

In terms of flexibility of substrates, which can be utilized, there is a clear advantage for the

pnsm-type set-ups While in combination with pnsm-type systems virtually any kind of

transparent material and substrate thickness can be employed, one is limited to the common

glass coverslips with objective-type instruments
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Last but not least, when specimen manipulation (for example micro-injection) is required, the

objective-type technique on an inverted microscope clearly offers great advantages because

access to the specimen is completely unobstructed.

All in all, the choice of a particular TIR-system is clearly motivated by the specific

application(s) the instrument will be used for. Generally, in the area of cell biology, the

objective-type TIRFM is more favorable, whereas in biochemical applications the prism-type

technique is probably more suitable.

However, the general complexity and precision required in configuring such an imaging

system, has discouraged many potential users. Investigators who wanted to utilize the

technique had to engineer and build their own systems, and as a consequence, the method

was often more used by physicists than biologists.

In the meantime, the situation has changed dramatically, and most of the major microscope

manufacturers are now offering their own TIR-systems (in order of their market release:

Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan. Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan. Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena,

Germany). It is not surprising that all of them are objective-type TIR-modules for inverted

microscopes aimed at meeting the needs of biologists. Additionally, another company offers

a third-party system for objective-type TIRFM {TILL Photonics GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany)

that is compatible with the most common microscopes.

2.4 Our multi-wavelength prism-type TIRFM set-up on an upright

microscope

We built a multi-wavelength prism-type TIRFM system on an upright microscope (Axioplan 2,

Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany), photographs of which are shown in Figure 2.10. It is

considered to be less difficult to realize and to align than an objective-type TIRFM system,

and it offers more flexibility in terms of substrates, e.g. not only common coverslips can be

used but also thicker glass wafers (utilized for our surface micro-patterning).

A major effort in the design of our system was made to achieve high accuracy and

automation in the control of the experimental conditions such as fast switching of excitation

wavelength and synchronized image acquisition and shutter triggering.

In the following, the hardware components and the custom-made hardware control via an

image acquisition software are presented
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Figure 2 10 Photographs of our pnsm-type TIRFM set-up
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2.4.1 Hardware components

The light source is an Argon/Krypton mixed gas ion laser with 16 lines between 450 and 680

nm and 3 W total power (2018-RM, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View CA, U.S.A.). The laser

is run in broadband mode, i.e. all the wavelengths are emitted simultaneously.

top view

LASER

controller
LASER

power

supply

la
he

LASER

fibre incoupling
beam AOTF shutter unit

fibre outcoupling
and prism stage unit

Figure 2.11 Schematic illustration of our set-up. (Not to scale). The laser light passes the

acousto-optical filter (AOTF) where a wavelength with certain intensity is selected. The

mechanical shutter in front of the fiber incoupling unit controls the transmittance of the

light to the microscope. When light exits the fiber, it is focused and directed to the field

of view of the objective.

Wavelength selection and intensity modulation is done by means of an acousto-optical

tunable filter (AOTF) (AA.AOTF.nC.TN (controller) and AA.MOD.4C (device), A.A opto-
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electronics, Saint-Rémy-les-Chevreuse, France). The principle of an AOTF is based on the

effect that an acoustic wave (in the near radio frequency range) can be tuned such that it

alters the refractive index of an optical medium. Thus, a sinusoidal grating is created, which

can be used to diffract a laser beam passing through3. Additionally, a D/A converter is

connected to the AOTF by which the final intensity control through the software is carried out.

A mechanical Uniblitz® shutter (VMM-D4 (4-channel shutter driver) and LS3T20 (shutter),

Vincent Associates Inc., Rochester NY, U.S.A.) is employed for controlled exposure of

fluorescent samples to excitation light.

From the shutter to the prism-stage, the laser light is transmitted through a single-mode

multi-wavelength optical fiber (optimized for the wavelengths 488, 568, and 647 nm) with an

FC connector at the outcoupling end (kineFLEX®, Point Source, Southampton, U.K.).

To focus the laser light exiting the fiber, a snap-on collimator for single-mode fibers

(optimized for wavelengths in the range of 475 to 675 nm), with 0.5 mm beam output

diameter and an FC connector (CFC-2-VIS, OFR Inc., Caldwell NJ, U.S.A.) is mounted to the

outcoupling end of the fiber.

In the prism-stage, a high-quality mirror mounted on a goniometer (02 MLQ 001/009 (mirror)

and 07 GON 508 (goniometer), Melles Griot Inc., Carlsbad CA, U.S.A.) and a translator are

used for positioning the laser light (TIR spot) in the prism and adjusting its incidence angle.

An equilateral prism made of flint glass (SF2, n = 1.6612 @ 486.1 nm) with 30 mm edge

lengths (Rolyn Optics Company, Covina CA, U.S.A.) was custom-cut and polished by the

ETH glass workshop.

Data is acquired with a cooled CCD-camera with a chip size of 1300 pixels x 1030 pixels,

and pixel dimensions of 6.7 urn x 6.7 urn (DX 30 C, KAPPA opto-electronics GmbH,

Gleichen, Germany)

For measurement and calibration of the different laser lines, a 2 W broadband power meter is

used (13 PEM 001/J, Melles Griot Inc., Carlsbad CA, U.S.A.)

2.4.2 Software: Hardware control and image acquisition

Image acquisition and hardware control are done through one software (analySIS®, Soft-

Imaging System GmbH, Münster, Germany). In close collaboration with the software

company, several specific modules for light microscopy applications were developed, e.g.

3

Suggestion for additional reading: Saleh B.E.A., Teich M.C. Fundamentals of Photonics. 1991. New

York: John Wiley & Sons.
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driving of microscope components, shutter triggering, laser line selection and intensity

control.

These control functions can be either accessed via control windows and menus, or used

within specific macros for example in a time-lapse program.

Control of microscope components

A graphical user interface (see Figure 2.12A) was designed, through which the microscope

objective revolver, the filter wheel, and the stage can be controlled.
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Figure 2.12 Illustration of the designed analySIS control windows for the Zeiss Axioplan

microscope (A) and the AOTF (B).

Control ofAOTF

As for the microscope components, a control window for the AOTF was designed (see Figure

2.12B). It allows for the selection of up to four laser lines (wavelengths) simultaneously and

the adjustment of the overall as well as the individual intensities.

Control of CCD camera and trigger for shutter synchronization

In collaboration with the camera manufacturer, a custom-made camera PCI-card and driver

were developed providing for a synchronized trigger output signal during camera exposure

time. This hardware trigger is used to drive the mechanical shutter in the excitation light path

and ensures accurate and reproducible light exposure of the sample.
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2.5 Alignment and calibration of our system

In the following sections, the proper alignment and calibration of our TIRFM instrument are

presented, including optimal alignment of the laser beam, calibration of the AOTF control,

and a noise-model based on camera calibration. While the former two are part of the

excitation process in an experiment, the latter is characteristic for the emission / collection

part.

2.5.1 Alignment of laser beam: Polarization and position

2.5.1.1 Polarization

As pointed out in paragraph 2.2.5, it is advantageous to align the incident laser beam in a

specific polarization for a particular type of experiment to obtain optimal evanescent

excitation, fluorescence emission, and detection efficiency.

Here, we describe a simple procedure to get s-polarized orientation of the laser beam in our

set-up (it can be easily adapted for other set-ups and p-polarization): The CCD-camera was

removed and the laser beam was aligned such that it went straight through the top surface of

the prism, through the microscope, and hit the ceiling. Then, a polarizer was put on the

camera port of the microscope and aligned with the "virtual" plane of incidence (i.e. where

the plane of incidence would be with normal alignment of the laser beam). Afterwards, the

fiber was turned in the prism-stage until the light showed maximal extinction, i.e. it was

perpendicular to the "plane of incidence", which by definition means s-polarized.

2.5.1.2 Position of TIR-spot

Since we would like to do multi-wavelength experiments, i.e. switching laser lines

(wavelengths) during a measurement without readjustment of the laser beam, we have to

check whether the TIR-spot remains in the field of view of the camera for different

wavelengths. The problem arises from the wavelength-dependent refraction while the laser

beam propagates through the prism, immersion oil, and the substrate as illustrated in Figure

2.13A.

On the left, the "optimal" alignment is shown, where the laser beam hits the bottom surface of

the prism at exactly 90° for all wavelengths. In this case, the laser light propagates along the

same path for all wavelengths until it reaches the glass / oil interface. Here, each wavelength

is refracted differently and results in a small lateral deviation in the position of the TIR-spot.
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Figure 2.13 Alignment and wavelength dependent shifts of TIR-spot position. A) Schematic

illustration of light paths in the prism (left: vertical alignment of laser beam, right: laser

beam with deviation d& from vertical direction). B) A Dil sample was imaged with

excitation wavelengths of 454, 488, and 568 nm using a 20x objective. In each image

the same region of interest (as illustrated by the rectangular box) was selected for

analysis of intensity profiles. The graph shows small lateral drifts between the different

profiles (the maximum of each is marked with an V). In vertical direction the results

are very similar (data not shown).
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These deviations, however, are minor since the path (through the oil and the glass

substrate), during which the angular deviation leads to a shift of the TIR-spot, is very short.

On the right, the light paths are drawn for a "bad" alignment. The initial deviation d© from the

vertical direction is doubled for all wavelengths at the glass / air interface, eventually leading

to much larger deviations of the TIR-spot.

We performed a measurement to test whether we are able to align the laser beam such that

the different TIR-spots are close enough and all give sufficient illumination in the field of view

of the camera. A glass coverslip was coated with Dil (1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-

tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate, Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene OR, U.S.A.), a

fluorophore, which has a broad excitation spectrum allowing us to determine the TIR-spot

position for A. = 454, 488, and 568 nm using a single sample. Images are taken with a low

magnification objective (20x) to capture the entire TIR-spot (in a typical experiment,

magnifications of 40x to 100x would be used).

The results are presented in Figure 2.13B and C. Even though the coating of the sample was

very inhomogeneous, polynomial fits of an averaged central area in each image reveals that

the TIR-spots are fairly close together. Considering the aforementioned fact that in an actual

experiment, magnifications are two- to five-fold greater (as illustrated in the figure), one can

assume that samples are homogeneously illuminated at each wavelength as the TIR-spot is

always much bigger than the field of view.

2.5.2 Calibration of wavelength selection and intensity modulation by AOTF

A calibration of the AOTF was done in order to get optimal settings for the selection of the

different laser lines, and to obtain the response characteristics of the AOTF to the D/A

converter signal.

In a first step, the frequency and amplitude of the acoustic signal yielding maximal intensity

for each wavelength were determined by screening through the entire frequency and

amplitude range of the AOTF controller. This calibration gave optimal frequency / amplitude

pairs for each wavelength, which are used as fixed values in the software. The next step was

to determine the influence of the D/A signal, which allowed for the attenuation of the light

intensity from 100 % to 0 %.

Figure 2.14 shows the relationship between the D/A signal, i.e. the intensity set in the AOTF

control window in analysis, and the actually measured light intensity for three different

wavelengths. The response characteristics of the AOTF are non-linear for all wavelengths,

with a steep slope in the intermediate range and flattening at the extremes.
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These values can now be used to create a look-up-table for the AOTF module in the

analySIS software, accurately reproducing the intensity modulation of the AOTF for each

wavelength.

0 20 40 60 80 100

AOTF intensity set in analySIS [%]

Figure 2.14 Laser power calibration curves using the analySIS AOTF control module. For

this calibration, the laser was run at full power and the intensity measurement was

done immediately after the AOTF device.

2.5.3 Noise model based on camera calibration

In fluorescence microscopy one commonly encounters low-light situations and uses CCD

cameras for image acquisition. Thus, apart from the sensitivity of the camera, the presence

of noise is a limiting factor for the image quality obtainable in such applications4.

Furthermore, for quantitative analysis and statistical evaluation of images, a noise-model of

the microscope and camera system is required. In this paragraph, a noise-model based on

camera-calibration is presented (Ponti et al. 2003). It will allow us to estimate the uncertainty

of a detected signal in images obtained with our instrument.

In general, there are three different types of noise: signal dependent readout and shot noise,

and signal independent dark (or background) noise.

Readout noise is generated during the transfer of the recorded image from the detector to a

usable electronic format. It is independent of the amount of light reaching the camera but is

4

Suggestion for additional reading: Wilson L, Matsudaira P (editors). Video Microscopy (from

Methods in Cell Biology, Vol. 56). San Diego: Academic Press
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highly dependent on the readout rate, increasing approximately as the square root of the

readout rate. In comparison with the other contributions to the total noise, readout noise can

be neglected in our system.

The key process in a CCD camera is counting the photoelectrons stored in each pixel well,

which is a random process and follows Poisson statistics. The uncertainty in the measured

result is called shot noise o-shot and will increase with the square root of the number of

electrons collected in each pixel.

There are a number of sources of background signal in electronic imaging, the most

important one being thermally generated electrons called dark charge. Additional factors

such as Rayleigh and Raman scattered illumination or stray light leaking through the camera

can also contribute to the background signal. The associated noise of all these effects again

grows as the square root of the number of generated electrons.

Each of the aforementioned types of noise is mathematically treated as a standard deviation

o~, and the total noise atot is defined as the square root of the sum of variances c?, :

°~m = vaLk + ctL+°Ld 212

The total noise in a given image can be approximated as the standard deviation of the mean

intensity. However, for statistically relevant image analysis, we would like to know the noise

associated with the particular signal intensity of each pixel.

As mentioned before, we can neglect readout noise for our purposes and simplify equation

2.12 to:

°~tot=\l<jLrk+cTL< 2-13

Dark noise is characteristic for an entire light microscopic system including camera,

microscope, and experimental conditions such as exposure time, but it is not dependent on

signal intensity. The dependence of shot noise ashot to signal intensity / is known except for a

scaling parameter and can be written as: a%hot = y-jl.

As a consequence of all these assumptions, we can reformulate equation 2.13 and define a

model noise, <Jmodei-

where ß = / and l0 is the mean dark signal for a particular experimental condition (camera

offset).Thus, plotting (I -10) vs. (JtQt - c/dark) should enable us to do a linear fit to the data and

obtain the desired parameter ß as the slope.

Briefly, the following measurements were carried out for calibration of our system: At a wide

range of exposure times, images were taken of fluorescent and non-fluorescent samples and
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means and standard deviations of the signal intensities, / and a2tot, and l0 and c?dark,

respectively, were calculated.

The tested samples included plain water and three Dil solutions at concentrations of 5, 10,

and 50 u.g/ml The measurements were done in Epi-illumination with a 25x / 0.8 NA objective

(the calibration does not need to be done in TIR-mode as the noise-model does not depend

on nature of the signal or the way it was created but only on the measured intensities). Three

images at 13 different exposure times ranging from 50 ms up to 8 seconds were taken at

each concentration. For the subsequent calculations, only measurements without complete

saturation were considered
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Figure 2.15 Results of camera calibration for noise model used for image analysis. The

scaling factor y (= ß2) relating shot noise to intensity is determined from the slope of

the data I - lo and a - Go represent measured mean and standard deviation of

intensity minus the respective values for a dari< image taken under the same

expenmental conditions This calibration of our system allows for signal dependent

noise estimation in future expenments

The results of the calibration are shown in Figure 2 15 The data points for all samples are

close to the regression line, the slope of which gives a scaling parameter for the shot noise of

y= 0.54
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Having made this calibration measurement of our system, we are able to estimate the noise

associated with any signal intensity at any exposure time in future experiments, and thus

calculate the corresponding signal-to-noise range.

2.6 Selection of experiments and applications

2.6.1 Comparison of TIRFM vs. Epi-illumination of cells

A number of experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of our TIRFM system

as compared to images taken by ordinary Epi (wide-field) illumination. Two examples are

shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17.

In the first figure, we show the difference of TIR- and Epi-illumination in an experiment with

fixed cells. Swiss 3T3 mouse fibroblasts transfected with GFP/ß3-integrin fusion construct

(gift of Berni Wehrle-Haller, Univ. of Geneva) were plated on glass in HEPES medium with

10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS) for four hours, fixed, and stained for actin with Alexa Fluor®

488 Phalloidin. The images demonstrate the dramatic effect of the TIR technique, only

illuminating cellular structures very close to the surface. In the regions indicated by red

boxes, TIRFM visualizes focal contacts by clustered GFP-integrin and onsets of actin stress

fibers anchored the focal contacts. In contrast to that, Epi-illumination results in strong

signals from higher stress fibers making identification of focal contacts difficult.

In the second example, the same type of cells was plated on glass in HEPES medium with

10 % FBS. After four hours, focal adhesion sites are clearly visible and exhibit strong

intensities in the live TIR image. The cell membrane shows weak signals from mobile GFP-

integrin diffusing in the membrane. There is virtually no signal from cellular structures above

the adherent layer. On the contrary, the Epi-image is dominated by signals from GFP-integrin

in the Endoplasmatic Reticulum (ER), i.e. from locations throughout the cytoplasm. As a

consequence, signals from regions adjacent to the surface are completely superposed and

can hardly be detected.

Both examples demonstrate the capability of the TIR mode to distinguish proteins tagged

with the same fluorophore or with fluorophores of similar emission spectra solely on their

intracellular position, i.e. distance from the interface.
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Figure 2.16 Comparison of TIRFM vs. Epi-illumination of a fixed cell Left original images

taken by TIRFM and Epi respectively Right merged false-color image of TIR and

Epi Cells are transfected with GFP-integnn and stained with Alexa Fluor® 488

Phalloidin after fixation Images are acquired with an 63x / 0 9 NA W physiological

objective and exposure time of 1 second

Figure 2 17 Comparison of TIRFM vs. Epi-illumination of livings cells Left original images

taken by TIRFM and Epi respectively Right merged false-color image of TIR and

Epi Cells are transfected with GFP-integnn The used objective and exposure times

are the same as in the previous example
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2.6.2 In-situ protein adsorption on micro-patterned surface

Using the SMAP (Selective Molecular Assembly Patterning) technique (Michel et al. 2002), a

glass wafer (10 mm x 10 mm x 0 5 mm) with a surface micro-pattern of Ti02 circles (1.8 (.im

diameter, center-to-center distance = 4 nm) surrounded by Si02 was produced by

photolithography and translated into protein adhesive areas of hydrophobic dodecyl

phosphate (DDP) (on Ti02) against a protein resistant background of poly(L-lysine)-g-

poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG) (on Si02) (Figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.18 Schematic illustration of working principle of surface micro-patterns made by

SMAP. DDP with hydrophobic methyl end-groups self-assembles on 7702 to which

proteins can adsorb, whereas PLL-g-PEG on Si02 renders these areas protein

repellent

The substrate was exposed to a buffer solution containing bovine serum albumin (BSA)

labeled with Alexa Fluor® 488. Figure 2.19 depicts an image taken during the in-situ

adsorption experiment along with an intensity profile and a comparison with an image taken

by Epi-illumination. The image demonstrates the excellent quality of the surface patterning

technique and the ability of TIRFM to reduce background signal from outside the plane of

focus (in strong contrast to the image taken in Epi-mode). Moreover, this experiment shows

for the first time, that TIRFM can be utilized in combination with glass wafers made by

SMAP. The two metal oxide layers and the resulting slight surface topography do not seem

to affect the quality of the TIR-images in any way.
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Figure 2.19 In-situ protein adsorption to a micro-patterned model surface imaged with

TIRFM (inset: comparison to sample imaged with Epi-illumination). Top graph

shows an intensity profile along the line displayed in the TIR image Images were

acquired with a 63x /0.9 NA Wphysiological objective, exposure time = 1 s (Images

by courtesy ofJost Lussi, ETH Zurich)

2.6.3 Live-cell time-lapse TIRFM of focal contact dynamics

Swiss 3T3 mouse fibroblasts transfected with GFP/ß3-integrin fusion construct (the same

cells used in the experiments in paragraph 2.6.1) were allowed to adhere on glass in HEPES

buffered cell medium with 10 % FBS. After four hours, lysophosphatitic acid (LPA) was

added to the medium, which is a known promoter of cell contraction via the Rho kinase

pathway (Burndge and Chrzanowska-Wodnicka 1996). Immediately after addition of LPA, a

one hour time-lapse sequence was started with an image acquisition delay time of 1 minute.
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TIRFM image

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) map

SNR

20

--16

--12

10 u.m

Figure 2.20 Live-cell time-lapse experiment of focal adhesion dynamics induced by LPA:

overview: Image of the beginning of the sequence and corresponding map of

signal-to-noise ratios A) The image was taken by TIRFM (using a 63x /09 NA W

physiological objective) and shows the beginning of the sequence More details of the

experiment are presented in Figure 2 21 for a specific region (marked by the

rectangle) B) Map of signal-to-noise ratios calculated for each pixel according to

method descnbed in paragraph 2 53
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Figure 2.21 Live-cell time-lapse experiment of focal adhesion dynamics induced by LPA:

details In this figure, the sequence of events within the specified region of Figure
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2 20 is illustrated. The top half shows zoomed images of this region, below are

corresponding surface plots for better visualization

An overview snapshot of the beginning of the measurement is shown in Figure 2.20A. The

cells are well spread and the focal contacts show strong signals. They are clearly visible

against the dark surrounding area and the cell membrane with intermediate signal intensity

due to non-clustered GFP-integrin. The quality of the image is assessed by calculating a map

of signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for individual pixel intensities (depicted in Figure 2.20B)

according to the method described in section 2.5.3. SNR values for focal contact zones are

in the range of 12 to 20, and for the cell membrane areas between 6 and 10. The SNR level

remains high for all areas during the entire experiment.

A more detailed look at the dynamics in a particular region is presented in Figure 2.21

Zoomed images of the 16 nm x 16 l-im area along with corresponding surface plots are

depicted for six time points ten minutes apart. Several observations can be made, pointed

out by the three focal adhesion complexes A, B, and C in the figure.

Upon LPA addition, the cells are contracting as expected. Turnover of focal contacts (i.e.

emergence and disappearance of complexes) and inward sliding with velocities of up to

several hundred nanometers per minute take place. Complex A for example, is translocated

at the beginning and then gradually decomposed. Along the same line, the new complex B

builds up and immediately starts to slide. Focal adhesion site C shows a slightly different

behavior as it remains immobilized after assembly.

This example demonstrates the suitability of our TIRFM set-up to visualize focal contact

dynamics in live-cell time-lapse experiments. The system provides images with good signal-

to-noise ratio throughout the sequence without any significant impairment by photobleaching

(a common problem encountered using GFP-transfected cells because they are less stable

than other fluorophores). Thus, dynamics of the cellular structures of interest can be

investigated with sufficient statistical significance.

2.6.4 Live-cell time-lapse TIRFM of cell adhesion on micro-patterned surface

In this experiment, the feasibility of combining surface micro-patterning with live-cell time-

lapse imaging is investigated. On a glass coverslip, a surface pattern was created by micro-

contact printing areas (5 u.m x 5 urn squares, 5 urn apart) with cell adhesion promoting

proteins (Fibronectin tagged with Alexa Fluor® 660) followed by a backfill with PLL-g-PEG

resulting in a protein non-adhesive background (Csucs et al. 2003). B16 melanoblasts
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transfected with GFP/ß3-integnn fusion construct (gift of Berni Wehrle-Haller, Univ. of

Geneva) were plated on the substrates and acquisition of time-lapse was started after 4

hours. The snapshot of the beginning of the movie including an intensity profile is shown in

Figure 2 22

Figure 2.22 Image from the beginning of live-cell time-lapse experiment of cell adhesion on

micro-patterned model surface by TIRFM Top graph shows an intensity profile

along the red line in the TIR image with indication of three focal contact regions

Images were taken with a 63x /1 0 NA W physiological objective and exposure time =

5 s (Original data by courtesy ofJost Lussi, ETH Zurich)

The stamped pattern is not as distinct as the surface pattern made by SMAP (Figure 2.19),

i.e. the difference in signal intensity between protein-adhesive and non-adhesive areas is

smaller here. This is partly due to the effect that in this particular experiment we were only

using one excitation wavelength (488 nm), which is optimal for GFP but provides for only a

weak excitation of Alexa Fluor® 660. The other reason is the reduced dynamic range for the

signal of the surface pattern since the signal from GFP-transfected cell is much higher

As expected, the cell forms focal contacts exclusively on the protein patches as well as

numerous filopodia. Again, as in all the previous examples of cell experiments, the focal
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contacts can clearly be visualized. Their signal is considerably above the signal level of the

protein patches.

2.7 Conclusions

We have described the detailed design and calibration of all components of our prism-type

TIRFM instrument followed by the demonstration of various experimental applications and

the performance of our system.

The building of our set-up was a very time-consuming process because a) the delays of

delivery time of certain parts were outrageous, and b) communication with both the software

and the camera company was difficult (due to their lack of experience in the light microscopy

field). The analySIS software had not yet been designed for hardware control and image

acquisition / processing for applications in light microscopy. In retrospect, the plan might

have been too risky to develop a major part of the necessary software tools together with

certain hardware modifications (e.g. camera trigger signal, a common feature in other CCD-

camera systems) in collaboration with these companies. Moreover, during the course of this

thesis, commercial TIRFM systems have come on the market, including "turn-key" systems

from all major microscope manufacturers.

In light of the problems we encountered and the new availability of commercial systems,

building an own set-up might seem obsolete. However, our prism-type TIRFM system has

some properties, which can not be offered by the commercial (objective-type) systems, but

are crucial for the applications our set-up was designed for, the two most important ones of

which are:

• Capability to do multi-wavelength experiments using excitation wavelengths over a

range of several hundred nanometers. Most objective-type systems are only able to

deliver one wavelength for TIR illumination correctly, i.e. with satisfactory illumination

of the field of view. Simultaneous excitation with two or more different laser lines is

much more challenging (as experience with a TILL system has confirmed) and

therefore rarely done in general.

• Flexibility of using virtually any kind of transparent substrate material and substrate

geometry, i.e. thickness. This was a key requirement for our purposes, since many

planned applications rely on the utilization of micro-patterned glass wafers.

Conversely, in objective-type systems, one is constrained to use glass coverslips.
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In the experimental section, we have presented various applications of our instrument and

tested its suitability. In all examples, the TIRFM system could meet our requirements, e.g.

the focal dynamics experiment in paragraph 2.6.3 demonstrated that data with high spatial

resolution and large dynamic range can be obtained and used for the analysis of focal

contact translocation and turnover.

Currently, this TIRFM set-up is in the Laboratory for Computational Cell Biology at the

Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla CA, U.S.A. It is planned to be used for the analysis of

actin polymerization dynamics in an in-vitro assay in combination with a specialized

technique called fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM, Waterman-Storer and Danuser 2002,

Ponti et al. 2003).

In the end, I would like to remark that it is exciting to see that the number of available

commercial systems is ever increasing and the community of users and builders of new

experimental TIRFM set-ups is steadily growing. It looks like that after more than 20 years

after its invention, this technique finally experiences its breakthrough and may become the

tool of choice for many applications in the fields of cell biology and biosensing.
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Bead Flow Assay: Simulation

3.1 Introduction

This is the first of three chapters on our bead flow assay, dealing with the theoretical model

system we have implemented. The basic idea is to provide a theoretical framework, which

describes the bead motion under the influence of the hydrodynamic conditions and the

protein interactions.

The main differences of our implementation of the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) concept to the

conventional version introduced by the Hammer group (Hammer and Apte 1992) are the

following.

• implementation of thermal fluctuations by Brownian motion

negligence of non-specific interaction forces such as van der Waals and double layer

repulsion

more detailed analysis on dynamics of arrests

- statistical error evaluation of the simulations by blocking analysis

In Adhesive Dynamics, to make the calculations feasible, the "cell" must be somewhat

idealized. It is modeled as a hard sphere coated with spring-like adhesion molecules.

Real cells, in contrast, are deformable and rough, and can undergo changes in receptor

density and activity, cytoskeletal attachment, and membrane rigidity caused by signaling.

However, rolling is controlled by the physical chemistry of selectin-carbohydrate interactions,

and not by cellular features such as morphology, signaling, or deformability. They modulate

only when and where adhesion occurs, but they do not determine the type of adhesive

behavior that will be observed (Chang et al. 2000, Bhatia et al. 2003).

Support of this view comes from both partially and totally cell-free systems that can mimic

leukocyte rolling. It has been shown that rigid, inert polystyrene microspheres coated with

carbohydrates such as sialyl Lewis" roll on substrates coated with E-, P-, and P-selectin in a

flow chamber (Brunk et al. 1996, Brunk and Hammer 1997, Greenberg et al. 2000, Rodgers

et al. 2000). Other studies have reported the rolling on selectin coated surfaces of

formaldehyde-fixed cells (Alon et al. 1994, Park et al. 2002). The negligence of deformability

is also supported by measurements of the viscosity of the neutrophil cytoplasm, which was

about 60'000 times greater than that of water (Evans and Yeung 1989).

Thus, using the Adhesive Dynamics approach allows to focus on the properties of the

molecules that are responsible for rolling, eliminating confounding cellular features, and

provides a platform for direct comparison between theory and experiment.
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3.2 'Adhesive Dynamics' concept

As mentioned in the introduction, the main characteristic of the AD concept is the

combination of dynamics of protein binding and hydrodynamics of bead motion:

• At the protein level, stochastic binding dynamics are evaluated by a Monte Carlo

simulation, which is based on models coupling reaction kinetics with mechanics. The key

features are 1) the force characteristics of the proteins, 2) the calculation of reaction rates

of bond formation and rupture, and 3) the transformation of reaction rates to probabilities

for the Monte Carlo sampling.

• The hydrodynamic conditions of our system allow us to determine the bead motion with

the Stokesian Dynamics model, in which all interactions are mediated through continuum-

level forces including the ones caused by Brownian motion. As a consequence, inertia

can be neglected and all external forces act instantaneously on the bead (shear field,

protein bonds, thermal fluctuations etc.). Thus, from this force balance the momentary

bead velocity can be directly obtained by a so-called mobility calculation by taking into

account the drag of the surrounding fluid.

In Figure 3.23, a schematic illustration of the theoretical model is depicted, based on the

assumptions made for the cell and flow conditions. Panel A shows the coordinate system of

our model, which will be referred to in all three chapters of the bead flow assay. The origin of

the right-hand Cartesian coordinate system is located at the surface. The x-axis is parallel to

the direction of the shear field and defines the plane of the surface together with the y-axis,

which is perpendicular to the flow direction. The z-axis is perpendicular to the surface and

points into the half space of the fluid, a, ß, and y are defined as angles with counter¬

clockwise positive orientation relative to the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively. Ox, Qy, and üz are

the corresponding angular velocities. Panel B gives more details on the protein bindings and

the situation at the bead-wall interface. Ligands and receptors, which can specifically bind,

are placed on the bead and planar wall, respectively. An adhesion zone is defined, which

determines the proteins that are considered for adhesion (drawing is not to scale! Actually,

the adhesion zone is much smaller).

Subsequently, all the components, which our model system is comprised of, are explained in

more detail. First the protein binding model is introduced (from the different reaction rates for

bond formation and breakage to the Monte Carlo sampling), followed by the description of

the Stokesian Dynamics model dealing with the hydrodynamic conditions.
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Figure 3.23 Schematic Illustration of the coordinate system and the basic components of

the simulation model. (Drawings not to scale)

3.2.1 Protein bonds / binding model

The adhesive molecules are distributed randomly over the sphere and planar surface. It is

assumed that a protein-ligand binding unit can be modeled as an adhesive elastic spring

(Dembo et al. 1988) with linear force characteristics according to Hooke's law (with spring

constant crand equilibrium length L0):

F = cr(L~L0) 3.1
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Averaged Young's moduli Efor globular proteins have been estimated to be in the range of 2

to 6 GPa (Morozov and Morozova 1990). By approximating a protein as a cylinder of length

L0 and diameter A, the elastic spring constant er can be determined (Alon et al. 1997):

E*A
a =

=-^- 3.2

h

We used a bond stiffness of around 100 to 200 pN/nm in our simulations, based on typical

values used in other AD simulations and an equilibrium bond length of 16 nm estimated from

the molecular structure of the selectin - sialyl Lewis" binding complex (Somers et al. 2000).

This bond stiffness is in the same order of magnitude calculated from AFM measurements of

protein (Riefet al. 1997a) and polysaccharide stretching (Riefet al. 1997b).

At each time step of the simulation, the binding reaction and fate of each free and bound

protein pair is determined by transforming its individual reaction rate into a probability for

Monte Carlo evaluation. The determination of the bond formation and rupturing rate and the

calculation of the corresponding probabilities is the subject of the following sub-sections.

3.2.1.1 Bond rupture / dissociation rate

The commonly used model to describe the kinetics of single biomolecular bond failure is that

of Bell (Bell 1978):

*D=^(0)*exPj^j 3.3

with:

kD (0) equilibrium dissociation rate of unstressed bond [s1]

y reactive compliance, typically given in [Â]

kR Boltzmann constant = 1.38*10"23 J/K

T absolute temperature = 293 K

F force exerted on bond

The unstressed off-rate kD (0) and the reactive compliance y are often referred to as Bell

model parameters.

Bell's key contribution was to expose the significant role of mechanical force in biological

chemistry: He postulated that the bond rupture or dissociation rate increases exponentially
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with the applied stress F scaled by the reactive compliance y. This parameter is characteristic

for the molecular structure of the binding complex of adhesive molecules and originates from

the kinetic theory of the strength of solids (Zhurkov 1965). Phenomenologically, the reactive

compliance yean be regarded as the sensitivity of bond dissociation to an externally applied

force.

Measurements of the Bell model parameters for adhesion molecules have been made using

two independent experimental methods: arrest duration distribution of cells or beads

perfused over sparsely populated surfaces (Alon et al. 1998) and more sophisticated

approaches, collectively known as Dynamic Force Spectroscopy or Biomembrane Force

Probe (Evans 1998).

The Springer group (Chen and Springer 2001) compared the five most often used physical

models to fit their data of neutrophil binding to P-selectin in a shear flow assay at varying

viscosities to extend the range of applicable forces. Bell's model fit the data significantly the

best and also predicted an off-rate in the absence of force that best matched an independent

measurement (Mehta et al. 1998).

The latter technique shows that the Bell model is valid with distinct values of the model

parameters for different regimes of force loading rate, rf. For leukocyte rolling, loading rates

are typically > 1000 pN/s, a regime for which the use of a single set of Bell model parameters

is plausible.

3.2.1.2 Bond formation / association rate

The bond formation process between adhesive molecules immobilized on surfaces moving

relative to each other is more difficult to be described and quantified as compared to the case

where at least one of the species is in solution. As a consequence, this aspect of protein

binding dynamics is somewhat controversial and still missing a widely accepted theory.

However, there are two important articles (Bell et al. 1984, Dembo et al. 1988), which have

been the basis of numerous subsequent models including the AD method.

They predicted that once the rate of dissociation is known, the rate of formation directly

follows from the Boltzmann distribution of affinity:

^M°hxp{z^l 3.4

kD kD(0) V\2kBT\

and takes the form:

kA=kA{Q)cxV\ Vky H 3.5
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by using equation 3.3 for the dissociation rate constant kD.

The intrinsic association rate kA(0), however, has not been adequately measured and was

adjusted for selectin-ligand species to match AD simulations with experiments (King and

Hammer 2001). It was considered that the expression for the forward binding rate must also

incorporate the effect of the relative motion of the two surfaces. The Hammer group (Chang

and Hammer 1999) calculated the effective rate of collision of surface-tethered reactants in

relative motion when the Peclet number Pe = (radius of receptor)*(relative velocity)/(lateral

diffusivity) is nonzero. It was shown that the on-rate exhibits a first-order dependence on Pe

in the transport limited regime, i.e. at low velocities the bond formation depends on the

collision rate. At very high velocities, the association rate is reaction limited, i.e. the forward

rate decreases again with increasing velocity. (The latter case will, however, not be treated in

this thesis.)

Thus, in the transport limited regime, equation 3.5 can be modified by including the

dependence of the association rate on the relative velocity between the adhesive molecules:

kA = kA(0)vihp expj vky n 3.6

where:

v,„ = yl{vx~R*nyf+{vY-R*nxf 3.7

Additionally, the quantity kA(0) now not only stands for the unstressed bond formation rate,

but it also includes a scaling factor for the protein densities on the surfaces accounting for

the increasing collision rate with higher surface coverage. An estimate for the numerical

value from comparisons between simulations and experiments is obtained by personal

communication with King (King 2003).

Based on this theory, the association rate is calculated for free ligands on the sphere, which

are within a contact area (defined by a certain maximal distance to the receptor coated

planar surface). For simplicity, new bonds are assumed to be aligned vertical upon formation.

Indeed, it was observed in AD simulations, that the behavior of cell movement is insensitive

to initial bond orientation (King and Hammer 2001).

3.2.1.3 Association and dissociation probability

In this section, we present the conversion of reaction rates to probabilities, which will be

assessed by the Monte Carlo simulation.

Assuming the receptor-ligand bond formation to be a first-order process, we can formulate

the reaction equation:
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R + L^±{RL] 3.8

with the corresponding rate law governing the reaction:

dnbound
= k -k*nh

,
3.9

.v
A "free ,vo "bound

at

where «/ree and «Ao!/nrf are the number densities for the free and bound sites, and kA and kD

the association and dissociation rates, respectively.

Assuming that the association reaction for each free receptor and the dissociation reaction

for each receptor/ligand complex are independent and homogeneous, there should be no

competition between receptors. Conservation of receptors requires that nmal =nJrei,+nhound,

where ntotal is the total number density of ligands. Dividing equation 3.9 by nmal gives an

equation for the probability distribution function Pb{t), which is the probability that a

particular ligand on the bead is occupied at time t, with Ph (t) = nb (t)/ntBtal. The equation for

Ph(t)\s:

^p- = kA*(l-Ph)-kD*Pb 3.10

For the association, we define the conditional probability PA{trreL>'->{t + dt}bounj) = Pb, i.e. a

ligand is known to be free at time t and becomes bound at t + dt, with the initial condition

7>(f = 0) = 0. The conditional probability for the dissociation is defined as

Pd('w;{' + <*}»„)^--f»' with the initial condition J>(/ = 0) = 1. Substituting Ph(t) in

equation 3.10 with the conditional probabilities for association and dissociation, respectively,

integrating the equations, inserting the corresponding initial conditions to get the integration

constants, and solving for pA and pD leads to the following equations:

KA +KD

pD=-J^-*(]-CXV{-(kA+kn)*dt}) (b)

3.11

vA
.

,vD

For reversible bonds, the averaged individual behavior extracted from equation 3.9

incorporates both the formation and breakage of bonds. According to equations 3.11a) and

b), the conditional probability for each receptor (free or bound) is a function of kA and kD,
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indicating the coupling of these two processes. However, by choosing a simulation time

interval to be sufficiently small, so that at most one event can take place in each time step,

bond formation and breakage can be considered separately. If the time interval

dt^\/{kA+kD), we can use (1-x) as the first order approximation for exponential

functions of the form e* and simplify equations 3.11a) and b). In the case of the association,

the second order approximation would look like this:

Pa =

kA + kD
1- \-(kA+kD)*dt+±*(kA+kD)2*(dt)2 3.12

3.13

polynomial approximation of exp{-(*, +kD )*dl} up to second order term
,

for both cases this can then be simplified to:

pA=kA*dt + 0(dtf (a)

pD=kD*dt + 0(dt)2 (b)

The time interval we use in our simulations is dt = 1(Xe s, which is around ten times smaller

than the value of l/(kA +kD) at the receptor's unstressed length. However, the magnitude of

kD increases as the bond length (i.e. applied) increases (see equation 3.3). As a result, the

product dt*(kA+kD) will become comparable to unity at some large distance. For these

cases, we set pA = 0 and pD = 1, because for most of the time in this small period dt the

receptor is free and too far from the surface to rebind.

From equations 3.11a) and b), we can treat the association and dissociation reactions as

Poisson distributed with mean process rates /ca and kD, respectively. In a Poisson process

with a known mean rate, the probability that k events occur in a time interval dt is:

P(N\dt=k) = —*exp|- [mean rate]*^)* [mean rate] 3.14

i.e. the probability that no event occurs is P(N\di - 0)-exp (-[mean rate] * dt). Since our

time interval dt is sufficiently small that at most one event can happen, the probability that

one event will happen within dt is P(N\di =l) = l-WiV| =o).

Thus we obtain the final expressions for the probability function for forming one bond, pA, and

breaking one bond, pD, in the time interval dt

pA=l-exp{-kA*dt} (a)

pn=\-exp{-kD*dt} (b)
3.15
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3.2.2 Stokesian dynamics model

At the level of colloidal sized particles suspended in a viscous fluid of similar density at low

Reynolds number conditions, the dynamics are governed by hydrodynamic interactions,

fluctuating thermal forces, and continuum-scale forces such van der Waals or electrostatic

forces. Our experimental system is clearly within this regime, as confirmed by a verification of

the relevant physical parameters.

Radius of microsphere: R = 5 /urn

Density of microsphere: p
= 1.05 g cm'3

- Density of fluid: pw
= 1.00 g cm'3 (water at T = 20°C)

- Dynamic fluid viscosity: tj
= 0.01 gem'1 s'1 (water at T = 20°C)

- Shear rate: s = 100 s'1

The dimensionless Reynolds number Re is the ratio of inertial to drag force. The

condition that Re be small depends on the specific application, which in the case of shear

flow is as follows:

- Reynolds number: Re = s*pw*R2* rf1 * 0(1ff4)

The central elements in this model are the hydrodynamic forces, which are determined by

the linear Navier-Stokes equations, hence the name Stokesian dynamics (Brady and Bossis

1988).

The particle motion is described by the Langevin equation (Langevin 1908) (equation of

motion including stochastic term(s)), which can be formulated as a force balance in the form:

dU
m-

dt

Tpdrag , pshear , j^huoyancy , r^Browman , pprolem o A a

where m is a generalized 6Nx6N mass/moment-of-inertia matrix, U is a general 6N particle

translational/rotational velocity vector, and vectors F represent the hydrodynamic or fluid

drag forces Fhydrodynamc exerted on the particle due to its motion relative to the fluid, the shear

field forces F5^', the buoyancy force Fbuoyancy, the random forces due to Brownian motion,

pBrownian^ and additionally for our case, the stochastic forces generated by the protein

bindings, Pmtem.

In the regime of Stokesian Dynamics, the surrounding fluid always responds instantaneously

to changes in the external force to keep the particle at mechanical equilibrium. Therefore, the

Langevin equation can be simplified by the fact that inertial effects become negligible and the

acceleration terms on the left-hand side vanish.
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In general, the hydrodynamic drag force Fdms - kdrag *(v-vflwd ), where kdrag is the drag

coefficient for a sphere in viscous fluid, v the velocity of the sphere, and i/w the fluid velocity,

which is zero for our case of a quiescent fluid. Inserting the relationship of hydrodynamic

forces to bead kinematics and using the aforementioned assumption of negligible inertia, we

can rewrite equation 3.16 as follows:

TT —\\/f]*( J?shear , pbuoyancy , rpprotein riBrownian \ ^17

or in matrix form using the rectangular coordinate system shown in Figure 3.23 (Chang et al.

1996):

(v >
x pO

vy F,

vz ~MW Myj
*

Fz

[m* Mm\ Tx

M

u

force
4all ext

s <* torq

emol

ues

3.18

where M is the so-called grand mobility matrix of dimension 6x6, each element of which

contains the inverse drag coefficient for the corresponding mode of motion considering the

near-field lubrication effects by the planar wall. The matrix is constituted of four sub-tensors,

MVF, Mm, Mof, and Mvr, which represent the linearly independent influences of forces F, on

translational velocities v„ torques T, on rotational velocities Q„ forces on rotational velocities,

and torques on translational velocities, respectively (for /' = x, y, z). The components of the

grand mobility matrix M depend only on the separation distance h, the sphere radius R, and

the dynamic solution viscosity rj. They can be obtained from previous works (Goldman et al.

1967, Brenner 1961, Jeffrey 1915) in which the mobility of motion of a sphere in various

directions near a plane wall in viscous flow has been determined:

M

trv/67rr}RD 0 0

0 try/6Ttr}RD 0

0 0 l/oTcrjRk
0 fJSTtrpYD 0

-frj87tr,R2D 0 0

0 0 0

0 -tly/67TtjR2D
ttyJ6Kr\R2D 0

0 0

0

0

0

flx/8miR3D 0 0

0 ftx/87rr}R3D 0

0 0 -l/8jrriRsx

3.19
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with the denominator D = tty* frx -flx *try. The lubrication coefficients tt,y, fr,x, ft,*, try, Â, and

X are correction factors of the common drag coefficients kdrag for the case of a sphere in bulk

fluid:

f
x,y), — = 67rr}R*A (a)

x,y) (b)

3.20

x>y) (c)

x,y), ^- = %mjR^*% (d)

All the coefficients are functions depending on the ratio h/R, and exact solutions for these

expressions have been calculated. Tabulated values for tt,y, fr,x, ft,x, tr,y, A, and x are given in

the aforementioned references. For our simulations, we used interpolations of the exact

values of tly, fr,x, ft,x, tr,y, and Â obtained by third degree polynomial fits, whereas an average

value was chosen for x as this quantity is almost constant for h/R ratios in the range of

interest (Figure 3.24).

Thus, after all of the external forces and torques imparted on the particle have been

summed, the instantaneous translational and rotational velocities of the particle can be

evaluated directly from equation 3.18.

3.2.2.1 Shear field force and torque / hydrodynamic velocity

For a simple shear flow vxhear =s*z, where s [s"1] is the shear rate, the expressions for the

shear-induced force and torque on the bead are given by (Goldman et al. 1967):

Fnjt=6m,R(R + hYf^
321

Ts>y=4mjR3%y

where fs,x and tSiir are the lubrication correction factors, which are functions of the ratio h/R.

Exact values from tables in (Goldman et al. 1967) are plotted in Figure 3.24. As the values

vary only slightly for h/R ratios in the range of interest, an average value is used for both

quantities instead of employing interpolations.
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Figure 3.24 Correction factors for drag coefficients to account for lubrication effects near a

bounding wall.
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For the simulations and comparisons with the experiments, we have to determine the

undisturbed translational and rotational velocity of the bead given a certain shear rate (i.e.

without protein interactions). At equilibrium, the total hydrodynamic forces and torques on the

bead must be zero, which leads to the following set of two equations:

Tftranilalion , protanon jjshear _ r\ s \

*

3.22
rptranslation . rprotation . r-p\hear /\ {l\\

As will be explained in paragraph 3.2.2.3, the random Brownian force does not appear in

these equations because it is a stochastic quantity with zero mean. Inserting the

corresponding expressions for each term from equations 3.20 and 3.21, we can write:

6m]Rftx*vx + 67rnR1frx*ny+ 6^R(R + h)fiX*s - 0 a)
3.23

%nrjR\*vx + %7r7,R\y*Çly+ 4;r7,R\y*s - 0 b)

Simultaneous solution of these equations yields the hydrodynamic translational and

rotational velocities, vx0 and ny0, respectively:

v
(V2)Rfr^-(R + h)fsj^

x'° f i - f t
J t,x r,y Jrbx tty

a
{{^h)lR)fiAy-{Xl2)ftAy^

y'°
~

f t -f t
}

3.24

In the remainder of the thesis, the quantity concerning the translational motion will be

referred to as hydrodynamic velocity and denoted as vx0 or vH.

3.2.2.2 Buoyancy force

In colloidal systems, a buoyancy force arises due to the density difference between the

particles and the suspending fluid. In our experimental system presented in chapter 3, latex

beads are used with a density about 5 % greater than water resulting in a downward

buoyancy force. The general equation for the buoyancy force is given by:

Fb»°^=^-R>(pbead-Pf!m<J)g 3.25

where pbead and pflUjd are the bead and fluid density, respectively, g is the acceleration due to

gravity.
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3.2.2.3 Random Brownian force

Colloidal particles are under constant Brownian motion arising from thermal fluctuations in

the suspending fluid. The stochastic Brownian force has no preferred direction but its

magnitude is characterized by the following ensemble averages:

(pBnmw^ = 0
3.26

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, and S the Kronecker delta.

Hence, the random Brownian force has zero mean, and there is no correlation between the

magnitudes V/*/' (since S(t-t') = Q \/t*t'). For our simulations, the Brownian force is

constructed from a sequence of random numbers with zero mean and magnitude given by

(Larson 2003):

AF
Brownian 6k'T^

.'„ 3.27

At

where At is the simulation time step (= 1 us), and n is a three-dimensional vector, each

component of which has a magnitude uniformly distributed between [-1, 1], generated from

random numbers. Thus, the Gauss distributed magnitude of the Brownian force is

approximated by a simpler rectangular distribution as illustrated in Figure 3.25.

0.5

! '

—f
i

— normalized Gauss <jistributic

0.4
1 -V

<p(x) = -==e2
V2nA -!0.3

0.2

0.1

0

mean: \i = 0

standard deviation: a = 1

normalized uniform random

^ —"""^ j i ^-

number distribution in the

range [-1, 1]

-3 -1 1

Figure 3.25 Comparison of the normalized Gauss distribution and the simplified rectangular

distribution. The latter is used for the components of the random vector of the

Brownian force in the simulation.

For our simulation, the Brownian motion has to be accounted for by a random force (as part

of the other external forces) and not by a random displacement (after the mobility calculation)
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because the force balance would be violated, i.e. the thermal fluctuations would become too

large.

3.3 Algorithm

The algorithm was originally programmed in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick MA, U.S.A.)

and then ported to C++. The loss in user-friendliness resulting from this step is by far

compensated for by the gain in calculation speed, which is around a factor 50 to 100.

name symbol value

bead

radius R 5100 nm

mass m 583 pg

minimal gap width h 16 nm

calotte height HB 100 nm

Protein bonds

total number of sites on bead n 10'000-50'000

equilibrium bond length Lo 16 nm

bond stiffness u 100... 300pN/nm

association rate factor kA(0) 0.365 MO'000 sites nm"1

unstressed dissociation rate constant kD(0) 10~3... 103us'1

bond compliance r
10~3... 0.5 nm

adhesion zone height H 25 nm

Boltzmann constant /fa 1.38*10"2pN*nm*K"1

absolute temperature T 293 K

fluid

viscosity V 10"3 pgVs*nm"2

shear rate s 25... 100 s"1

simulation

total time hot 20... 200*106 us

time step dt 1 |iS

binning of time steps binsize 100
...

1000

Table 3.2 Names, symbols and ranges of values of the parameters used in our AD

simulations.
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All the parameters concerning the protein bonds, the bead, the hydrodynamic conditions, as

well as the settings for the simulation itself such as size of time step, binning of time steps,

length of simulations, and output variables can be defined by the user. The parameters are

down-scaled from Sl-units such that they are in order of magnitudes, which are convenient

for the calculations in the simulation. Typical (ranges of) values are summarized in Table 3.2.

For most of the graphical illustrations in this thesis, however, the units of the variables are

adjusted to what is more commonly used, e.g. velocity in [um/s] and reaction rates in [s"1],

instead of [nm/u.s] and [u,s"1], respectively.

The implemented output variables include:

• bead x-, y-, z-, a-, and ß-coordinates (from which the corresponding velocities can be

deduced)

• total number of sites in adhesion zone, number of bound sites, bond length of bound

sites (from which the applied force can be calculated), kA of free sites, kD of bound

sites, and bond lifetime

• Brownian force components in x, y, and z

In the following, the main steps of the algorithm are explained. The numbering of the steps

corresponds to the flow diagram shown in Figure 3.26.

3.3.1 Initialization

The initialization of the simulation comprises:

• Random distribution of binding sites on the bead (according to the specified number

of sites), i.e. their coordinates are defined.

• Calculation of hydrodynamic velocity vH, for specified shear rate. At t = 0, the bead is

positioned 100 nm away from the surface and moves at vx = vH.

3.3.2 New bead position

1) The new bead position in the three Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, and the two angles

a and /?are calculated by simple differential integration over the simulation time step

At using the bead's position and velocity at the previous time point:

x,(0= Jt,('-l) + v,(/-l)Af for i = x, y, z, or, ß 3.28
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Figure 3.26 Schematic outline of the simulation algorithm.
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3.3.3 Binding forces and torques: 'binding model'

Update binding site positions

To optimize computer time, the positions of only a part of the binding sites are updated at

each time step. For this reason, a calotte at the bottom part of the bead is defined during

initialization. In the simplified two-dimensional drawing in Figure 3.27, the upper edge of the

calotte is indicated with points A and ß at initialization and with A' and B' thereafter. The

limits of the adhesion area, i.e. the area in which we allow receptors on the planar wall and

ligands on the bead to form bonds, are given by the adhesion height H and the gap width h.

At each simulation step, only positions of binding sites on the calotte (i.e. sites with: z <

Hcaiotte + h) are updated. If the rotation of the bead reaches a critical angle 0crih the positions

of all the binding sites on the bead are calculated and a new calotte is defined (while keeping

the bound sites). This occurs when the edge of the calotte reaches the contact zone defined

by the height H (note point B' in Figure 3.27).

î f

Figure 3.27 Schematic illustration of the issue of adhesion zone and bead calotte rotation in

2D.

The critical angle 0crit can be determined through the following simple geometrical

considerations:
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x = x,+x2=^R2-{R-HcalmJ a)

y =^R2-(R-(H-h)f b)

z = zY + z2 c) 3.29

Z| =

—TT d^

z2 = y*tan0cnl = y*—-f- e)
cos0cnl

Substituting z1 and z2 in equation 3.29c) by equations 3.29d) & e), leads to a quadratic

expression for sin0cnt from which 0cnt can be calculated:

[y2 +z2)*sin2ecnt + 2xy*sin&cnt + x2 -z2 = 0 3.30

*- j
V

2.a) It is checked whether the critical bead rotation angle 0crit is reached or not and the

positions of the binding sites are updated accordingly.

2.b) Bound sites, which moved out of the contact area (i.e. z < H), are deleted.

Free sites

3.a) The association rate kA(i) for each free site / in the contact area is calculated:

'cr*\L-L0\*(y-\/2*\L-L0\)
M0=M°)*vv/(/exP

kBT
3.31

3.b) The association probability pA(i) in the range [0, 1] is then calculated by:

pA(i) = \-exp{-kA(i)*At} 3.32

4.a) Monte Carlo of free sites: each association probability pA(i) is compared with a

random number r/from a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1]:

• if pA(i) <r, => site /' remains free

• if pA(i) > o => site /' becomes bound

4.b) If site /' is bound, it is assigned a vertical binding vector and contributes to the bound

sites.

Bound sites

5.a) The dissociation rate kD(i) for each bound site /' is calculated:

kD{i)~kD{0)*ewUj*F\ 3.33
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5.b) The dissociation probability pD(i) in the range [0, 1] is then calculated by:

Pü(i) = l-exp{-kD(i)*At} 3.34

6.a) Monte Carlo of bound sites: each dissociation probability pD(i) is compared with a

random number r,from a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1]:

• if PdO) <ri => site /' remains bound

• if Pd(0 > n => site /' is ruptured

6.b) The total binding forces and torques are calculated and handed to the flow function.

3.3.4 Shear flow forces and torques: 'fluid model'

7) Force and torque of shear field in x and ß, respectively, buoyancy force in negative z-

direction, and the x-, y-, and z-components of the random Brownian force are

determined. All these elements are added to the previously evaluated total force and

torque of the protein bindings. Now the mobility calculation is performed returning the

new translational and rotational velocity vector U (containing all components in x, y, z,

a, ß, y):

U = [Ml * {Fihear + fhu°ymcy + fPr«'e'" + plowman \ 3 35

3.4 Statistical evaluation: blocking analysis

Systematic errors in computer simulations can be caused by periodic effects, finite size

effects, poor choice of boundary conditions, etc. They are intrinsic to the choice and

implementation of algorithms, and must be estimated from a careful theoretical analysis of a

simulation.

Statistical errors are unavoidable in Monte Carlo simulations, and in most cases can not be

known a priori. In the late 1960's and early 70's, methods were developed to estimate the

errors in statistical averages calculated in thermodynamic Monte Carlo simulations, i.e.

equilibrium averages. However, error analysis is often neglected in stochastic simulations or,

in the case of Adhesive Dynamics simulations, has not been considered at all.

There are two closely related key aspects of "timing" known from Monte Carlo simulations:
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1. How small do the individual time-steps of a simulation have to be to capture all the

details of the behavior of a system?

2. How long does a simulation have to be to have confidence in the statistics of

measured quantities of interest?

A Monte Carlo simulation generates results from a random sampling of a configuration

space. It is important to know if sufficient samples have been taken to have confidence in the

statistics. Indeed, the simulation time necessary is highly dependent on the quantity being

measured. A useful concept is the autocorrelation time, which is a measure of the degree of

correlation between successive measurements of a quantity. To offer a good measurement

of a certain quantity, a simulation has to be carried out over a large number of

autocorrelation times. The autocorrelation time of a measurement can be estimated from the

statistical error of that measurement.

A commonly used approach for estimating autocorrelation times and errors in stationary

processes is the blocking analysis technique (Allen and Tildesley 1987). Although we are

working with a stochastic dynamic simulation, we believe that there are sufficient similarities

allowing us to make use of this method in certain cases.

In this section, a brief introduction to Gaussian distributions and errors in averages is given,

followed by an explanation of the implementation of the blocking analysis, the definition of

autocorrelation time, and the interpretation of the results.

3.4.1 Gaussian distributions / Central limit theorem

A common approach in analyzing statistical errors in a process is to assume that said

process obeys a Gaussian distribution. Let % be a quantity to be measured, and (x)be tne

average of this quantity. For Gaussian processes, the quantity % is completely determined

by the first two moments (all other moments are zero), which are commonly referred to as

the mean, (x> and the variance, a2 i^x)

The central limit theorem of probability states that the Gaussian assumption is reasonable if

the quantity of interest is essentially the sum of a large number of 'random' quantities

(statistically independent or not). In other words: Any random variable with any distribution

having finite mean and variance, tends towards a Gaussian distribution in the limit of large

numbers.

Thus, considering different simulation runs of a quantity x (not necessarily being Gaussian

distributed), the run averages {%) °ftne simulations may be thought of as being sampled
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from some limiting Gaussian distribution about the true mean (x)true because they are a sum

over many steps.

3.4.2 Errors in averages

As mentioned, the central limit theorem implies that the mean of any stochastic quantity (for

a sufficiently large number of measurements) will obey Gaussian statistics. This in turn

implies that the mean of any mean can be entirely characterized by its first two moments,

mean and variance.

When we are performing some kind of experiment (numerical or otherwise), in which we

generate stochastic data, we are typically interested in the mean of that data. For a

sufficiently large number of measurements of any stochastic quantity, the calculated mean

will begin to approach the true mean. If (#) is the mean of a stochastic quantity x

measured N times, we can write: lim (x)M = (x)t

For a finite number of measurements, the mean itself is a stochastic quantity, centered on

the true mean. As with experimental data, the indication of how close the mean we have

calculated is likely to be the true mean, is expressed in terms of the standard deviation:

errors Jo-2 ({x)tme) 3.36

We are now considering again a Monte Carlo simulation of finite length and let N be the

number of steps of the simulation run. This means generating N different configurations of a

particular ensemble, and the run average can be written as:

If we were to assume that each quantity x were statistically independent of the others, then

the variance in the mean could be calculated analytically and would simply be the variance of

the quantity x divided by N.

\ X^1 I run,uncorrected J at

3.38

AT

where:

-2M=^t(z('Hz)J 3-39
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The estimated error of the mean is then given by the square root of equation 3.38 according

to the definition given in equation 3.36.

However, in Monte Carlo simulations we are usually concerned with correlated data points.

In this case, we can typically not calculate the error a priori, and must estimate it numerically,

which is the subject of the next section.

3.4.3 Blocking Analysis

From the above discussion we can deduce a method to estimate the error. Consider a

sequence of configurations generated via a Monte Carlo simulation. We can divide the N

configurations into nb blocks, each of length, rb so that nh-rb = N. For a given quantity, %,

the block mean is just the sum of the elements in the block divided by the block size:

(x\=}-tz. 3-40

Tb '='

The mean of the means is just the mean of the N configurations, (x) .
The mean values for

the blocks may be used to estimate the variance of the mean:

«,(U)>)-±t(b\-U)J 3A1

Essentially we divide our simulation run into smaller blocks, compute the means of these

data sub-sets, and approximate the true mean with the mean of the entire run. As the

number of elements within a particular block (i.e. the block size) grows, the blocks will

become uncorrelated and we should expect cr2 Uz)^ ) to increase as a function of the

block size rb. As the block size becomes large enough, the errors will converge to the

correct error estimate. Thus our criterion is simple: The length of a simulation run is sufficient

only if convergence in the error estimate is observed.

3.4.4 The algorithm

The implementation of the blocking analysis is straightforward. Considering a string of

sequential data, ;r((0)(/ = l,..JV), we can construct blocks of size 21 (with 1 = 0, 1, 2, ...),

where the blocked quantities are calculated as:
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X?] =\{ZV: + XV) 3.42

with i = 1, ..., Nb and Nb = N/20. As discussed in the previous section, as b increases, the

block averages become less correlated, while the mean remains the same (the superscript

(b) just keeps track of the level of blocking). With each iteration, two neighboring blocks are

averaged, i.e. the block size is doubled.

The variance in the mean is given by equation 3.41, which can be reformulated as the

squared error estimate for a given block size:

»(<*>.)-^iV'-kU1 343

which, as discussed in the last section, will increase as a function of block size as the blocks

become less correlated. Using equation 3.41, we can rewrite equation 3.43, since the value

of any block x?] 's Justan average over Nb = N/2b elements:

^(Mj-te^«A)-i!2«,UfB) 3-44

The algorithm calculates the error estimate for various block sizes, 2b, and plots them. If the

errors converge to a limiting value, the estimate obtained is reliable. Otherwise lengthier

simulations have to be carried out or the required assumptions are not met.

3.4.5 Autocorrelation time

A useful concept for quantifying the degree of correlation in a stochastic quantity is the

autocorrelation time zA. For a given simulation or experimental measurement, it represents

the characteristic time scale of the system, below which no additional information can be

gained because the observed quantities become correlated.

Mathematically speaking, in the limit of large block sizes, the standard deviation of the

calculated mean differs from the true standard deviation by a linear factor. This constant of

proportionality is the autocorrelation time rA :

o-2((x) )»lim^M
= (l + 2*rJ 3.45

\\A-lnm) b^ttl ft
V A)

Since we normally work with autocorrelation times such that rA > 1, this is often further

reduced to:
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°'«*LH'«-..,£¥i 3.46

Thus, we can calculate the autocorrelation time ta of a simulation by taking the value of the

error estimate above which we see convergence and the variance of the entire simulation

run:

1

*A=-
at convergence

°2(x)
3.47

3.5 Results

This section focuses on general results and observations concerning our theoretical model

system. The different components of our simulation and the influence of the crucial

parameters on the behavior of protein and bead dynamics are investigated. Additional

findings, which are directly comparable with the experimental measurements, will be

presented in chapter 5.

3.5.1 Stokesian dynamics model

In chapter 3.2.2, we presented the Stokesian dynamics model describing the hydrodynamic

motion of a colloidal particle in a viscous fluid near a plane wall. The key step of this model is

the mobility calculation, where the instantaneous velocity of the particle can be determined

from the momentary external force vector. To account for wall effects in these calculations,

the Stokesian fluid drag coefficients are corrected by lubrication factors.

As a first illustration of the consequences of these wall effects, the ratio of angular to

translational velocity, RCiy/vx, as function of the normalized gap width, h/R, is shown

(Figure 3.28). In the bulk fluid (h/R -> oo), the velocity ratio RCÏy/vx = 0. In the asymptotic

limit (h/R -> 0), velocity ratio RO.ylvx converges to a value of 0.5676. Thus, the lubrication

theory predicts a slipping of the bead along the surface.

This finding will be relevant for the evaluation of the association model, since the association

rate constant is dependent on the slip velocity of the bead.
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h/R

Figure 3 28 Ratio of angular velocity, R*I2y, to translational velocity, vx, as a function of

normalized gap width, h/R Additionally, the mean value of the ratio h/R for our

system, and the asymptotic values for the velocity ratios h/R -+ oo and h/R -^ 0 are

indicated

Another consequence of the modified fluid drag coefficients in proximity of a bounding wall is

the hindered mobility (diffusion) of a suspended particle This effect can be demonstrated by

the reduced diffusion coefficients for different modes of motion (Figure 3 29A) and in

decreased step lengths of the thermal fluctuations the particle is subjected to (Figure 3 29B).

Graph A shows the diffusion coefficients for particle movements parallel (x,y) and

perpendicular (z) to a plane wall normalized to the bulk diffusion coefficient. As can be seen,

the wall has a more dramatic effect on movements in z- than in x- and y-direction. For the

average gap width of our system (determined by analyzing Brownian motion simulations),

Dxy reduced to 26 % and Dz to 0 5 % of the bulk diffusion constant. Graph B gives an

impression of the magnitude of the particle displacements associated with these diffusion

coefficients. Mean displacements parallel (Ax,y) and perpendicular (Az) to the wall as a

function of normalized gap width for the time interval r = 1ms were calculated The numerical

values for Ax,y and Az are 4 7 nm and 0 6 nm, respectively Especially the former will be of

interest in the comparison of simulated to experimental data.
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Figure 3.29 The diffusion constants and mean displacements using drag coefficients

corrected for by lubrication effects. A) The graph shows the corrected diffusion

constants for movement parallel (x & y) and perpendicular (z) to a bounding wall as a

function of normalized gap width, h/R. B) The determined mean displacements in x /

y- and z-direction, respectively, for the time interval r = 1 ms are illustrated.

Additionally, in both plots, the mean h/R ratio for our system and the corresponding

asymptotic values for diffusion constant and mean displacement in the bulk fluid are

indicated

3.5.2 Brownian motion

We have introduced Brownian motion as a new component of Adhesive Dynamics

simulations (paragraph 3.2.2.3). At each time-step, a random force characterized by

equations 3.26 and 3.27, is added to the external forces in the mobility calculation. The

Brownian forces are in the range of 0.1 to 10 pN for our system, depending on the size of the

time-steps. For comparison, the forces applied to a single bond until rupturing can reach

several 102 pN, and the gravitational force of the bead is »0.3 pN.
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To test the validity of our implementation, we can determine the diffusion constant from the

analysis of simulated trajectories and compare it with the well-known Einstein law for the

diffusion of a particle in a viscous fluid (Einstein 1905):

(A?) = 2Z>,i for î = x, y, z

where

/).--*£
drag,)

3.48

3.49

/a^\ is the averaged pair-wise squared displacement for a certain time interval, D, is the

diffusion constant, r is the time interval, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute

temperature, and kdmR = 6^7? * [corrrection factor]. The correction factors are ftx and X for

motion parallel and perpendicular to the surface, respectively (see equation 3.20a and Figure

3.24). Calculating the diffusion constant for movement parallel to the surface using a bead

radius of R = 5.1 pm and an average gap width of h - 26 nm (obtained from our simulations)

yields a theoretical value of Dx,y =11.1 nm2/ms.

Diffusion constants determined by regression ofmean square displacements

E
c

%
<

Results:

S -> Dx= 13.1 nm2/ms
V (<Ax2> = 2Dxt)

-> Dy = 14 1 nnr/ms

(<4y2> = 2Dyx)
-» DR = 13.6nm2/ms

(<R2> 4Drt)

Figure 3.30 Determination of diffusion constants from mean square displacement plots. The

mean square displacements <Ax2>, <Ay2>, and <AR2>, and the corresponding linear

fits are plotted against time intervals of t = 1ms
...

10 s. As a control, the mean

displacements <Ax> and <Ay> are also shown.
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Diffusion constants determined by Gauss-Ming of displacement histograms

examplary Ax histograms including Gauss fits
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Results:

-> Dx= 12.3nmz/ms

-» Dy = 11.9 nm2/ms

(values for t = 0...7 s)

Figure 3.31 Determination of diffusion constants from displacement histograms. A. 1 to 4):

Four representative <Ax> histograms for t= 1, 3, 7, and 9 s including Gaussian curve

fits. &) Cross-correlation coefficients r2 for all the Gaussian fits to the <Ax> and <Ay>

distributions. C) and D) Determined diffusion coefficients for the entire range of time

intervals and for t= 1 ms ...
7 s only.

There are two methods to determine the diffusion constant from the trajectory of a particle

undergoing thermal fluctuations:

1. Plotting /A2 \ as a function of r and getting D, from the slope of a linear fit.

2. Plotting histograms of the distribution probabilities ç?(A,.,r) :
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1 \ lfAYl

where a - sjlDj ,
and getting D, from the standard deviation of a Gaussian fit.

A set of ten simulations, each 30 seconds long, using different random number seeds, and

without protein interactions, was carried out. The obtained trajectory data were compiled to

one large data set, and analyzed according to the two aforementioned methods. The results

for lateral motion in x and y are presented in Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31.

The analysis according to the first method yields Dxy = 13.1 and 14 nm2/ms. As the r2 values

show, all linear fits correlate very well with the data. The mean displacements <Ax> and

<z!y> only show small deviations from zero over the entire time range.

The displacement histograms generated for the second method are only normal distributed

up to r»7 s, as confirmed by the low r2 values of the Gaussian fits for longer time intervals.

This finding is also reflected in the obtained diffusion constants, which are much too high for

large t. As a consequence, only diffusion constants for time intervals r = 1 ms ...
7 s are

considered and yield Dx,y & 12 nm2/ms.

Both methods result in diffusion constants, which are slightly higher than the theoretical value

of Dx,y =11.1 nm2/ms. Whereas the analysis of the displacement histograms reveals a

prominent deviation from the expected number for long time intervals, the determination of

the diffusion constants by the first method does not show any significant error for large r

values.

3.5.3 Association model

In paragraph 3.2.1.2, the model for calculating the bond formation rate was presented as part

of the protein binding model. The association rate of the protein bonds depends on the

relative velocity between the two surfaces on which the ligands and receptors are

immobilized, the deviation of the separation distance from the equilibrium bond length, the

bond compliance, and a factor in which the unstressed on-rate and the density of the

proteins are lumped together. For convenience, equation 3.5 for the association rate

constant is again written:

,
, ,

[aAL(y-\AL)\
K =K(0)vslipexpj Vky

H 3.5
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dependence of kA on bond compliance y

80 120

v,„p Dim/s] (= vx - R*£2y)

B
dependence of kA on bond stiffness o

120

v„ip[jirn/s](=vx-R*C2y)

Figure 3.32 Influence of bond compliance and stiffness on association rate constant A) The

dependence of kA on y for different bond elongations AL as a function of vsi,p is

illustrated The relationship is shown for two y values while keeping the bond stiffness

cr constant B) The dependence of kA on o for different separation distances AL as a

function of vs/,P is illustrated The relationship is shown for two a values while keeping

the bond compliance y constant In both graphs, vsiip for beads rolling at typical shear

rates and for arrested beads is indicated, as well as a constant kA of 100 s~, which is

the order of magnitude used in papers of the Hammer and colleagues
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Of main interest is the influence of the four parameters slip velocity vsiip, bond stiffness a,

bond compliance y, and separation distance AL on the characteristics of the bond formation

rate kA. The results for typical ranges of values for vsnp, a, and y used in our simulations and

encountered in experiments are presented in Figure 3.32.

As expected, kA is generally enhanced with increasing slip velocity. The dependence is more

pronounced at low velocities, while at high velocities the exponential term becomes dominant

and the curves start to level off. Thus, at low vs,/p, the formation of new bonds is transport-

limited, and the high velocities represent the transition to the reaction-limited regime, as

mentioned in the introduction of the association model.

The influence of both bond stiffness and compliance is small for separation distances close

to equilibrium and becomes stronger for larger values of AL. But whereas kA is increasing

with enhanced y the association rate is lowered considerably with higher a.

3.5.4 Dissociation model

As for the bond formation, the crucial part of the dissociation model is the influence of various

parameters on the reaction rate constant. In paragraph 3.2.1.1, it was explained that the

bond dissociation rate is characterized by an exponential dependence on the applied force.

The corresponding equation 3.3 is shown again:

^=^(0)*expfe| 3.51

The influence of bond compliance y on the dissociation rate constant kD is shown in Figure

3.33A. The relationship is evaluated at different levels of kD(0) as a function of applied force.

The graph shows that for the lower bond compliance y
= 0.1 Â, kD is increased by about one

order of magnitude for the highest bond force considered, whereas at the higher y, kD is

raised by almost two orders of magnitudes.

In Figure 3.33B, the results are shown for varying bond stiffness a. The bond stiffness

determines the force response of the protein binding by the equation F = cr-AL (simple

mechanical spring), i.e. it appears in the exponential term of the dissociation rate constant

like the bond compliance. As a consequence, it also has a dramatic effect on kD, similar to

the one of /.

The calculations presented here cover typical ranges of binding parameters found in the

literature for selectin-ligand systems.
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dependence of kg on bond compliance y
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Figure 3.33 Influence of bond compliance and stiffness on dissociation rate constant A)

The dependence of kD on y for different non-stressed dissociation rate constants kD(0)

as a function of applied bond force Fbond is presented The relationship is shown for

two y values while keeping the bond stiffness a constant B) The dependence of kD on

u for different non-stressed dissociation rate constants kD(0) as a function of applied

bond force Fb0nd is presented The relationship is shown for two a- values while
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keeping the bond compliance y constant. In both graphs, the elongations AL are

shown for the corresponding bond force Fbond.

3.5.5 Adhesion state diagrams

Adhesion state diagrams (Chang et al. 2000) are a convenient tool for visualizing the

influence of the various parameters of the protein bindings and the hydrodynamic conditions

on the behavior of bead motion characterized by the relative mean velocity and the relative

total arrest time. Chang et al demonstrated that they could recreate all experimentally

observed movement patterns of beads (and cells) by varying only two parameters, bond

compliance y and unstressed dissociation rate constant kD(0), while keeping the other

parameters constant.

Obviously, one of our first goals was to reproduce these findings with our implementation of

the Adhesive Dynamics method. Indeed, we were able to obtain state diagrams closely

resembling the ones by the Hammer group including similar response to the variation of

certain parameters. This served as a starting point to explore trajectory descriptors other

than the mean velocity and relative arrest time, which will be the subject of the following

chapters.

In this section, it will be shown how adhesion state diagrams are constructed from a large set

of simulations (typically around 80 simulations, each 20 s long, were used), followed by an

evaluation of the influence of certain parameters on the state diagram.

3.5.5.1 Procedure to create adhesion state diagrams

The procedure, by which an adhesion state diagram for a particular set of parameters is

created, is demonstrated in Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35. As mentioned before, the state

diagram is based on the double logarithmic y - kD(0) parameter space, i.e. a set of

simulations is required with different y - kD(0) pairs, while keeping all other parameters

constant. The evaluated trajectory descriptors are the relative mean velocity, mean(vx) / vH,

i.e. the ratio between the mean velocity of a bead and the hydrodynamic velocity, and the

relative total arrest time defined as ^tarrest/ttola,, i.e. the sum of the arrest times divided by

the total simulation time.
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Figure 3.34 First step in generating an adhesion state diagram: Interpolated 3D surface

plots of relative velocity and arrest time as a function of bond compliance and

unstressed dissociation rate constant are interpolated.

In Figure 3.34, the first step of constructing a state diagram is illustrated. The calculated

relative arrest time and relative velocity are plotted and interpolated. Chang et al defined

certain levels of adhesion and velocity, namely 50, 30, and 10 % arrest, and 7 and 70 %

arrests.
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Figure 3.35 Second and third step in generating an adhesion state diagram: Specific surface

contours of the 3D plots are projected to the yI kD(0) plane and interpolations of

these curves define the borders between the different adhesion zones in the

final diagram.
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An important issue here concerns the exact definition of an "arrest". In light of the possible

high temporal and spatial resolution we can obtain with our experimental system, we have

adopted the definition by the Hammer group. For all our subsequent results presented in the

simulation as well as for the experiments, a bead was considered arrested, when it was

moving with less than 5 % of vH for at least 20 ms.

The second step is the projection of the previously defined contours (levels) into the y - kD(0)

plane, followed by an interpolation of these contours, which is the last step. Specific

interpolated lines are defined as borders between different adhesion zones:

• Firm adhesion: £f0/tw /ttoral >70%

- Transient adhesion: 70 %> XL«/'- > 1 %

• Fast adhesion: 1 % > ^tarml/tmial and mean(vx)/vH >10%

• No adhesion: mean(vx) /vH> 50%

As expected, adhesion generally strengthens with decreasing bond compliance y and

unstressed dissociation rate constant kD(0). The transition between the two extreme cases is

given by a relatively small zone of y- kD(0) parameter combinations. The different adhesion

zones are associated with characteristic movement patterns observed in experiments. In

chapter 3.5.6, these movement patterns will be explained together with an illustration of the

corresponding dynamics on the protein level.

3.5.5.2 Influence of protein and fluid parameters

It was demonstrated how an adhesion state diagram is constructed and how the borders

between the different zones are defined. In this paragraph, we will investigate the influence

of the two protein parameters (number of sites and bond stiffness) and the two fluid

parameters (shear rate and viscosity) on the location of the transient adhesion zone.

Figure 3.36 shows four graphs, each presenting the superposition of the borders of the

transient adhesion zone for three different values of the analyzed parameter, respectively.

(A) The influence of the protein density on the bead is exemplified by simulations at the

highest shear rate of s = 100 s'1. Adhesion is generally enhanced with higher binding site

density, but the difference between the two highest densities is not significant, especially at

low values of y, suggesting a saturation effect. Indeed, the association model evaluated in

section 3.5.3 implies that at high shear rates, the adhesion starts to become kinetically

limited, i.e. an increase in the number of bonds can not effectively increase adhesion

anymore. At the lowest density, the area of the transient zone is very large, but the firm

adhesion zone almost vanishes
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(B) Augmenting bond stiffness a has a clear negative influence on adhesion at high y yet no

or even a slight positive effect at low y. The former observation might seem counterintuitive,

but can be explained by the distinction made between force characteristic (mechanical

spring) and strength (Bell model) of the protein bindings. Higher bond stiffness can generate

higher forces, and should therefore make the system more adhesive. However, as we have

seen in section 3.5.4, at the same time, the tendency for bond breakage increases

exponentially, which is obviously more dramatic at high values for the bond compliance.
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Figure 3.36 Adhesion state diagrams: Influence of number of sites, bond stiffness, shear

rate, and fluid viscosity on the borders of the transient adhesion zone.

(C) The effect of the shear rate on the location of the transient adhesion zone looks very

similar to the one of the bond stiffness. At high y values, the overall cell adhesion is

dominated by the raise of the bond breakage rate due to the higher force from the shear
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field. Conversely, at low y, the bond formation rate becomes crucial. In this regime, the

increased dissociation rate can be counterbalanced by the increased association rate as the

latter grows with the velocity.

(D) In contrast to shear rate, a higher shear stress, which is the product of shear rate and

viscosity, results in an evenly diminished adhesion over the entire range of bond compliance

and intrinsic dissociation rate constant. This is a clear confirmation of the fact that bond

dissociation depends on shear stress (i.e. force), whereas bond formation is not influenced

by shear stress but is a function of shear rate (i.e. velocity).

3.5.6 Trajectory analysis combined with details of protein binding dynamics

The different zones defined in the adhesion state diagram are characterized by a particular

type of movement of the bead and of the underlying protein interactions. In Figure 3.37 and

Figure 3.38, we present an overview of the different patterns for simulations carried out with

the normal Adhesive Dynamics method (AD) and our AD model including Brownian motion

(ADB), respectively. In the AD simulations, # sites = 40V00 and shear rate s = 100 s'1. The

ADB simulations were done with # sites = 10V00 and s = 25 s'1. Due to the difference of

these two parameters and some other fundamental differences between the two methods,

the plots can not be directly compared. What we want to point out here are the characteristic

types of bead and protein behavior, which can be observed in these two systems. Plots A in

both figures represent the "no adhesion", plots B and C the "fast adhesion" and "transient

adhesion", and plots D the "firm adhesion" zone.

We will start with the AD method in Figure 3.37. Plot A shows that even at high velocities in

the no adhesion zone, bonds are constantly formed. However, they have extremely short

lifetimes and can therefore not form stable bonds. In B and C, the bonds become more

stable (i.e. longer lifetimes) and lead to increasing lengths of temporary arrests. Whereas in

B the bead undergoes a so-called tumbling motion, which is characterized by extreme

velocity fluctuations ranging from zero to near hydrodynamic velocity vH, the bead switches to

a jerky movement in C, with noticeable short arrests. In D, the firm adhesion regime, the

bead is virtually fixed to the surface. However, due to the high shear rate, the bead still

moves in small steps of around 50 to 500 nm whenever a bond breaks. In C and D, one can

see that the bond forces are almost zero during the arrests and show peaks in between.
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Figure 3.37 Characteristics of position, velocity, # bound sites, and total bond force in

different adhesion zones in normal AD simulations. The velocity, # bound, and Ftot

axes are the same for all graphs, only the axis for the position in x are different.
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Figure 3.38 Characteristics of position, velocity, # bound sites, and total bond force in

different adhesion zones in AD simulations including Brownian motion. The

velocity, # bound, and Flot axes are the same for all graphs, only the axis for the

position in x are different
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When we look at results obtained with our ADB model (Figure 3.38), the situation in the

various adhesion zones is quite different. The key differences are the occurrence of

fluctuations under all conditions and the movement in z-direction. Z-movement in our

implementation of the normal AD method was not considered, which will be discussed in

chapter 5 as well. In the no adhesion zone (A), bonds are formed rarely and they are not able

to slow down the bead considerably. The bead is fluctuating in z-direction, and as a

consequence, a significant amount of the time very few or no ligands on the bead are in the

adhesion at all.

In B, the bead starts to show considerable drops in the velocity profile, but not yet enough to

be temporarily arrested. The velocity profile in C is of special interest, as such a behavior is

never observed with the AD method. It is characterized by a balanced relative velocity (46 %)

and arrest time (50 %). Remarkable are the switching between periods of full hydrodynamic

velocity and full arrests of several hundred milliseconds. The firm adhesion regime (D) is

characterized by a permanently high level of bond force, mostly determined by the number of

bound sites.

3.5.7 Trajectory descriptors for characterization of dynamics in arrests

In this paragraph, further statistics of the dynamics in arrests in simulations with Brownian

motion is presented. Apart from the bond forces, two other trajectory descriptors are

evaluated: mean arrest time and bead fluctuations in x-direction. Whereas in the adhesion

state diagram only the relative sum of the arrest time is considered, the mean arrest time

might be a less ambiguous quantity for the description of the system. The motivation to

analyze the standard deviation of the bead displacements in arrests is based on the

hypothesis that the protein bonds might lead to a reduction of the thermal fluctuations. If the

decrease of the bead's oscillations is significant, it could be a means to relate

(experimentally) measurable bead kinematics to instantaneous protein binding forces.

In Figure 3.39, we present the influence of kD(0) (graph A) and number of sites (graph B) on

three trajectory descriptors in bead arrests: mean total bond force, mean arrest time, and

standard deviation of bead displacements in x-direction. The results are obtained from six

different simulations, each 200 s long, all from the firm and transient adhesion zone.

As expected, both lowering the intrinsic dissociation rate constant and increasing the number

of sites yield higher bond forces and mean arrest times. The average total bond forces

remain roughly in the same order of magnitude within the three values of the two tested

parameters (2.7 to 5.4 nN in graph A, 78 to 46 nN in graph B). In contrast to that, the mean
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arrest time is increased exponentially in both sets of simulations (from 38 ms to 2.4 s in A,

and from 227 ms to 2.4 s in B). As a consequence of the ability of the protein bonds to

generate higher forces, the fluctuations of the bead motion are considerably reduced as

hypothesized. Whereas the decrease of kD(0) from 1 to 0.01 s"1 leads to a decrease of o(Ax)

by a factor of three, the increase of the number of binding sites from 10'000 to 40'000 results

in four times smaller bead oscillations.

influence of kD(0)

B influence of # sites

# sites = 25'000

î Y=0.3Â
6 £ s = 25 s"1

in

10"000 20'000 3'000

kD(0) = 0.01 s"1

y=0.3Â
s = 100 s1

# sites

Figure 3.39 Influence of dissociation rate constant and number of sites assessed by three

arrest descriptors: velocity fluctuations, bond forces, and length of arrests. The

results are obtained from 200 s simulations including Brownian motion. Lower kD(0)

values and higher # sites lead to higher bond forces and an exponential increase in

mean arrest time. Simultaneously, the standard deviation of Ax is decreased, i.e. the

fluctuations become smaller.
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3.5.8 Arrest time distribution

The stochastic nature of the protein bindings leads to a distribution of arrest times

A adhesion state diagram

B arrest time histogram
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Figure 3.40 Example of arrest time distribution in AD simulations for different y - kD(0)

combinations. Six simulations (each 200 s long) from the transient and firm

adhesion zone were chosen for analysis of arrest time distnbution The arrest time

histograms could be well modeled with first-order polynomial fits, from which

dissociation rates kD were obtained
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Therefore, it suggests itself that a mere investigation of the relative arrest time, as done by

Hammer and colleagues, or the mean arrest time, as presented in the previous section, does

not reveal all the information available. Instead, an analysis of the distribution of arrest times

might give a more complete picture of the influence of the various parameters involved.

In Figure 3.40, an analysis of arrest time distributions in AD simulations from the transient

and firm adhesion zones is presented. Graph A shows an adhesion state diagram created

from 20 s simulations with # sites = 50V00 and a shear rate s = 100 s'1. Six y - kD(0)

combinations (as indicated in the plot) were selected for longer simulations of 200 s for

analysis for arrest time distributions, the results of which are illustrated in graph B. It shows

that in all six cases, the logarithmic histograms of the arrest time distributions could be well

approximated with first-order polynomial fits (all cross correlation coefficients r2 yielded

values better than 0.99). This finding suggests that the binding dynamics of protein system

obeys first-order reaction kinetics. Therefore, dissociation rate constants kD were determined

from the negative slopes of the data fits. The obtained values lied in the range of 3 to 56 s'1.

arrest time distributions in ADB simulations

0 1000 2000 3000

arrest time [ms]

Figure 3.41 Arrest time distributions in ADB simulations for three different parameter

configurations. Three simulations (each 200 s long) from the finn and transient

adhesion zone with different combinations of # sites, unstressed dissociation rate

constant kD(0), and shear rate s were analyzed. The logarithmic number of arrests

only corresponded to a linear fit for short arrest times and showed a tendency towards

an increased number of longer arrests
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Arrest time distributions were also analyzed in ADB simulations. Representative results of

three configurations covering firm and transient adhesion zone behavior are shown in Figure

3.41. Like before, simulations of 200 s were considered, with varying combinations of the

three parameters, number of sites, intrinsic dissociation rate constant kD(0), and shear rate.

The results are quite different compared to the AD method. In ADB simulations, the

approximation of the arrest time distribution by linear regression is only valid for shorter

arrest times (as indicated by the dashed lines). For longer arrest times, the distributions

clearly show a deviation from this linear relationship in all three cases, as confirmed by the

cross correlation coefficients r2, which are not as high as before (only 0.89 to 0.98). For this

reason, we also abstained from determining the corresponding dissociation rate constants.

3.5.9 Blocking analysis and error evaluation

To evaluate the error in our estimations of different trajectory descriptors, we have introduced

the concept of blocking analysis into the theoretical framework of Adhesive Dynamics

simulations. Since relative total arrest time and relative mean velocity have been the two

commonly investigated parameters in AD simulations (especially for the adhesion state

diagrams), blocking analysis was carried out for these two quantities. Particularly, we

compared different adhesion zones (as a function of kD(0) values and number of sites) and

total simulation times for AD as well as ADB simulations.

In Figure 3.42, results are presented for two different AD simulations of 200 s with varying

unstressed dissociation rate constant kD(0) (while keeping all other parameters unchanged).

The graphs in the first and second row show error estimations of relative velocity and relative

arrest time, respectively, the corresponding velocity profiles are depicted in the third row. The

first simulation (A) with kD(0) = 1 s'1 is from the firm adhesion zone, whereas as simulation B

with higher kD(0) = 10 s'1 is from the transient adhesion zone. To assess the influence of

different simulation lengths, the blocking analysis was carried out on the entire 200 s

simulation run and on fractions of 100, 50, 20, 10, and 5 s. The incremental time step in

these simulations was 1 ms, i.e. the simulations, which were carried out with time-steps of 1

ps, were averaged over 1000 steps. On the abscissa, the level of blocking in logarithms of 2

is shown. As explained in section 3.4.3, two neighboring blocks were combined in each

iteration and the new average and error estimation were calculated. This blocking process

was carried out until no less than 128 blocks remained, which prevented entering the regime

where the outcome of the blocking analysis would be affected by too small data sets. Thus,
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in the case of the entire 200 s run comprised of 200V00 steps of 1 ms, the maximal block

size was 210 = 1024 (and accordingly less for the shorter data sets).

The graphs demonstrate how the errors generally become larger for shorter simulation times

and how the error estimations for both relative velocity (from A.1 to B.1) and relative arrest

time (from A.2 to B.2) are increasing when adhesion becomes less stable. In graphs A.1 and

A.2, convergence of the error (which is our criterion of a sufficiently long simulation run) is

reached for simulation times as short as 10 s, whereas the higher variability in the less

adhesive configuration B calls for simulation times of at least 50 to 100 s. The values for the

autocorrelation rA lie in the same order of magnitude for all simulations (2 to 4 ms).

In Figure 3.43, the results of the blocking analysis for two simulations using the Adhesive

Dynamics method including Brownian motion are summarized. The two simulated

configurations differ in number of sites (20'000 vs. 10'OOQ) and intrinsic dissociation rate

constant kD(0) (0.1 s'1 vs. 1 s~1). As in the example of the AD simulations, example A is from

the firm adhesion zone and B is from the transient adhesion zone. For both parameters,

relative velocity and relative arrest time, the errors in simulation A are converging for run

times of 100 s and longer. Conversely, example B from the transient zone does not show any

convergence for either of the two trajectory descriptors. The only exceptions are the longest

runs of 200 s, where at least a slight decrease in the slope is observable, indicating that

convergence is possible for longer simulation times and that the errors do not increase

infinitely. This observation is also reflected in the values for the autocorrelation time rA. In the

firm adhesion zone rA«2 ms (like in the AD simulations), whereas in the transient zone rA «

11
...

13 ms. An explanation for this observation can be found in the introductory section 3.4,

where it was stated that a reliable simulation has to be carried out over many times the

autocorrelation time of a particular system. From a more general point of view, however, it is

not understood why a more stochastic and variable system such as the ADB simulation in

the transient zone has a larger autocorrelation time than the more stable AD simulation,

which normally should be the other way around.
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Figure 3.42 Blocking analysis on relative velocity and relative arrest time comparing two

different dissociation rate constants in normal AD simulation.
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simulations with Brownian motion and varying number of sites and kD(0).
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3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Implementation of Brownian motion

In section 3.5.1, we have presented an evaluation of the implementation of thermal

fluctuations in our Adhesive Dynamics simulation. The Brownian motion is introduced as a

random force with zero mean and magnitude from a uniform distribution. The correctness of

this model is tested by determining diffusion constants from simulated trajectories and

comparing them with theoretical values given by Einstein's relationship.

The calculations are done using two different techniques: Linear regression of mean square

displacements as a function of time interval, and Gaussian fitting of displacement histograms

for all time intervals. The obtained values for the diffusion constants are similar, even though

the quality of the data fitting is quite different for both cases: While in the first method, the

data points are very close to the expected value, the correlation between the measured and

fitted curves diverge strongly for long time intervals using the distribution analysis approach.

This is probably due to insufficient size of the data sets for high r values, yet it is not

understood why this does not affect the outcome of the first method. Nevertheless, both

methods (in the second case with certain restrictions) yield numerical values, which are

reasonably close to the theoretical number.

This is of great importance for the comparison of simulated and experimentally obtained

data, which is the subject of chapter 5. Under the condition that in our control experiments

(i.e. without protein coatings), beads show Brownian motion according to the theory, our

model should allow us to attribute deviations in the magnitude of displacement fluctuations to

protein interactions in experiments with coated beads.

3.6.2 Adhesion state diagrams and the influence of binding and fluid

parameters

In sections 3.5.3 (association model) and 3.5.4 (dissociation model), we have described the

general properties of the binding models, i.e. the dependence of the association and

dissociation rate constants on the parameters in the respective models.

Based on the characteristics of the binding models, we were able to explain the influence of

the various parameters on the adhesion state diagram (3.5.5). Our findings are in good
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agreement with the results presented by the Hammer group (Chang and Hammer 1999,

Bhatia 2003) with respect to the influence of shear rate, bond stiffness, and protein density.

Additionally, we have investigated the influence of fluid viscosity. The results confirmed that

the AD model correctly accounts for the dependence of bond breakage on shear stress and

its independence on shear rate; and vice versa for bond formation (Chen and Springer

2001).

Subsequently, we focused our attention on the transient adhesion zone, which is certainly of

special interest for medicine and cell biology. The associated types of cell motion including

tumbling with fast velocity fluctuations and rolling interrupted by temporary arrests, are the

ones observed in-vivo. They represent the first steps of cell adhesion under flow conditions

encountered in the blood stream. But also from a biophysical point of view, these movement

patterns are an interesting phenomenon, as they require a delicate balance of protein binding

and cell dynamics only achievable in the narrow parameter window of the transient adhesion

zone. Indeed, as pointed out by Chang and colleagues (Chang et al. 2000), most of the

measured values of bond compliance and unstressed dissociation rate constant for known

selectin-ligand pairs lie in the transient adhesion zone.

In section 3.5.6, trajectories and protein binding dynamics characteristic for the different

adhesion zones were analyzed. It was demonstrated that the various movement patterns

from firm adhesion, transient and fast adhesion with temporary arrest and tumbling motion,

respectively, and no adhesion could be recreated. In that section, we also compared the

normal AD method with our AD implementation including Brownian motion, which revealed a

number of fundamental differences:

a) Fluctuations of the bead's velocity within periods of arrest do not occur at all in AD

simulations, whereas they do in our ADB simulations due to the introduced thermal

fluctuations. The lack of movements within arrests using the AD method can be attributed

to the employed adhesion model. The association rate constant (see section 3.5.3) drops

to zero as vfaead -^ 0. Thus, once the bead is arrested and all the possible bonds are

established, new bonds can not be formed. Considering the fact that we are dealing with

adhesive molecules immobilized to surfaces (and not incorporated in cell membranes,

where they could diffuse), this behavior does make sense. However, under real

conditions, thermal fluctuations are always present, and as a consequence, the bead is

constantly subject to Brownian motion. This difference also explains why the forces in

arrests are very small in AD simulations, whereas they are permanently on an

intermediate to high level in ADB simulations (see Figure 3.37D and Figure 3.38D).

b) Another fundamental difference between the two methods concerns the movement in z-

direction, i.e. perpendicular to the plane wall. In our implementation of the normal AD
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method, we kept the gap width constant at h = LQ, i.e. equal to the equilibrium bond

length. The reason for this has to do with our negligence of secondary interactions by van

der Waals, double layer repulsion, or electrostatic forces. An explanation of this

simplification will be given in chapter 5. As a consequence, the bead was always in

contact with the surface, which generally leads to a very "adhesive" behavior of the

system (e.g. even in the no adhesion zone, (short-lived) bonds were constantly formed

(see Figure 3.37A). In contrast to that, z-movement was not restricted in the ADB

simulations. The bead was able to move considerably far away from the surface for

periods of up to 1 s, despite the extremely hindered mobility in z-direction (see Figure

3.27 in the results section of the fluid model). This resulted in a more variable behavior of

the system, with periods where no adhesion occurred (deviations in the gap width of only

1 nm dramatically diminish the association rate constant by several orders of magnitude

as was illustrated in Figure 3., in the results section of the association model),

c) This additional degree of motion also lead to a modified type of cell motion in the

transient adhesion zone for particular parameter combinations (Figure 3.38C). It was

characterized by periods of rolling at hydrodynamic velocity interchanging with periods of

full arrest at frequencies in the order of 7 to 10 Hz. Such a switching between the two

extremes could not be created with AD simulations. It will be interesting to see, whether a

similar behavior is observed in our experiments or is reported in the literature. This will be

one of the issues dealt with in chapters 4 and 5.

3.6.3 Dynamics in arrests and arrest time distributions

In sections 3.5.7 and 3.5.8, we focused our attention on meaningful descriptions and

statistical evaluations of the dynamics in arrests and arrest time distributions. In Figure 3.39,

it was illustrated how sensitive the two experimentally observable trajectory descriptors mean

arrest time and standard deviation of bead displacements were to variations in kD(0) and

protein density. Whereas the former requires the acquisition of a relatively large amount of

data, the latter might be interesting for the analysis of experimental data. As already stated at

the end of paragraph 3.6.1, it is suggested that measurements of bead fluctuations in arrests

might give direct information on the instantaneous protein forces acting between the bead

and the surface. This hypothesis is strongly supported by measurements of cell-surface

interactions using total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM, Robertson and Bike 1998, not to

be mistaken with TIRFM). The technique allows for extremely sensitive force measurements
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down to 1Cr2 pN between colloidal particles and surfaces, which enabled them to relate

changes in the interaction potential of different bead and surface coatings.

Arrest time distributions were considered to be another valuable source of information on

behavior of the protein bindings. In Figure 3.40B and Figure 3.41 we showed histograms of

arrest time distributions for AD and ADB simulations, respectively. Whereas in the former

case, all of the data could be well approximated by first-order fits, in the latter, the linear fits

were only applicable for short arrest times and marked deviations occurred for longer arrests.

rolling j arrest rolling

i—j 1—j—ix103

200 400 600

time [ms]

Figure 3.44 Details of temporal interplay between bead motion and dynamics of protein

bindings illustrated by bead velocity, number of bound sites, and total bond

forces.

The reason for this at least partial agreement of protein binding kinetics in AD and ADB

simulations to first-order reaction kinetics is illustrated by a more detailed look at the bead

and protein dynamics in the simulations (Figure 3.44). The figure shows the velocity profile,

total protein forces, and number of bound sites for a ADB simulation from the transient

adhesion zone. As one can see, at the beginning of each arrests (at f = 40, 520, and 730

ms), all the bonds are formed instantaneously (4, 3, and 3). Within an arrest, there are some

fluctuations in number of bonds and generated forces, until at the end all bonds are released

again. This general principle also applies to AD simulations (except for fewer changes of

number of bonds within an arrest). As a consequence, the protein bonds can be almost

regarded as one binding system, which is the reason the first-order approximation gives
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reasonable results under certain conditions. However, it is not understood why the AD

simulations are in better accordance to this interpretation. The calculated dissociation rate

constants of 3 to 56 s'1 for these particular AD examples are in good agreement with values

from the literature, which are all in the range of 1 to 100 s'1 for selectin-ligand systems

obtained by means of a variety of techniques (neutrophil rolling assay (Alon et al. 1997),

AFM measurements (Zhang et al. 2004), BFP measurements (Evans et al. 2001)).

Nevertheless, one must not be misled by these findings (as the deviations in the ADB

simulations already indicate). It is not justified to model the dynamics with ordinary first-order

kinetics to determine kD values directly from bead trajectories. A possible approach to model

experimental arrest time distributions with Monte Carlo simulations is provided by (Chen and

Springer 1999). Using a dissociation model based on Poisson distributed mean number of

bonds in an arrest, they could accurately fit simulated to experimental arrest time

distributions, which deviated considerably from a first-order behavior. However, as opposed

to our results with the ADB simulations, they observed a relative drop in the number of longer

arrests.

3.6.4 Statistical evaluation by blocking analysis

In Figure 3.42 and Figure 3.43, we presented our results of the blocking analysis for error

evaluation of the two trajectory descriptors relative mean velocity and relative total arrest

time. An error evaluation neither in this nor in any other way has been shown for Adhesive

Dynamics simulations. The concept of blocking analysis is well established in other research

fields such as Monte Carlo simulations of molecular systems or liquids (Allen and Tildesley

1987), where mainly thermodynamic properties are studied. As stated in the introduction of

the blocking analysis method, we hypothesized that this concept should also be applicable to

dynamics of our "macroscopic" bead system under certain conditions. The use of the

blocking analysis mainly requires that the quantity of interest is sampled from a random

distribution with finite mean and variance. We found that the relative mean velocity and

relative mean arrest time suited these requirements well, and that the blocking analysis could

indeed be applied to AD simulations.

Our findings suggest that the typical simulation time of 20 s used in this thesis for the state

diagrams with the AD method as well as in the Hammer group, is not always sufficient

depending on the adhesion regime of a simulation. Whereas in the firm adhesion zone (as

well as in the no adhesion zone (data not shown)), simulation lengths of 20 s showed error

convergence, simulations in the transient and fast adhesion zone would require at least 50 to
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700 s simulation time for statistically reliable results. Much longer simulation times (possibly

around 7000 s) are needed in ADB simulations for the transient adhesion zone since no

convergence was reached up to 200 s. Considering the bimodal velocity distribution

observed in this adhesion zone (see Figure 3.43.B.3), this finding is not surprising. It remains

to be seen whether this additional computational cost necessary to obtain statistically reliable

results from Adhesive Dynamics simulations including Brownian motion will pay off in a better

matching of simulated to experimental trajectories.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to the description of our experimental model system. The most

important features of our system are concerned with the acquisition system:

• High temporal resolution given by a high-speed video camera system with frame

rates of up to 7000 Hz. The motivation for using such a fast image acquisition for the

experiments is motivated by the findings of the Lawrence lab (Smith and Lawrence

2002) They were able to demonstrate interpretation of experimental bead trajectories

acquired at ordinary video rate (30 Hz) leading to erroneous estimation of certain

binding parameters

• High spatial resolution given by an in-house tracking software based on least square

fitting of intensity matching, which yields bead position determination with accuracies

better than 70 nm.

In the following, all the relevant components of our experimental system are elucidated,

including preparation of bead and glass surface coating, description of the bead flow

experiments, and data acquisition and analysis. The calibration of the flow-cell system and

the evaluation of the performance of the tracking software are demonstrated before actual

bead trajectories are presented.
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Figure 4.45 Left: Structure formula of carbohydrate-ligand sialyl Lewis" (sLe*). Right: ball-

and-ribbon models ofsLe* and L-selectin close to binding interaction
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4.2 Our experimental model system

Our experimental bead flow assay was carried out using fluorescent latex beads coated with

sialyl Lewisx (Figure 4.45 left), which were driven along a P- or L-selectin (Figure 4.45 right)

modified glass surface by a syringe pump in a home-made perfusion-type flow cell mounted

on an inverted microscope. The beads were observed by means of a high-speed video

camera with frame rates of up to 1000 Hz. Data of bead trajectories with single nanometer

resolution were obtained by a means of a Matlab program and an SSD (sum of squared

intensities) match tracking software.

4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Microsphere coating

Glycopolymers with a biotin-linker were bound to carboxy-modified fully fluorescent latex

beads after streptavidin was covalently linked to the beads via a carbodiimide chemistry

coupling technique (Polysciences 2001). The streptavidin coating had to be done ourselves

because fully fluorescent, streptavidin modified latex beads with diameters in the range of 10

urn are not commercially available.

4.3.1.1 Materials

Fully fluorescent carboxylated latex beads were used for our experiments (Bangs

Laboratories Inc., Fishers IN, U.S.A.). The beads are dyed with Dragon Green, of which the

absorption and emission spectra are shown in Figure 4.46 (Bangs-Laboratories 2001). The

beads have a mean diameter of 10.20 urn and a density of 1.05 g/cm3 (data provided by

manufacturer's certificate of analysis).

Carbodiimide is a carboxyl activating agent for amide bonding with primary amines. 1-ethyl-

3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC, Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.)

was stored in the freezer and solutions were always freshly prepared since carbodiimide is

very moisture sensitive.
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Figure 4.46 Absorption and emission spectra of Dragon Green. (Bangs-Laboratories 2001)

The following buffers were prepared:

• For non-specific blocking and storage: Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 1 wt-%

bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.), pH 7.4

• For washing: Carbonate buffer, 0.1 M, pH 9.6

• For activation: Phosphate buffer, 0.02 M, pH 4.0

• For coupling reaction: Borate buffer, 0.2 M, pH 9.0

Streptavidin (Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene OR, U.S.A.) was dissolved in borate buffer at a

concentration of 100 uo./ml and kept in aliquots at -20°C.

The synthetic carbohydrate probe biotin-PAA-(sialyl Lewisx)4 (GlycoTech Corp., Rockville

MD, U.S.A.) is a Polyacrylamide functionalized with sialyl Lewisx and biotin, creating a

multivalent polymer of ~30 kDa, with a ratio of carbohydrate to biotin molecules of 4:1 (Figure

4.47). Aliquots of solutions of biotin-PAA-(sLex)4 were prepared in PBS at a concentration of

10 ug/ml and stored at -20°C.

biotin OH SUGAR
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Figure 4.47 Structure formula ofbiotin-PAA-sLex.
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Ethanolamine (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.) is a small primary amine

commonly used for blocking reactions and was dissolved in borate buffer at a concentration

of 0.1 M.

Ultra pure water (Milli-Q®, Millipore Corp., Bedford MA, U.S.A.) was used for all buffers,

solutions, and rinsing steps mentioned in the preparation of the beads, the glass slides, and

the flow-chamber.

4.3.1.2 Procedure

1) Microsphere suspension: 1 ml of the 1 vol-% suspension of carboxylated microspheres

is put into an Eppendorf centrifuge tube (transparent for easier visual control of all the

preparation steps), centrifuged for 5 minutes, and supernatant is removed carefully5.

2) Washing microspheres: Pellet is resuspended6 in carbonate buffer (1 ml), centrifuged

for 5 minutes, and supernatant is removed (2 times). Thus, the additives contained in

the original bead suspension, BSA and Tween (a surfactant), are removed.

3) Activation of COOH-groups on microsphere surface: Pellet is resuspended in

phosphate buffer (1 ml), centrifuged for 5 minutes, and supernatant is removed (3

times).

4) Linking of carbodiimide: Pellet is resuspended in phosphate buffer (0.5 ml). A 2 wt-%

carbodiimide solution is freshly prepared and used within 10 minutes: 10 mg EDAC is

dissolved in phosphate buffer (0.5 ml) and added dropwise to the bead suspension

while vortexing. Linking reaction is carried out on a shaker with gentle end-to-end

mixing for 3 hours at room temperature7.

5) Removal of unreacted carbodiimide: Suspension is centrifuged for 5 minutes and

supernatant is removed. Pellet is resuspended in phosphate buffer (1 ml), centrifuged

for 5 minutes, and supernatant is removed (3 times).

6) Coupling of streptavidin: Pellet is resuspended in streptavidin solution (1 ml) and

coupling reaction is done overnight.

5
The supernatant is always carefully removed using a very thin and flexible plastic pipette tip mounted

to a controllable vacuum pump. Thus, turbulences in the fluid are reduced to a minimum and more

beads can be recovered in all the preparation steps.

6
Procedure for resuspending pellets: 0.5 ml of the solution is added to the pellet, vortexed for about 1

min in short intervals to dissolve clumps, and then the remaining 0.5 ml of the solution are added and

mixed well.

7
All the subsequent reaction steps are carried out on a shaker with gentle end-to-end mixing at room

temperature.
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7) Blocking of unreacted carbodiimide: Suspension is centrifuged for 10 minutes,

supernatant is removed, and pellet is resuspended in borate buffer (1 ml) plus

ethanolamine solution (50 uJ) for blocking step lasting 30 minutes.

8) Binding of biotinylated carbohydrate polymer. Suspension is centrifuged for 10 minutes,

supernatant is removed, and pellet is resuspended in glycopolymer solution (1 ml) for

binding reaction of 1 hour.

9) Blocking of non-specific adhesion: Suspension is centrifuged for 10 minutes,

supernatant was removed, and pellet is resuspended in PBS + BSA 1 % (1 ml) for

second blocking step of another 30 minutes.

10) Storage of coated microspheres: Suspension is centrifuged for 10 minutes, supernatant

is removed, pellet is resuspended in PBS + BSA 1% (1 ml), and suspension is kept at

4°C up to three months.

4.3.2 Glass coating

Recombinant selectin probes were covalently attached to silanized glass coverslips (modified

from Kuo and Lauffenburger 1993) (see procedure 1, paragraph 4.3.2.2). The selectin was

covalently immobilized to ensure that bond breakage occurs in the selectin - sLex bindings

and not by detachment of selectin from the glass.

For control experiments, i.e. no protein interactions between bead and glass surface, glass

coverslips were coated with poly(L-lysine)-g-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG), which is

known to render glass and metal oxide surface highly resistant to protein adsorption

(Kenausis et al. 2000) (see procedure 2, paragraph 4.3.2.3).

4.3.2.1 Materials

Glass coverslips #1, 24 mm x 60 mm (Menzel-Gläser GmbH & Co. KG, Braunschweig,

Germany) were used.

Highly pure anhydrous acetone, ä 99.8 % (GC) was kept tightly sealed above a molecular

sieve to minimize content of water and organic impurities (both Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St.

Louis MO, U.S.A.).

Organosilanes can be covalently attached to glass surfaces and the functional moiety can be

used for covalent linkage of biomolecules. 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane, 98 % aqueous

solution (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.), an amino-functionalized silane, was
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kept tightly sealed at 4°C due to sensitivity to humidity. Reaction solutions were always

freshly prepared in highly pure anhydrous acetone at a concentration of 2 vol-%.

Glutaraldehyde is capable of covalently linking to two amine groups. Glutaraldehyde grade 1,

8 % aqueous solution (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.), was stored at 4°C.

Reaction solutions were always freshly prepared with ultra pure water at a concentration of 1

vol-%.

Dulbecco's phosphate buffer saline (DPBS+), pH 7.4, containing calcium ions (Ca2+) at a

concentration of 1 mM (as selectin-ligand interactions are known to be calcium dependent

(Geng et al. 1991), was prepared. This buffer is henceforth referred to as DPBS+.

Recombinant human P- and L- selectin/Fc chimera proteins were used in the experiments

(R&D Systems Inc., Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A.). The extracellular domain of human P- and L-

selectin/Fc chimera, respectively (consisting of an NH2-terminal C-type lectin domain, an

epidermal growth factor like domain, and multiple short consensus units) was fused to the Fc

region of human IgGi via a polypeptide linker (Figure 4.48). The chimeric protein was

expressed in a mouse myeloma cell line, NSO. Both of the recombinant mature human

selectin/Fc chimera are disulfide-linked homodimeric proteins. The reduced P- and L-

selectin/Fc monomers have a calculated molecular mass of approximately 106 kDa and 60

kDa, respectively. As a result of glycolysation, the recombinant P- and L-selectin monomers

proteins migrate as approximately 146 - 160 kDa and 90 -100 kDa proteins, respectively, in

SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions (R&D-Systems 2002a, R&D-Systems 2002b).

Aliquots of the selectin probes prepared with DPBS+ at concentrations of 10 ng/ml, were

kept at -20°C and dissolved to final concentrations for experiments.

extracellular domain ^^k ^m
of human L/P-selectin ^^^^m

if
Fc-region of human lgG1 Hfl

Figure 4.48 Schematic illustration of recombinant human L- and P-selectin I Fc chimera,

respectively, used for our glass coatings. Extracellular selectin domains are linked

to the Fc-region of human lgG1 via a polypeptide linker. The L- and P-selectin / Fc

monomers have calculated molecular masses of 60 and 106 kDa, respectively.

Glycine is a small molecule, which is used for blocking amino-groups. Solutions of glycine

(aminoacetic acid), > 99 % (GC) (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis MO, U.S.A.), were prepared

with ultra pure water at a concentration of 0.2 M.
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The PLL-g-PEG copolymer used for our experiments consisted of a 20 kDa PLL backbone

and 2 kDa PEG side chains with a lysine-mer/PEG grafting ratio of 3.5 (Figure 4.49), and

was kindly provided by the BiolnterfaceGroup, Laboratory of Surface Science and

Technology, ETH Zurich. Solutions of PLL-g-PEG were prepared by dissolving the polymer

at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in HEPES Z1 (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic

acid, adjusted to pH 7.4 with 1 M NaOH solution).

^> ^> ^

Vr-*) W-0-) t^s

o-c o-c

NH

NHj NHj

Figure 4.49 Molecular structure of poly(L-lysine)-g-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG). The

positively charged poly-lysine backbone adsorbs to negatively charged oxide surfaces

by electrostatic interactions. The PEG side-chains extend bmsh-like into the fluid

phase.

4.3.2.2 Procedure 1

1) Pretreatment of glass coverslips: Coverslips are rinsed with ultra pure water and dried

with nitrogen (2 times), sonicated for 15 minutes in a cleaning solution containing

hydrochloric acid (30 mM) and detergent (1 %) (Lobos Integra®, Roche Diagnostics

GmbH, Mannheim, Germany), rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen (3

times), treated with oxygen plasma for 2 minutes in a plasma cleaner / sterilizer (PDC-

32G, Harrick, Ossining NY, U.S.A.), and finally immersed in anhydrous acetone for 2

hours.

2) Silanization of glass coverslips: Aminosilane solution is freshly prepared with acetone

at a concentration of 2 vol-%. Coverslips are coated8 with silane solution overnight at

8
Procedure for coating glass coverslips: 500 ul of the reaction solution are put on a cleaned coverslip,

a second one is placed on top, and everything is kept in a glass container sealed with Parafilm at
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room temperature. Afterwards, coverslips are rinsed with acetone and dried with

nitrogen, sonicated for 2 minutes in acetone, rinsed again with acetone and dried with

nitrogen, and finally rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen (3 times).

3) Reaction with covalent linker. Glutaraldehyde solution is freshly prepared by diluting in

ultra pure water to a concentration of 1 vol-%. Coverslips are coated with the

glutaraldehyde solution for 2 hours, and then rinsed with water and dried with nitrogen

(3 times).

4) Protein coupling reaction: Coverslips are coated with P- or L-selectin solution for 4

hours, and then rinsed with DPBS+ and dried with nitrogen.

5) Blocking of unreacted sites: Coverslips are coated with glycine solution for 1 hour, and

then rinsed with DPBS+ and dried with nitrogen (2 times).

6) Blocking of non-specific adhesion: Coverslips are coated with DPBS+ with 1 % BSA for

1 hour.

4.3.2.3 Procedure 2

1) Pretreatment of glass coverslips: Coverslips are rinsed with ultra pure water and dried

with nitrogen (2 times), sonicated for 15 minutes in a cleaning solution containing

hydrochloric acid and detergent (for details see step 1 of procedure 1), rinsed with ultra

pure water and dried with nitrogen (3 times), and treated with oxygen plasma for 2

minutes (for details see step 1 of procedure 1).

2) Coating reaction: Coverslips coated are with PLL-g-PEG solution for 30 minutes and

then rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen.

4.3.3 Characterization of bead and glass coating

4.3.3.1 Bead coating

The surface modification of the beads was checked by reacting biotin-4-fluorescein

(Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene OR, U.S.A.) with streptavidin coated non-fluorescent

carboxylated beads of the same company. It was assumed that the surface of the non-

fluorescent beads is similar to the one of the fluorescent beads and that the binding of the

fluorescent biotin to streptavidin does not differ significantly from the reaction of biotin-PAA-

room temperature. Thus, for coating two coverslips, only a small amount of reaction solution is needed

and contamination is minimal.
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(sLex)4 to streptavidin. Images of the beads were taken in phase contrast and epi-

fluorescence mode.

4.3.3.2 Glass coating and selectin - carbohydrate binding

Two aspects of our protein coating systems on the bead and glass coverslip surface were

evaluated by Optical Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy (OWLS) (Voros et al. 2002,

Ramsden 1997): The coupling reaction of selectin to an aminosilane-modified glass surface

reacted with glutaraldehyde (see step 4 in the glass coating procedure) and the binding of

sialyl Lewis" to selectin. The preceding steps in the preparation of the glass coating, namely

silanization in acetone and reaction of the aminosilanes with glutaraldehyde were not

analyzed by OWLS because the instrument is not compatible with acetone and

glutaraldehyde is very reactive and would potentially contaminate the device). 10 mm x 10

mm waveguide chips (Microvacuum Ltd., Budapest, Hungary) consisting of a glass substrate

(material: AF45 glass, thickness: 1 mm) and a waveguiding layer sputter-coated on the

surface (material: Si075Tio.2502, thickness: 200 nm) were chosen, as this material is the most

similar one to glass being used for coverslips. The waveguides were prepared as described

in steps 1 to 3 of the glass coating procedure 1, immersed in DPBS+ for at least 5 days to

equilibrate the surface with the buffer, and then mounted to the flow cell of an OWLS device

(model OWLS 110, Microvacuum Ltd., Budapest, Hungary).

4.3.4 Instrumental set-up of bead flow assay

The experiments were carried out on an inverted microscope (Axiovert 135, Carl Zeiss

GmbH, Jena, Germany) equipped with a 40x / 1.3 NA oil objective (Plan-Neofluar®), a filter

set compatible with the spectral characteristics of the fluorescent beads (# 10: excitation: BP

450 - 490, beamsplitter: FT 510, emission: BP 515 - 565), and a strong HBO lamp (100 W)

for maximal excitation. A photograph of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4.50A.

The perfusion-type flow-cell was a home-designed device made out of

poly(methylmetacrylate) (plexiglas) (Figure 4.50B). It consisted of the actual flow chamber, a

cavity 600 urn deep, 42 mm long, and 6 mm wide (narrowing towards inlet and outlet),

surrounded by a well holding a gasket adjacent to a second well connected to a vacuum

pump. The coated glass coverslips were simply hold in place by the applied vacuum. This

flow-cell system had a number of advantages: The assembly was quick, the entire area of
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the flow-chamber was unobstructed and thus accessible to an oil objective, and cleaning was

easy.

vacuum

view from the bottom

Figure 4.50 A) Photograph of the flow cell mounted on the microscope. B) Drawing of the

flow-cell in side and top view.

Before an experiment, the flow chamber (including gasket) was cleaned thoroughly It was

rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen (2 times), sonicated for 15 minutes with a

cleaning solution containing hydrochloric acid and detergent (for details see step 1 in process

1, paragraph 4 3 2 2), rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen (3 times)
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The flow through the flow-chamber was driven by a syringe pump (Pump unit:

Messtechnik/Automatik, Ciba Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland. Syringe (1 ml): Cavro Scientific

Instruments Inc., San Jose CA, U.S.A. Software: LabView, National Instruments Inc., Austin

TX, U.S.A.).

For data acquisition, a high-speed camera (Speedcam Pro Lite, Weinberger AG, Dietlikon,

Switzerland) with the following features was used: A chip size of 512 x 512, pixel dimensions

of 16u,m x 16u.m, frame rates of up to 1000 Hz at full resolution or even higher with binning in

one direction, recording of movies between 4 to 128 seconds depending on the settings.

Typically, the camera was set to a resolution of 512 x 256 (= 1x2 binning; parallel and

perpendicular to the flow direction, respectively) with frame rates in the range of 250 to 1000

Hz (allowing for recording times of 32 to 8 seconds). These configurations represented the

best compromise between temporal resolution and lengths of the movie sequences, on one

hand, and sufficient signal output for high spatial resolution in the subsequent tracking

process, on the other hand.

4.3.5 Bead flow experiments

The coated glass coverslip was dried with nitrogen, mounted to the cleaned flow-cell, and the

vacuum was applied. The flow-cell was put onto the microscope, the syringe pump was

connected to one end, and an Eppendorf tube containing 10 to 20 u.l of the prepared bead

suspension diluted to 1 ml with the experimental buffer DPBS with 1 % BSA on the other.

Immediately, buffer was driven through the flow-chamber to ensure the functionality of the

protein coating on the glass. This entire assembly procedure had to be done as cleanly as

possible since only small quantities of (hydrophobic) impurities in the interior of the flow-

chamber could lead to air bubbles, which interfered with the flow field and were hardly to be

eliminated afterwards. A set of experiments typically consisted of 10 to 15 measurements,

i.e. recorded movies, carried out at varying flow rates.

Recorded movies (or selected sequences) from the high-speed camera were then

transferred to a PC for all subsequent processing steps.

4.3.6 Bead tracking

The entire tracking and analysis procedure was done with a home-written Matlab program

(The MathWorks Inc., Natick MA, U.S.A.). An in-house SSD (sum of squared intensity
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differences) match software written in C programming language was the core part performing

the actual tracking (Danuser et al. 2000). The SSD C-routine is a region-tracking software

based on least-square optimization yielding higher robustness and accuracy than common

correlation approaches.

Briefly, the beads are tracked simultaneously through a movie as follows: After background

subtraction and gauss-filtering of the images, the beads were identified by applying a local

maximum filter and some additional operations. The beads were then tracked from one

frame to the next by the SSD match software, which returned tracked positions including

statistics.

4.3.6.1 Tracking algorithm

In this paragraph, the algorithm of the Matlab tracking program is described in more detail.

The numbering of the steps corresponds to the flow diagram illustrated in Figure 4.51.

Image pre-processing

1 .a) Frames from a movie are extracted stack-wise directly into Matlab.

lb) A background subtraction is done, using an image taken under identical experimental

conditions with the same frame rate and binning.

1 .c) A two-dimensional Gauss filter with u = 2 is applied to the images to remove noise.

By such filtering, we are loosing information with our optical configuration, since we

do not achieve sufficient over-sampling (i.e. pixels smaller than half the Rayleigh limit)

in image-acquisition: Our pixel dimension in object space is 400 nm, which is more

than half the Rayleigh limit defined as 1.22*Â52onm/NA1,3 = 490 nm. However, since we

are interested in precise localization of bead (center) positions and not in resolution

given by the Rayleigh limit, the Gauss filtering is legitimate for our purposes.

Selection of all beads to be tracked

2.a) Within a certain tracking boundary (i.e. distance from the edges of the image defined

by the bead size), the images are filtered by means of a two-dimensional local

maximum operator with a kernel size of [9 5]. These boundaries ensure that beads

too close to the edges are not considered because tracking is not reliable.

2.b) To get rid of local maxima of relatively low intensity, which represent background

signals and beads being clearly out of focus, a comparison between the mean

intensity of a [9 5] patch around each local maximum and the maximal intensity of the

image is carried out, using a threshold value of 60 %.
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2.c) Finally, beads, which are too close to each other or even clumped together, are

discarded by a simple distance check using the known size of the beads in the

images space (for details see step 4.b)).

This function then returns coordinates of all accepted beads with pixel precision.

Identification of "old" and "new" beads

3) By comparing the bead positions of the previous and the current image and by

assuming a certain maximal distance a bead can travel between two frames

(estimated from vH for a given shear rate), new beads in the current image are

identified.

Initialization of "new" beads

4.a) Using the pixel precision coordinates from step 2), the accurate position of the new

bead is obtained by means of a two-dimensional centroid operator, which returns the

coordinates of the center of mass (here: intensity value) of a region with sub-pixel

precision. This allows for optimal use of the SSD software, since the tracking of the

center of the bead is less prone to drifts than any off-center position.

4.b) The coordinates determined in the previous step are the starting position of each new

bead. In case of tracking without template update, the current image, i.e. a patch of

[33 17] pixels centered on the specified position, serves as template throughout the

entire tracking process. During tracking with template update, the corresponding

image (patch) of the previous time-point is always used as template. The latter of the

two methods was usually employed.

The window dimensions of [33 17] were determined as follows: The diameter of our

fluorescent beads is 10.4 u.m, which corresponds to 26 and 13 pixels in image space (parallel

and perpendicular to flow direction, respectively) using a 1 x2 binning:

„ . ,
object size*objective magnification \0.2um*40 „w,-\ „ „

#pixels =
— = —-f—- = 26(13) 1.1

camera pixel size 16(32) /urn

Due to the convolution of the image by the point-spread function of our microscope (+1 pixel)

and the Gauss-filtering with u = 2 (+ 2 pixels), we have to add a total of 2*(1+2) = 6 pixels

yielding 32 (16) pixels. This is rounded to 33 and 17 because odd dimensions are more

convenient for image processing.
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Figure 4.51 Flow diagram of the bead tracking algorithm. (More details to each step of our

tracking procedure are presented in paragraph 4.3.6).
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Preparation of input for SSD match software

5) Apart from general control parameters the SSD match software requires the following

three main inputs for each bead to be tracked: an initial guess for the new position

(for which simply the distance moved between the two previous time points is used),

the template image, and the search image (being the current image).

Bead tracking with SSD match software

6.a) The SSD match software tracks the beads and returns the new position with sub-pixel

resolution and statistics on the performance of the tracking.

6.b) The SSD minimization is supplemented with error propagation (Koch 1988), which,

among other things, determines the cross correlation coefficient r2 of the goodness of

fit. If r2 < 0.9 and the tracked position lie outside the defined image tracking

boundaries, the tracking for this particular bead is terminated.

During the tracking procedure, the images including tracked position, identification number of

each bead and a time-stamp as data overlay, are saved as a compressed avi-file for

convenient visual control in the subsequent analysis process.

4.4 Results

In analogy to the results section of the simulation, we will present here the findings

characterizing our experimental model system. Further results suitable for comparison with

the theoretical model will be shown in chapter 5.

After a brief characterization of the protein coatings and a calibration of the pump and flow

cell system, we will draw our attention on the performance of our tracking software and on

the observed bead trajectories.

4.4.1 Characterization of protein coatings

4.4.1.1 Bead coating

The bead coating was qualitatively assessed by taking images in phase- and epi-illumination

mode of streptavidin coated, non-fluorescent carboxylated beads after incubation with

fluorescent biotin (Figure 4.52).
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The observation in phase contrast mode (A) revealed the presence of dark spots, apparently

located on the surface of the beads. In fluorescence mode (B), more or less homogeneously

bright signals are visible at the edges of the beads, which can be attributed to the biotin-4-

fluorescein coating. Yet, additionally, there are areas with brighter signals at the bead

surfaces, sometimes coinciding with the dark spots in the phase contrast image (the

correspondence is usually not perfect because the beads are under constant thermal

fluctuations) It seems that the dark spots have an influence on the homogeneity of the bead

coating.

Figure 4.52 Phase contrast and fluorescence images of the beads after coating with

fluorescently tagged biotin The phase contrast image shows dark spots, which

partly seem to coincide with brighter signals in the fluorescence image as indicated by

the arrows.
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These irregularities at the surface of the beads were not expected. For this reason, the bead

company was contacted for an inquiry on this issue. Their response was that these dark

spots are indeed inhomogeneities on the surfaces of the beads. They come from the

manufacturing process and represent non-carboxylated latex material from the bead's core

exposed at the surface.

4.4.1.2 Glass coating

Part of the glass coating process and the binding of biotin-PAA-(sLex)4 to selectin coated

surfaces was evaluated by OWLS. Various measurements with different concentrations of

the glycopolymer probes and with L- and P-selectin were carried out. A typical adsorption

curve of the measurements is shown in Figure 4.53.

The covalent linkage of selectin to aminosilane reacted with glutaraldehyde, was the first

step analyzed with OWLS. The amount of immobilized selectin was always in the range of

170 to 210 ng/cm2. Assuming lateral dimensions of 5 nm x 5 nm for a selectin / Fc chimera

(estimated from crystallographic structures of selectin molecules (Somers et al. 2000) and

from typical dimensions of immunoglobulins), this yields a surface coverage of approximately

30 % or a number density of around 11 '00 molecules/urn2.
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Figure 4.53 OWLS measurement: Covalent linkage of L-selectin to aminosilane reacted with

glutaraldehyde, followed by binding of biotin-PAA-(sLex)*.
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The sixth step, the binding of biotin-PAA-(sLex)4 to selectin did never show a significant

increase of the adsorbed mass. This result did also not change when the sLex probe was

pre-reacted with streptavidin in order to get a larger molecule (since the 30 kDa glycopolymer

is a rather small molecule).

4.4.2 Evaluation of tracking software

In this section, the reliability and accuracy of our tracking software, based on regional

intensity matching by least-square fitting, is demonstrated. To give an impression of the

actual data (i.e. frames from the recorded movies) we are dealing with, an example image

(including a zoom up of one bead) from a movie acquired at intermediate frame rate of 500

Hz is shown in Figure 4.54.

The image is superposed by individual bead trajectories, tracked positions for selected time

points, identification number for each bead, time-stamp, and image tracking boundary.

The low background and noise level in the images (due to the relatively short integration time

for a fluorescence microscopy experiment) coupled with the large dynamic range of the bead

signals results in high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The estimated average SNR values for

frame rates of 250, 500, and 1000 Hz, are 49, 36, and 18, respectively.

The relatively simple identification method worked well for beads lying outside the tracking

boundaries and for beads moving in an out-of-focus plane far from the glass surface.

Conversely, beads undergoing collisions or moving slightly out of focus were not always

handled well depending on the employed tracking method (see paragraph 4.4.2.1), and had

to be discarded in post-processing steps described in section 4.4.3.

All in all, however, the tracking software turned out to be robust and was able to deliver

tracking positions with very high precision (< 5 nm), once the appropriate image processing,

initialization of tracking, and tracking control parameters were found.

The SSD (sum of squared intensity differences) match tracking software not only returns the

cross correlation coefficient r2 of the goodness of fit (as mentioned in paragraph 4.3.6.1, step

6.b), but also performs an error propagation of the SSD displacement estimate based on the

residuals of the intensity matching. The calculated error estimation will be referred to as aSSD.

The dependence of the two statistical quantities, r2 and &SSDi on the different experimental

conditions is the subject of the three following sub-sections.
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1x2

binning

frame rate

500 Hz

tracking window

17 pixels

Figure 4.54 Example of a typical tracking image including data overlay at a camera

resolution of 512 x 256 and a frame rate of 500 Hz.

a) Extracted movie frame after background subtraction and Gauss filtering The

dashed box illustrates the image tracking boundary for the bead center position The

+ markers indicate current bead coordinates, the lines indicate the trajectory of each

bead for 100 frames (i e 200 ms) and the 'x' markers show the positions at every 20th

time point Bead # 2 is just moving out of the image boundary, and bead # 3 is

arrested

b) Zoomed up illustration of tracking window for the specified camera configuration

4.4.2.1 Comparison of tracking with vs. without template update

The performance of the SSD match tracking software differed strongly between the two

tracking methods with and without template update In the first case, always the patch of the
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previous time point serves as the template. This is usually the more robust method in cases

where the patch changes considerably over the course of time. Yet, the price one often has

to pay is a so-called drift, i.e. a gradual deviation of the tracked position from the original one.

In the second case, always the patch of the first time point is used as the template. This

method is a better choice for tracking more image patches and often offers higher accuracy.

In Figure 4.55, examples of estimated tracking errors, <rSSD, over time for seven trajectories

(three with and four without template update) are presented.

time [ms]

Figure 4.55 Estimated tracking error aSSD for tracking with and without template update. In

the upper part of the graph, numerical values for four trajectories obtained by tracking

without template update are shown, and at the bottom are the results for three

trajectories with template update (all data were acquired at a frame rate of 250 Hz).

As expected, the graph clearly demonstrates the higher precision obtainable using tracking

with template update: The error stays below 1.5 nm for the entire course of a bead trajectory,

whereas without template update, <rSSD starts at a higher level of around 2 nm, steadily

increases due to drift effects, and levels off between 2 to 14 nm. The shape of the error

curves and the exact numerical values using the latter method can vary between different

experiments (and even between beads of the same experiment), but generally this method

does never reach the performance of tracking with template update.

There is, however, an advantage using the method without template update, and that is the

greater sensitivity of the cross correlation coefficient r2 to "undesired" events such as

collisions between beads. When tracking with template update, the r2 value stays almost

unchanged since the difference between search and template image between two
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subsequent frames is always very small given the high frame rate. In contrast to that, r2

drops dramatically for bead collisions using tracking without template update, and thus such

a trajectory can be automatically discarded during the tracking procedure.

Despite the demand of more manual work in the subsequent analysis process, tracking with

template update was the method of choice since the disadvantage is compensated for by the

much better reproducibility and precision of the tracked positions.

4.4.2.2 Comparison of tracking precision to theoretical Cramer-Rao bound

Regarding the microscope image as a band-limited, noise-contaminated signal, there must

be a theoretical lower bound for detecting a positional change of a distinct object.

Indeed, for a given information processing system, the ability to estimate a specific set of

measurement variables (without regard to an unknown set of other quantities that influence

the measured data, or perturbation parameters) is described by the Fisher Information

matrix, and its inverse the Cramer-Rao bound.

This concept was adopted to the situation of tracking a target in a diffraction limited image

sequence, which yields the Cramer-Rao lower bound, aCR, for the uncertainty of a

displacement measurement (Danuser et al. 2000):

S i i ( a ^

CR
8;r JM*px SNR {NA,

1.2

where M is the number of pixels the target is comprised of, px is the pixel dimension in object

space, SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, À is the wavelength, and NA is the numerical

aperture of the objective. To get an estimation of the relative quality of the performance of

the SSD match tracking software, we compared the crSSD value with the theoretical limit given

by the Cramer-Rao bound aQR.

For two sets of experiments both containing measurements at frame rates of 250, 500, and

1000, the lower Cramer-Rao limit cr^ was calculated for all bead trajectories and compared
CH

with the respective error estimation aSSD given by the tracking software (Figure 4.56).

As expected, the aCR values become larger at higher frame rates due to decreasing SNR.

Conversely, the influence of the larger pixel size in y-direction due to 2x binning is not so

pronounced. The theoretical limits and experimental values at 250 Hz are virtually the same

and the difference grows only slightly for the higher frame rates.

All in all, the averaged values of «r^ and a„a are in the same order of magnitude, which is

around 1 nm for all trajectories both in x- and y-direction.
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Figure 4.56 Tracking precision given as error of position estimate returned by SSD, ossd,

compared with the lower Cramer-Rao bound, ocr, as function of frame rate. A

and B are independent sets of experiments both including measurements of moving

and arrested beads, with and without flow. The upper four graphs show averaged

values of ossd and <tCr for individual beads in x and y direction, respectively. In the

two last graphs, the mean and standard deviation over all beads in x and y direction at

each frame rate is plotted.
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4.4.2.3 Tracking accuracy relative to bead motion

The precision of the tracking software with respect to actual bead motion is illustrated here.

In Figure 4 57, position and velocity of a bead undergoing a temporary arrest are shown,

including the estimated errors a$SD multiplied by three as error bounds at each time point.

The quantity a can be regarded as a standard deviation covering 68.3 % of a normal

distribution, and by multiplication with three, the certainty is increased to 99 7 % The graphs

of the position as well as of the velocity data demonstrate that the estimated errors in

tracking precision are significantly smaller than the observed fluctuations of the bead
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Figure 4.57 Visualization of tracking error relative to experimental data Position and velocity

data of a bead including the quantity 3*oSSD as error bounds are shown

4.4.3 Trajectory analysis

After the tracking procedure, a bead had to fulfill a number of requirements to be considered

in the subsequent analyses and statistics of experiments. These criteria include

• Length of trajectory > 1000 frames (i.e. 4, 2, and 1 s for frame rates of 250, 500, and

1000 Hz, respectively)

• No collisions As mentioned in paragraph 4 4 2 1, this selection often had to be done

manually because tracking with template update was mostly insensitive to such

events
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• Mean(vx) in flow direction < 1.1*vH. Thus, beads not close enough to the surface were

discarded due to their mean velocity being too high relative to the hydrodynamic

velocity for a particular shear rate (see equation 3.22 in chapter 3.1.2 for more details

on vH). Reduced fluorescence signal or decreased autocorrelation were also

considered as possible criteria for eliminating such out-of-focus beads, but both

approaches proved not to be sufficiently robust and sensitive.

4.4.4 Calibration of flow cell / control experiments on PLL-g-PEG coated glass

In a parallel-plate type flow chamber such as ours, the wall shear rate s [s'1] can be

determined by the following equation:

where Q [ml/min] is the volumetric flow rate, H is the flow chamber height, and W the

chamber width.

4.4.4.1 Flow chamber height

As equation 1.3 indicates, the wall shear rate is proportional to the squared inverse of the

chamber height, i.e. deviations in the height can have a significant effect on the actual shear

rate. As a consequence, it was important to check whether the height of our flow chamber

corresponded to the value of 600 p.m as shown in the drawing in Figure 4.50B and whether

the height is stable in the experiments at different flow rates. Two simple tests were carried

out to rule out significant errors in our bead flow experiments due to inconsistent chamber

heights. For both tests, the flow cell was mounted to a motorized inverted microscope

(Axiovert 100M, Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany) and observed with a long-distance

objective 40 x / 0.6 NA Korr (LD Achroplan®) with a working distance of 1.8 mm.

Absolute flow chamber height

The vacuum was applied to the flow cell but the fluid was not yet introduced to the chamber.

It was assumed that the coverslip was in the same position as in the real case where the

chamber is filled with fluid. Thus, the distance between the coverslip and the opposite wall of

the flow chamber could be accurately measured in air (a measurement in an aqueous

solution would have made things more complicated since the change in refractive index

would have had to be taken into account).
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The mean and the standard deviation of 10 measurements of the flow chamber height at

different positions were 609 ± 4 |am.

Dependence of flow chamber height on flow rate

Turning on the syringe pump led to a slight decrease in the chamber height because the

"pulling" flow caused a negative pressure in the chamber. This deviation, however, was not

more than 5 ± 1 nm even for flow rates of up to 5 ml/min, which is more than we used in the

actual bead flow experiments.

Taken together, these two findings result in an error of less than 2 % of the nominal flow

chamber height of 600 urn or less than 4 % for the shear rate. These deviations are

negligible and therefore no special adjustments in the calculation of the shear rates were

used.

4.4.4.2 Flow rate of syringe pump

Two aspects in the performance of our syringe pump system needed to be verified: a) The

overall flow rate, i.e. the capability of the device to pump a given amount of fluid in the time

required, b) The constancy of the flow rate, i.e. the pumping must not show any irregularities

or modulations.

Overall flow rate

We used two methods to assess the precision of the overall flow rate, especially its linearity:

First, the time was measured to pump the content of our standard syringe (1 ml volume) and

two other syringes (0.5 and 2.5 ml) through our standard flow cell (chamber height = 600 ^m)

and a smaller flow cell (chamber height = 200 urn) in "pulling" as well as in "pushing" mode.

In all cases, the difference between measured time and time set in the pump control software

was not greater than 1 %. This suggests that the pump has a feedback control adjusting the

force to drive the syringe needle to the fluid pressure, which leads to an accurate overall flow

rate (at least within the range the pump was used in our experiments).

Secondly, bead trajectories on control glass coverslips coated with PLL-g-PEG were

analyzed (Figure 4.58A). At each flow rate, one or more experiments, each containing 20 to

50 bead trajectories, were carried out, and the mean velocity of each trajectory was

calculated. In the figure, the mean and the standard deviation of the mean velocities of each

experiment are shown.

The graph demonstrates that the standard deviations of the mean velocities are reasonably

small, and that there is a linear relationship between average bead velocities and flow rate

(cross-correlation coefficient r2 of the linear fit was 0.992).
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Figure 4.58 Velocity data obtained at different flow rates: A) mean and standard deviation of

velocities, B) Examples of velocity data from one, two, and three trajectories at

Q = 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 ml/min, respectively.

Varation offlow rate

The evenness of the flow rate was also investigated by analyzing the data of the control

experiments mentioned before, but here we will take a look at individual trajectories. In

Figure 4.58B the velocities of six representative bead trajectories obtained at three different

flow rates are plotted. All curves show oscillations of higher frequencies, on the one hand,

and slow modulations of the velocity on time scales on the order of 1/10 s, on the other hand.

In Figure 4.59A, a more detailed look at the velocity of three beads reveals that these high

frequency oscillations are correlated. Conversely, the graphs in Figure 4.59B show that the

slower velocity modulations of the same beads are not in phase. These curves have been

obtained by low-pass filtering of the original data.

The high frequency oscillations are rather striking and motivated us to do a more detailed

analysis, which is the subject of the following paragraph.
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simultaneous high frequency velocity oscillations of 3 beads
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Figure 4.59 Observation of simultaneous high frequency velocity oscillations of three beads

and slower modulations of the velocities, which are not in phase. The graphs in

plot A are a close-up of the original velocity data, whereas the curves in plot B have

been low-pass filtered by a mean-filter with kernel size of 25 (= 100 ms).

4.4.5 Frequency analysis of velocity data

In our frequency analysis, not only data obtained from control experiments but also

measurements done with selectin coated glass, i.e. trajectories of arrested beads, were

considered (see Figure 4.60 for an example of strong oscillations visible while a bead is both

rolling and arrested). Briefly, the analysis procedure was as follows:
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Q = 0 8 ml/min, L-selectin @ 2 ng/ml, sLe* @ 10 ng/ml
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Figure 4.60 Example of strong oscillations in velocity data observed in rolling and arrested

state of motion.

1 A fast-founer transformation (FFT) was applied to the velocity data of each bead.

2 The resulting frequency spectrum (up to the corresponding Nyquest frequency) was

scaled relative to the strongest peak The peaks were detected using a combination of

local maxima and statistical outlier search.

3 A histogram was done for all peaks found in trajectories obtained at the same flow rate

4. Each bin in the histogram was then weighted with the mean of the scaled magnitudes of

the frequency peaks it contained

5 Finally the histogram was normalized again with respect to the strongest peak.

Using this method, the relative occurrence and relative magnitude of a particular frequency at

a given shear rate is best reproduced. The results of the frequency analysis of velocity data

as a function of shear rate are summarized in Figure 4 61.

The figure shows the weighted relative occurrence of dominant frequencies of velocity data

in x- and y-direction obtained at five different flow rates Q (plots B to F) and without flow (A),

i e. the syringe pump was switched off. (Note that after these numerous processing steps,

the relative magnitudes are only comparable within a particular histogram, i.e. only for a

given shear rate and direction.)
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Figure 4.61 Dependence of frequency spectra on pump flow rate. The graphs show extracted

frequency peaks over all types of experiments, i.e. on PLL-g-PEG, L-selectin, and P-

selectin coated surfaces including trajectories of flowing and arrested beads.

First of all, it was not expected such frequency peaks would be detected at all. Yet, as one

can see, they occur at all flow rates both parallel (x) and perpendicular (y) to the flow

direction.

The results in x- and y-direction for a particular flow rate are slightly different, but most of the

indicated peaks are similar, especially the main peak is often the same, e.g. 80 Hz at Q = 0.8

ml/min, 160 Hz at Q = 1.6 ml/min, and 125 Hz at the highest flow rate. In most of the cases,

however, the magnitude of the frequency peaks was higher in x- than in y-direction in the

original frequency spectra of the individual beads (data not shown).

The x-histograms at Q = 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 ml/min all show harmonics of 20 Hz, i.e. 40 Hz, 80

Hz, 120 Hz, etc., whereas perpendicular to the flow direction this effect is not so pronounced

(see also Figure 4., where these frequencies can be clearly seen in the time domain). At Q =

2.0 ml/min, harmonics of 25 Hz, especially 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 200 Hz are observable in

both directions.

The x- and y-histogram of the frequency peaks found in experiments without flow do not

show any obvious harmonics but rather an evenly distributed spectrum of unrelated

frequency peaks.

These findings will be discussed within this experimental part of the thesis (paragraph 4.5.3)

as well as in the comparison part in chapter 5.

4.4.6 Arrests in experiments with selectin coated glass

We performed numerous experiments with sialyl Lewis* coated beads (always from solutions

at a concentration of 10 ug/ml) and P- and L-selectin coated surfaces (at concentrations

ranging from 1 to 5 u.g/ml) at shear rates on the order of 10 to 100 s~\

Generally, it was a delicate issue to obtain a sufficient number of usable bead trajectories for

a particular experimental condition.

The measurements were hampered by irreversibly bound beads, the number of which was

growing steadily over the course of an experiment. Many of these beads could not be

removed even by flushing the flow cell with extremely high flow rates. Such an accumulation

of arrested beads caused more and more collisions with moving beads of interest, and as a
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consequence, many of the recorded bead trajectories had to be excluded from further

analysis.

Apart from collisions, the presence of these firmly adhered beads also led to a relatively high

number of beads, which bounced away from the surface and only gradually sedimented

again close enough for proteins to interact. Thus, the amount of relevant bead trajectories

observable in the field of view decreased even more. As an illustration of this loss of

potentially useful data, the velocity curve of a bead is shown in Figure 4.62, which is too far

away from the surface and only after more than half of the observation time passed, the bead

sedimented to the surface and was able to make a couple of temporary arrests.

shear rate = 19 s1, P-selectin @ 2 jig/ml, sl_ex @ 10 (xg/ml

j^Q^fr-

4- arrest start

O arrest end

criterion

mean(vx)|20ms < 5% vH

Figure 4.62 Position and velocity data ofa bead sedimenting to surface, undergoing a small

series of short arrests, and then continuing to roll again and gradually gaining

velocity.

Another limitation to the acquisition of a reasonable amount of data was the short recording

time of our high-speed camera system (8 to 32 s with our typical settings) and the use of a

relatively high magnification (i.e. smaller field of view) for such studies (we used a 40x

objective whereas most other work found in the literature was done at magnifications of 10x

to 25x).
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Figure 4.63 Position and velocity data of three beads on L- and P-selectin coated glass at

three different shear rates. In all three cases, the beads show a tendency to a

bimodal behavior with rolling close to hydrodynamic velocity vH interrupted by

temporary arrests.
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As a consequence of the encountered problems, it was difficult to do a systematic

investigation of the influence of experimentally variable parameters, e.g. shear rate and

density of protein and ligand coatings. Particularly, statistics on trajectory descriptors such as

mean velocity and distribution of arrest time could not be carried out due to the small number

of available data.

Nevertheless, some characteristic properties of experimental bead trajectories could be

identified, which were consistently observed under most of the tested conditions:

1. Rolling beads underwent (temporary) arrests directly from rolling at hydrodynamic

velocity and regained (near) full speed between two arrests (resembling the behavior

of a single binding system instead of a whole set of bindings). Intermediate rolling

velocities were rarely observed.

2. The switching between moving and stopping mode was abrupt, typically happening

between 50 and 150 ms even at the highest flow rates.

3. The beads were permanently subjected to oscillations and were never moving at

constant speed or remaining completely still during an arrest. The deflections were

greater for rolling than for arrested beads.

Figure 4. shows three example trajectories (position and velocity) of experiments on glass

coated with L-selectin at shear rate s = 37 s1 (A), and P-selectin at s = 19 s'1 (B) and s = 93

s1 (C).

Trajectories A and B demonstrate all three characteristic features mentioned before. The

beads were moving at velocities close to the respective vH before, between, and after they

underwent temporary arrests. The oscillations were significantly reduced while the beads

were adherent to the surface, and the transitions between the two states of motion were fast.

Graph C shows an exceptional case for our measurements in terms of frequency of arrests.

The bead was able to make a series of quickly consecutive arrests or almost arrests all

shorter than 100 ms. But even here, the bead often regains near hydrodynamic velocity

between the temporary stops.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Preparation of bead and glass coatings

The two coating procedures used for the surface modifications of our beads and glass

surfaces both follow standard protocols widely reported in the literature.
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Beads

The absolute quantification of functional protein binding sites on a microsphere is not

straightforward. Commonly, flow cytometry in combination with fluorescent antibodies to the

species of interest or radio-labeling techniques are used. Since it was not possible for us to

perform either of the methods, we always used the maximal carbohydrate-ligand

concentration for coating of beads as the one reported in (Brunk et al. 1996), which was well

within saturation of their evaluation by flow cytometry. As these results were confirmed in a

number of subsequent articles of the group, we also inferred to have a saturated coating of

the beads with little density variation.

Our qualitative check of the coating process by assessing the binding of fluorescent biotin to

streptavidin modified non-fluorescent carboxylated beads revealed that there was indeed a

layer of biotin immobilized on the beads. But there were also unexpected brighter spots

stemming from inhomogeneities in the underlying latex surface, i.e. polystyrene instead of

carboxy-groups are exposed to the surface (this is an unavoidable problem in the

manufacturing process, according to the company). It is known that one can get higher

protein densities on a surface by physisorption than by covalent linkage, which would explain

the increased signal on these spots.

Glass

In general, the OWLS measurements were problematic because the use of DPBS medium

with its high ion concentration resulted in extremely long waiting times between the different

steps. It is not known whether this could have an effect on the coating process and how well

these control measurements still reproduce the preparation of the real samples.

The determined amount of bound selectin was consistently around 200 ng/cm2, from which a

number density on the order of 10'000 molecules/urn2 can be calculated. This number is

higher than typical values reported for selectin coatings in bead flow assays, which were

3600 molecules/nm2 at most (Brunk and Hammer 1997). However, in their case

quantification by fluorescent immuno-staining was used, and it is questionable how well their

results can be compared with ours.

It was also attempted to measure the binding of sialyl Lewisx to selectin in order to check the

functionality of our probes, but the results were not conclusive. The molecular mass of the

carbohydrate probe (30 kDa) and the concentrations of the solutions (10 |ig/ml) are certainly

at the absolute detection limit of the OWLS instrument, and therefore the lack of a

measurable mass increase is not surprising. Moreover, not even the pre-reaction of biotin-

PAA-(sLex)4 with streptavidin (53 kDa), which almost tripled the mass, did show any

significant change.
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In summary, there are a number of deficits and open questions concerning the homogeneity,

density, and functionality of the glycopolymer and selectin coating on the beads and the

glass surface, respectively. For future experiments of this bead flow assay, it would certainly

be beneficial to invest in more detailed and sophisticated (especially in the case of the

beads) characterization of the surface modifications.

4.5.2 Performance of tracking software

In section 4.4.2, we have evaluated our tracking software, which uses a region-based, least

square intensity matching approach. The various aspects we have investigated to

characterize our tracking software included:

• Tracking with versus without template update.

• Estimated error aSSD in tracking position versus calculated theoretical limit given by

Cramer-Rao lower bound cr .

• Estimated tracking precision relative to actual bead motion.

The most intriguing result is certainly that the estimated tracking precision a$SD is so close to

or sometimes even better than the theoretical limit aQR (which is certainly an error because

the (correct) value of the Cramer-Rao lower bound of a system can not be surpassed). There

are mainly two uncertainties in the comparison of er and er__:

• a : The problem here is that the calculated value is based on the assumption of a

perfect model of the target object, which leads to a too optimistic estimation of the

error in the displacement measurement.

• a When determining this value, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was the only
CR

quantity, which had to be estimated. All the other variables, size of target, numerical

aperture of objective, etc. were given by the experimental system. SNR values were

calculated employing the method described in chapter 2.5.3 (noise-model based on

camera calibration).

All in all, these approximations lead to errors in the calculations of <rSSD and oCR. (certainly an

increase of the value for er ). However, in both cases the deviations should not be dramatic
SSD'

and the order of magnitude of both values is expected to be correct. Therefore, it is justified

to claim that the tracking errors of the SSD match software are not larger than 5 nm. This

corresponds approximately to the error bounds (= 3V J drawn in Figure 4.57 confirming
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that we can reliably resolve bead trajectories down to the smallest details with our

experimental set-up and tracking program.

4.5.3 Calibration of set-up and control experiments

There are two key requirements, which have to be met by the experimental set-up of a bead

flow assay in order to perform reliable measurements:

• The absolute height of the flow cell has to be known exactly because the square of

the flow cell height is inversely proportional to the shear rate

• The absolute flow rates of the pump have to be determined accurately, and they have

to be reproducible over the entire experimental range.

Both conditions were fulfilled in our instrument:

It was shown that the changes in the height of our flow cell as a function of the flow rate did

not lead to an error in the calculation of the shear of more than 4 % and was therefore

negligible.

The overall flow rates were evaluated by two tests: a) Agreement between the flow rates set

in the pump control software and the measured time to deliver a certain amount of fluid, b)

Linearity and standard deviations of the mean velocities of beads moving along control

surfaces (i.e. without protein interaction). Both tests confirmed the correctness of the overall

flow rate.

However, observation of the detailed trajectories of individual beads revealed the presence

of oscillatory patterns at high frequencies. It turned out that these high frequency oscillations

could be detected in virtually all bead trajectories, independent of the coating and the type of

motion (Figure 4.58). The main influence on the peak frequencies seemed to have the flow

rate of the pump and the direction (Figure 4.60) (the oscillations were mostly stronger parallel

than perpendicular to the flow direction). These findings, combined with the fact that for

simultaneously recorded bead trajectories the oscillations are highly correlated (Figure 4.59),

suggest that the oscillations are originating from the syringe pump. This hypothesis will be

confirmed by additional evidence presented in chapter 5. Moreover, an explanation will be

presented for the slower velocity modulations, which do not seem to be affected by the

pumping, and for the occurrence of frequency peaks without flow.
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4.5.4 Experiments with protein coatings

We have carried out experiments with sialyl Lewisx coated latex beads (always at a

saturating concentration of 10 ug/ml) and P- and L-selectin modified glass surfaces at

varying concentrations between 1 and 5 |ig/ml. Generally, the acquisition of a sufficient

amount of usable data for a given experimental condition was difficult due to the

accumulation of irreversibly bound beads throughout the flow cell, which led to numerous

collision events and beads bouncing away from the surface and not moving along the

surface.

It is not understood why such firmly attached beads could be formed. Strong non-specific

interactions, for example of electrostatic nature, can be ruled out given the high ion

concentrations of the used buffer (150 mM) and the consequent blocking steps in the

preparation procedure for bead and glass coating. A possible explanation could be the

observed surface inhomogeneities on the beads resulting in spots with higher adsorption of

biotin. These areas could potentially bear much higher ligand concentrations and lead to the

irreversible attachment of the beads.

Still, we were able to extract a number of features, which were characteristic for most of our

experimental bead trajectories, namely the tendency to a bimodal velocity distribution

centered on the hydrodynamic velocity and on zero, and the instantaneous change from

rolling to stopping and vice versa at frequencies on the order of 100 ms to 1 s.

The vast majority of the literature on similar bead flow assays does not provide velocity

profiles of single trajectories, but often reports on population averages of velocity data only,

despite the fact that it was pointed out a long time ago that the dynamics of rolling cannot be

completely described by the average velocity (Goetz et al. 1994). One reason for this is

probably the low temporal (from 30 Hz (video rate) to as low as 1 Hz!) and spatial resolution

(typically not better than several hundred nanometers) achieved with the experimental and

image processing approaches employed. To give an idea of the ambiguity of typical velocity

data presented in the literature, a velocity profile from our experiments (250 Hz) superposed

with the corresponding curves for frame rates of 30 and 10 Hz is shown in Figure 4.64. The

problem with data acquired at low temporal resolution, is not only that many short arrests can

not be detected as mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. Moreover, it can lead to a

qualitatively wrong reproduction of the actual dynamics since both abrupt velocity changes

as well as short periods of relatively stable rolling or arresting of the bead can not be

resolved. Indeed, in such cases it seems more meaningful to analyze ensemble averages.
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However, there are two collaborating groups using high-speed video microscopy to acquire

detailed trajectory data in bead as well as cell experiments (Smith et al. 1999, Schmidtke and

Diamond 2000, Park et al. 2002, Smith and Lawrence 2002). Whereas in the first two articles

only position plots are shown, which are difficult to interpret, the last two provide a few

velocity profiles as well. Of special interest is the article by Park et al because it confirms two

of the main findings of our experiments: a) the velocity distribution of beads is typically

bimodal, b) the transition time between rolling and arresting is substantially shorter for beads

than for cells. Both observations are attributed to the lack of tether formation in beads, which

allows cells to absorb force peaks and roll with intermediate velocity.

i i
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Figure 4.64 Demonstration of a velocity profile from our experiments sampled with the

highest typical frame rates found in the literature.

These findings are very encouraging and a motivation for pursuing our experimental

approach of analyzing single bead trajectories. It is undisputed that this is a key step towards

a better understanding of the molecular binding dynamics governing such cell adhesion

systems.
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5.1 Introduction

In the simulation chapter we have presented a number of tools and trajectory descriptors,

which are suited for the comparison of simulated and experimental data, e.g. relative mean

velocity, relative arrest time, mean arrest time, or displacement fluctuations in arrests.

However, many of these measurement tools could not be applied due to limited amount of

experimental trajectories and the occurrence of vibrations possibly from the environment and

from the cell-protein system.

Some aspects can still be investigated and will, for example, demonstrate the excellent

agreement of the Stokesian model with respect to the hydrodynamic velocity, and the

impairment of the experimental data by uneven, oscillatory flow, and by an insufficient

mechanical decoupling of the experimental set-up from the environment.

Before we begin with a number of comparisons between the results of the simulations and

the findings of the experimental section, the magnitude of forces that can arise from non¬

specific interactions in our bead flow assay are investigated. It will be shown that they are

indeed negligible and our decision not to consider them in the simulations was justified.

The similarity between theoretical and experimental hydrodynamic velocity for different shear

rates will demonstrate the accuracy of the fluid model including the correction terms of the

drag coefficients accounting for wall effects.

Subsequently, the oscillations observed in the experiments will be judged by comparing

theoretical and experimental velocity distributions, confirming that they were perturbation

signals from external sources.

In the last part, we present a direct comparison between a typical transient movement

pattern observed in the experiments, a simulated trajectory from our AD simulations including

Brownian motion, and some trajectories using the normal AD method. It will show a great

improvement in matching simulated to real trajectories with the AD model by our

implementation of thermal fluctuations.

5.2 Non-specific surface interaction forces

It was mentioned in the simulation chapter that we have not considered any non-specific

surface interaction forces in our model, such as double layer repulsion, electrostatic forces

and van der Waals forces, under the assumption that they are negligible. This is in contrast
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to the original Adhesive Dynamics model by Hammer and colleagues, where these

interactions are also accounted for.

In this section, it will be shown that indeed our assumption is justified for the case of protein

interactions between beads and a planar surface in aqueous medium of physiological ion

concentration.

We consider a colloidal spherical particle in an electrolyte solution settled to a plane surface.

Due to Brownian motion, the sphere is fluctuating about an equilibrium location at which

gravity and double layer repulsion are balanced. The probability density of the particle's

position will follow a Boltzmann distribution: /7(/2)xexp{-^(/z)/^J'}, where ke is the

Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and </>(h) is the sum of the potential

energy due to gravity, double-layer repulsion, and van der Waals forces.

When the separation distance is several Debye lengths, we can neglect van der Waals

attraction and the double layer repulsion can be well modeled using linear superposition and

Derjaguin's approximations (Verwey and Overbeek 1948). Then, for a 1:1 electrolyte, the

total potential energy profile obeys:

0(h) = B*exp{-tch} + GVt (1.1)

, fb\
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s is the dielectric permittivity of water, R is the radius of the sphere, e is the elemental

charge, f? and *F2 are the Stern potentials of the sphere and the plate,
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is the characteristic Debye length for a physiological NaCI-solution of 150 mM concentration

(where C is the total ionic strength) (Israelachvili 1992), and

4xR3
G = -

3
\Psphere Pfluid J S

(1.4)

is the net weight of the sphere.

Equation (1.1) has a single minimum at

Khm = In
G

(1.5)
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i.e. hm represents the most probable separation distance.
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Figure 5.65 Illustration of double-layer repulsion in our system. A) Most probable separation

distance hm as a function of ion concentration for five different surface potentials B)

Double-layer repulsion force for a physiological ion concentration and for surface

potentials of 50 mV

By eliminating B, we can obtain the relative potential energy in terms of the relative

separation distance
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Thus, we can calculate the overall potential energy tfh), and by multiplication with the

separation distance h, we obtain the corresponding interaction force.

Figure 5.56A shows the results for most probable separation distance hm as a function of ion

concentration and for different surface potentials. Within the calculated range of ion

concentrations and surface potentials, which is typical for experimental systems such as

ours, the most probable separation distance hm does not change significantly and is always

around 40 nm.

In Figure 5.56B, the force curve is shown for surface potentials of 50 mV and a physiological

ion concentration of 150 mM (as used in our experiments). L0 and H represent the

equilibrium length of the proteins (and simultaneously the minimal gap width) and the upper

limit of the adhesion area in our simulation model, respectively (see chapter 3.2). The gray

zone indicates the presence of our surface coatings, but in the calculations, the presence of

the proteins is neglected (the qualitative influence of the coatings is indicated by the dashed

curve and the arrow). However, the uncertainty in the calculations by neglecting the influence

of the protein coatings, is not significant, as they are not highly charged, and will therefore

alter the repulsion force curve only slightly. Only a high density of equal or opposite charges

in the protein layers would lead to either an additional repulsion or attraction of the surfaces.

The forces due to the double-layer repulsion are extremely small (7 to 13 orders of

magnitude smaller than the involved protein forces for separation distances within the

adhesion area). Only at gap widths of a few nanometers, the double-layer repulsion forces

merely reach the same order of magnitude as the protein forces. However, for this to

happen, the protein coatings would have to completely penetrate each other.

All in all, it seems justified that we have not considered non-specific interaction forces in our

implementation of the Adhesive Dynamics (AD) method, as opposed to the original AD

model proposed by Hammer and colleagues (Hammer and Apte 1992) and all their

subsequent work.
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5.3 Comparison of theoretical and experimental hydrodynamic velocity

It was shown in the experimental chapter that both the flow cell height and the flow rates of

the syringe pump corresponded very well with the nominal values Having performed these

controls, it is assumed that the Stokesian dynamics model (including lubrication correction

terms to account for wall effects) can be used for the description of the hydrodynamic

conditions in our experimental set-up A stringent test for the validity of this assumption is the

direct comparison of bead velocities from control experiments on PLL-g-PEG surfaces to the

predicted hydrodynamic velocity. In Figure 5 66, the results for varying shear rates typically

used in the experiments are shown They demonstrate the excellent agreement between

theoretical and experimental values.

Thus, it is justified to attribute deviations of bead motion from the hydrodynamic velocity to

protein interactions between bead and surface

E

S ioo

50

-Q- theoretical values based on drag
coefficients corrected by lubrication

theory (Goldman and Brenner) and

mean gap distance of h = 26 nm

(determined by our Brownian motion

simulation)

experimental data from control experiments

using PLL-g-PEG coated glass (mean & stddev)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

shear rate [s1]

Figure 5.66 Comparison of theoretical and experimental values of hydrodynamic velocity at

different shear rates
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5.4 Oscillation evaluation by analysis of displacement histograms

In this section, it will be attempted to present further evidence for the hypothesis that the

systematic oscillations observed in the experiments did not stem from the bead and protein

interactions but were caused by an insufficient isolation of our experimental set-up from

external vibrations, on one hand, and by the syringe pump, on the other hand.

Based on Einstein's law for Brownian motion of a colloidal particle suspended in a viscous

fluid and the corresponding diffusion coefficient, the displacement distribution of the particle

can be calculated for given time intervals. To apply this relationship to our bead system, the

drag coefficients used for the determination of the diffusion coefficients are corrected for wall

effects by the lubrication model, and the mean gap distance between bead and wall was

determined from our Brownian motion simulation.

frame rate:

250 Hz

(At = 4 ms)

10 20

Ax[nm]

10 20

Ax[nm]

Figure 5.67 Comparison of theoretical and experimental velocity fluctuations at different

time intervals.
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Thus, we obtain the theoretical displacement distributions for our bead system for the three

time intervals t= 1, 2, and 4 ms used in the experiments (Figure 5.67A). In graphs B, C, and

D, the displacement histograms for frame rates of 250, 500, and 1000 Hz from experiments

without flow are shown. Whereas the agreement for the lowest frame rate of 250 Hz is

excellent, there is an increasing discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results for

the two higher frame rates. Our explanation for this observation is based on the frequency

spectra for these control experiments (see Figure 4.61A). As can be seen, the vast majority

of the peaks has frequencies higher than 125 Hz, which is beyond the limit for the lowest

frame rate of 250 Hz, for which the agreement to the theoretical model was still good.

0.05 i r

new: pump damped

x (parallel to flow)
0.05

old: pump directly on table

x (parallel to flow)

B

0.05

10 20

Ax[nm]

y (perpendicular to flow)
-i—~i 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

D

0.05

10 20

Ax[nm]

y (perpendicular to flow)
; i n i | i ] I r~

10 20

Ay [nm]

10 20

Ay [nm]

Figure 5.68 Comparison of velocity fluctuations in x- and y-direction between an old set-up

with undampedpump and the new system with some damping of the pump.
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Conversely, the displacement distributions for 500 and 1000 Hz must be impaired by the high

frequency oscillations and do therefore deviate from the predictions by the model. It is

hypothesized that these oscillations were caused by vibrations in the environment and were

mediated to the experimental set-up.

The graphs in Figure 5.68 show results from actual bead experiments with the syringe pump

switched on at the lowest frame rate of 250 Hz. Plots A (in x-direction) and B (in y-direction)

are obtained from measurements, where the pump was damped with foam material.

Whereas the displacement distribution in y-direction is still well described by the theoretical

curve (similar to Figure 5.67B), the results in flow direction are strongly deviating from the

prediction by the model. Plots C and D illustrate the findings with an older set-up, where the

pump was put directly on the table (where the microscope was places as well) without any

damping material). In both directions, the results are much worse as compared to the

previous plots. From these findings, we make the following conclusions:

a) There are two ways, the syringe pump causes undesired oscillations in the flow cell: 1)

Directly through irregularities in the pumping of the fluid. This is also confirmed by the

data of simultaneously recorded trajectories (Figure 4.59A), showing clear in-phase

oscillations, which can not be explained by the protein interactions or any other

mechanism. 2) Indirectly through the vibrations of the casing of the pump, which are

mediated to the flow cell via table and microscope.

b) The damping of the pump could reduce the transmission of the indirect pump vibrations,

which affected the results in x-, as well as in y-direction.

Therefore, the high frequency oscillations are caused by external nuisance signals, and can

not be attributed to the bead/protein system.

In contrast to that, the slower modulations in the experimental bead velocity profiles (see

Figure 4.58B and Figure 4.59B) are probably a consequence of the bead's Brownian motion.

Simulated trajectories (data not shown) of Brownian motion show that such modulations

arise from varying bead surface distances, which directly translate into different velocities in

flow direction.
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5.5 Comparison of movement pattern between experiment, ADB and AD

simulations

As mentioned in the introduction and bead simulation chapter, the most intriguing property of

the selectin-ligand binding systems is their capability of enabling cells in the blood stream to

make contact and roll on the blood vessel wall over a wide range of fluid shear rates. This

initial adhesion is characterized by a stop-and-go movement pattern, where the cell is

instantaneously changing between rolling at near hydrodynamic velocity and temporary

arrests. In Figure 5.69, the closest matches to this in-vivo movement pattern found in our

experiments (graph A), ADB (B), and AD (C.1 to C.3) simulations, are presented.

In general, the described bimodal in-vivo movement pattern could only be mimicked with our

experiments and with our Adhesive Dynamics simulations including Brownian motion. Using

the normal AD method, we were not able to simulate such a velocity profile. The beads were

either rolling without stops (C.1), show short arrests with high velocity peaks (C.2), or longer

arrests without significant periods of rolling at all (C.3).

The variability of the bead motion on length scales of tens of micrometers and on time scales

of hundreds of milliseconds would require an additional variation in the AD simulation, for

example a sparse coating of the planar surface.

However, articles by the Hammer group have never provided detailed velocity profiles that

would suggest their ability to simulate the observed bead and cell motion correctly.

Living cells versus fixed cells versus microspheres

There is an indication that there are, on the level of single trajectories, qualitative differences

between living cells, fixed cells, and beads with respect to their velocity profiles (Park et al.

2002). It was shown that the transitions between rolling and arrests become increasingly

sharper from living cells, to fixed cells, to microspheres. This is explained by the increasing

rigidity from one system to the next, i.e. living cells are able to absorb the force peaks arising

during switching between the two modes of motion due to tether formation.
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Figure 5.69 Comparison of velocity data obtained from experiment, AD simulation with

Brownian motion, and "normal" AD simulation, with corresponding velocity

distribution. A) An experimental bead velocity profile with characteristic bimodal

velocity distribution. The bead switches instantaneously between intervals of rolling at

hydrodynamic velocity and periods of firm arrest with a frequency on the order of 1 s.

B) A velocity profile from an ADB simulation closely resembling the experimental data.

One of the main difference is the occurrence of brief velocity peaks during arrests. C.1

too C.3) Three velocity profiles from AD simulations. It was never possible to recreate

a trajectory with a bimodal velocity distribution. The bead was either firmly adhered

with arrests on the order of hundreds of milliseconds (C.3), transiently attached with

very short temporary (almost) arrests and velocity peaks almost up to vH (C.2), or free

flowing with any arrests.

5.6 Conclusions

Implementation ofthermal fluctuations

We have demonstrated that our modification of the Adhesive Dynamics method by including

Brownian motion was justified and greatly improved matching between simulated and

experimental trajectories. The additional degree of freedom in the z-axis (i.e. perpendicular to

the wall) resulted in a higher variability of bead motion and a better recreation of the

experimental conditions. Furthermore, it could offer the possibility of investigating velocity

oscillations of arrested beads and attribute deviations from purely Brownian motion directly to

instantaneous protein binding forces at the interface.

Indeed, it was shown that with the related technique of total internal reflection microscopy,

reduced Brownian motion between protein coated colloidal particles and surfaces can be

attributed to specific protein-protein interactions, as it is also implied by the results of our

simulations. The evaluation of our tracking software showed that our data acquisition system

is capable of measuring such deviations in the bead motion, which would allow for an

estimation of the protein forces involved in cell-surface interactions.

Impairment of experimental system by external vibrations

The recording and analysis of trajectories in bead flow assays with such high temporal (> 250

Hz) and spatial (better than 10 nm) resolution has never been reported before. With our

system we are pushing the limits of accuracy in data acquisition into regimes, where more

extreme measures in terms of mechanical isolation from external vibrations would be

necessary. Unfortunately, this issue has not been realized yet in our experimental system, as

a consequence of which many direct comparisons to the simulated results were not possible.
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The improvement of the mechanical stability of our set-up and together with a better

characterization of the protein coatings on the glass and the beads are clearly the next steps

to obtain an optimized experimental read-out system.

Mimicking in-vivo and in-vitro behavior on the level of single trajectories

For modeling of cell adhesion under hydrodynamic flow conditions, the most challenging

regime is certainly the transient adhesion zone where cells show a jerky movement changing

back and forth between rolling and short arrests. To date, it has not been shown in the

literature that a simulation could satisfactorily mimic the characteristic features of the

transient motion pattern, which includes: frequency of arrests, distribution of arrest durations,

and bead velocity between arrests. In most cases, investigations are limited to the

measurement of the mean velocity or mean arrest time of a trajectory, ensemble averages

such as number of cells arrested over total number of cells etc.

In chapter 3 and in this chapter it was shown that we were able to go a step further on the

level of single trajectories and more accurately describe bead motion especially in the

transient adhesion zone. In Park et al. 2002, an important distinction between velocity

profiles of cells and beads was made. It could be shown that on the single trajectory level,

the details of the transient adhesion behavior of cells can not be accurately mimicked by

beads anymore. Whereas the characteristics of the common ensemble averages such as

relative mean velocity or relative total arrest time can be satisfactorily modeled by AD and

ADB bead simulations, the fine details of transient cell velocity profiles can not be recreated.

This, however, would be of great interest to more accurately determine the functional

properties of the involved protein interactions. Therefore, an extension of the AD method by

including tether formation is proposed in order to mimic not only bead but also cell adhesion

under hydrodynamic shear flow conditions.
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